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NATCO•HOLLOW-TILE
Residence

liffe Drive

ronio

Architect, Chaa. S, Cobb, Toronto ContractoTM, Tobcr-Ford Con»truction Co.^ Ltd., Toronto

Beauty—with Economy and Permanence
The question of home construction involves many vital points which

must be deeply considered. The home should be attractive, permanent,

yet economical. It must be dry, sanitary and healthful, and represent

the minimum on upkeep and depreciation.

answers

Beauty—
NATCO—a versatile building material-

every architectural treatment.

Economy—
NATCO—in this is paramount—the large units

speed up construction and materially lessen mortar

and labor costs.

Permanence—
NATCO—is fireproof, strong in bearing yet

light in weight, an effective barrier to the passage of

heat and cold.

Cost Data and Details of Construction on request.

8" NATCO Double Shell Wall Tile

Unit Showing dovetail method for

gripping stucco on exterior and
plaster on interior.

NATIONAL FIR15 •PR®FING-COMPANY
01=^ 0/\NAOA, I-IMIT'ISD

Factory: HAMILTON Dominion Bank Building. TORONTO
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INDEX TO ADVERTISING SECTION
T^HE advertising section of The Home Plan Book is one of the most
1 informative, suggestive and useful departments of the entire book. Practi-

cally every classification is represented, so that readers will find it exceed-
nigly profitable to consult these pages for the valuable ideas and suggestions to
be found covering every phase of home building.

The advertising section is representative of the outstanding recognized
manufacturers of materials entering into the construction and outfitting of Can-
adian homes. Readers of The Home Plan Book can therefore feel the utmost
confidence in consulting the advertisements and in dealing with the advertisers.
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CONCRETE
Increasingly^ in use for fine homes because of its

utility and attractiveness.

Concrete's adaptability to artistic expression in home build-

ing is revealing itself in a wide variety of architectural designs in

fine residences throughout Canada-

Both in its utility aspect— for foundations, floors and steps

and in its artistic application in the form of stucco finish, or

concrete blocks as a base for stucco. Concrete has proved its

economy, durability and all-round satisfaction to the builder and

householder alike.

Specify Canada Cement. Every bag that bears the "Canada"

brand contains Cement of the same high quality— carefully inspected

and tested. Use the cement that has proved its dependability on

every class of construction work— from bridges and highways to

door frames, garden benches and garage driveways.

We maintain a Service Department to co-operate in all lines

of woik for which Concrete is adapted. Our library is compre-

hensive and is at your disposal at all times without charge.

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY LIMITED
HEAD OFFICE

CANADA CEMENT BUILDING - - PHILLIPS SQUARE MONTREAL

SALES OFFICES at MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG CALGARY

1.11.^. LK
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As a base for stucco

Harbour Sand Lime
Brick is an ideal

material. Their uni-

form size gives true

walls and true sur-

faces, and stucco has

a natural affinity for

Harbour Sand Lime
Brick, to which it

adheres firmly and

permanently, p r e-

venting ugly cracks

or ruptures.

Harbour Brick Sand

makes the whitest

and strongest brick

mortar obtainable.

Its use will assure

you of solid con-

struction, strong and

durable. Properly

mixed with cement

that goes into the

making of your cel-

lar floors, it de-

velopes a concrete

that gets rock hard.

Harbour Sand Lime Brick
Will enable you to reduce your building cost.

Harbour Sand Lime Bricks are different

from ordinary bricks. They are made
from almost pure Silica sand, thoroughly
washed and screened, mixed with the

highest quahty Calcium lime. Absolutely

uniform in size and colour, they submit
to the heaviest pressure, resist water
and corrosion, and actually get harder
with age.

At the University of Toronto, Harbour
Sand Lime Brick stood a crushing test

of 6,060 pounds to the square inch. A
half brick immersed in hot water for

five hours absorbed only 12.2 per cent.

The City of Toronto cold water test ran
only 6 per cent absorption and a brick

in a wall never comes in contact with

anything but cold water.

Because of their exclusive qualities and
low cost, Harbour Sand Lime Bricks
are the logical bricks to use for foun-
dation walls—as a base for stucco walls

—or for backing face brick. Their use
will enable you to build a solid nine inch
brick wall at a lower cost per cubic foot

than the usual six inch frame construc-
tion, without considering the amount you
save on up-keep or maintenance, depreci-
ation insurance, fuel or even painting.

Before you build ask your contractor to

give you a price on using Harbour Sand
Lime Brick.

A last remark: Beware of Brick which,
on breaking apart, show a great number
of White Lime spots, as this means later

disentegration. This condition being due
to improper hydration and mix.

We zviil ffladly send samples from stock to prospective users.

HARBOUR BRICK CO. LTD. \lf^V^^:
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Pedlar's

Metal Lath

Prevents

This

Note beloWf how
Metal Lath is

embedded in the

plaster.

PEDLAR'S METAL LATH
ASSURES CRACKPROOF PLASTERING
The trouble with wood lath is that the plas-

ter placed on it is almost certain to crack,

owing to the drying out, shrinking and warp-
ing of the wood lath. As often as not, the

cracking will be delayed until the walls have
been decorated. Many an expensively decor-

ated wall is ruined by cracked and falling

plaster which could have been certainly pre-

vented by using Pedlar's Metal Lath at very
little more than the cost of wood lath.

Plaster placed on Pedlar's Metal Lath is

there to stay. It will not crack. It will not

fall off. A wall or ceiling plastered on Ped-
lar's Metal Lath can be decorated as soon as

the plaster is dry. Even if you do not use
Metal Lath throughout your house, you should
use it on all the ceilings, in the comers, on
parts of the wall where hot water or steam
pipes, or warm aJr ducts are carried up and
any other place where the cracking of plaster is

mo'st likely to occur. Pedlar's Metal Lath is a
real economy.

PEDLAR'S CORNER BEADS
This is a material made in various forms but all for the primary purpose of

protecting plastered comers from being chipped or otherwise damaged. A few
dollars invested in comer beads when the house is ready to plaster will save

much damage later.

PEDLAR'S TRUSS FABRIC FOR STUCCO EXTERIORS
This is Metal Lath, cormgated. It can be nailed directly to wood siding—old

or new—and gives a perfect plaster bond on a flat surface without strapping.

A good cement plaster on Pedlar's Truss Fabric makes an exterior wall that is

equal to stone for permanence and weatherproof qualities.

Write for Illustrated Circulars

The PEDLAR PEOPLE Limited
Established 1861

Executive Offices: Oshawa, Ont. Factories: Oshawa, Ont., and Montreal, Que-

Branchea: Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver.
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GYPSUM BLOCK and STUCCO
Ideal Materials to Use in the Construction of Your Home

The use of Gj'psum Block in the

exterior walls of houses is coming

into general use on account of the

speed of erection, the low cost, the

insulating and fireproofing value,

and the splendid foundation which

they present for the application of

Stucco.

Cemo Exterior Stucco has been

used on hundreds of the finest type

homes and has proven its worth

under every climatic condition.

Let us send you beautifully illus-

trated booklets of these two mater-

ials, giving specifications and full

information.

The Ontario Gypsum Co. Limited

Head Office

MONTREAL, 10 Cathc&rt St

Mines and Mills:

Caledonia, Ont. Lythmorc. Ont.

Branch Office*:

TORONTO, 106 Don Esplanade

Paris, Ontario

WINDSOR, 30 La BellelBldg

(
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HOPE'S
STEEL CASEMENTS IN

STANDARD SIZES FOR HOMES

We are supplying our Standard Steel

Casements in large quantities for use in

medium-sized and small residences where un-

satisfactory wood sash has hitherto been used

on account of price.

Hope's Standard Casements can be in-

stalled at no greater cost than wood.

Hope's Special Cleaning Hinges fitted to

Side Hung Casements allow the outside of

the windows to be cleaned from within with

absolute safety.

Send for descriptive literature giving full

range of sizes etc.

Stock sizes. Immediate delivery. Low cost.

INNES-LAWRIE LIMITED
AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS

311-321 KING STREET EAST Phone Main 3866 TORONTO
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Sell

Special

Modern
Kitchen

Arrangement
pVERYWHERE women have awakened

to the fact that tlie kitchen is the most
important room in the honse so far as the
housewife's health and happiness are con-

cerned. And everywhere they are demand-
ing that their kitchens be equipped with
up-to-date labor-saving equipment—espe-

cially the kitchen cabinet. Architects, con-
tractors and builders have recognized this

demand. They have sought to answer it

by building into the kitchen a cupboard or
dresser. But these storage spaces do not
satisfy the housewife. She contends that
a specialized, work-saving cabinet like the
SELLERS can be included, and that is

what she wants.

The SELLERS is a specialized product.
It is the result of thirty vears of work at

this one thing. It has more labor-saving

features than any other cabinet. It is

built not as a storage place alone, but as

a scientifically arrangetl kitchen work-
bench — to make kitchen work easy — to

save time.

Yet the SELLERS, with all its features,

costs only half as much as a built-in cup-

board. And if it were possible for the

built-in cupboard to employ these features

(which it is not), the cost would be abso-

lutely beyond reach.

So the proposition is this : "When vou can
get the beautifnl specialized SELLERS,
with all its beauty, durability, convenience
and sanitary features, at half the cost, why
have any other equipment in the home you
build or buy, or the apartment you rent?

Have your architect include a SELLERS in your kitchen plan—and write

SELLERS KITCHEN CABINETS Brantford, Ont,

KITCHEN
JLJLt^JcVO CABINETS

"The 3est Servant in Your House"
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BUILD WITH

COOKSVILLE
THE HIGHEST QUALITY IN

BRICK
Your Home

is an investment and its real worth depends on the durability of

the materials embodied in its structure and the economy of its

upkeep. Inferior materials mean increased depreciation and increased

expenses for its maintenance. Cooksville Brick fills—and adequately

fills—these requirements of durability and economy and offers in

addition the beauty of color and charm of texture.

Cooksville Brick

comes In a wide range of colors with various types of surface finishes,

Rough-textured of every kind, Smooth-faced and Pressed. They
are made from the highest quality of shale known, and being hard

burned, are proof against deterioration and discoloration.

"There is a Cooksville Brick for every purpose"

Display panels showing the appearance of these bricks

when set up in the walls of your home can be seen at

COOKSVILLE SHALE BRICK CO., LTD.
General and Sales Offices: Crown Office Building:

26 QUEEN STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO
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Clare Bros. & Co., Limited
HIGH GRADE HEATING EQUIPMENT

BRANCHES:

WINNIPEG
CALGARY
EDMONTON
VANCOUVER

Dear Sir;

—

Head Office

PRESTON. ONT

Hundreds of thousands of dollars could
have been saved for purchasers of Warm Air
Furnaces if their heating plans had been
considered before^ and not after, their houses
had been built.

Consideration of the heating problem at
the right time means better and neater
installation, more satisfactory service, and in
all cases lower cost, so, in the interests of
Better Warm Air Heating we are asking and
advising you to give this question, which is so
important in this climate, consideration now.

If you will submit your rough sketches
to us before your plans are finally decided on
we will be glad to study them, and to recommend
any changes necessary to ensure better heating,
also to prepare blue prints for you, showing
how your heating plant should be installed. Our
experience of nearly 50 years in the heating
business, and the services of the experts on
our staff are at your disposal. In referring
your heating problem to us you need feel under
no obligation whatever, as, in the interests of
Bettter Warm Air Heating we will be glad to be
of assistance to you.

We make such well known furnaces as the
"HECLA", "SUCCESS", "STAR", "STANDARD ALL
CAST", "HILBORN", etc. All these in a wide range
of sizes, and to be installed either in piped
or pipeless styles, or combination Warm Air and
Hot Water. CLARE Furnaces enjoy an enviable
reputation, which we guard by absolutely
guaranteeing any heating plant we sell.

Let us repea.t, "plan your heating when
you plan your house, not after it is built",
and consider us freely at your service.

Yo j.rs truly,

MHS. CLARE BROS. & CO. LIMITED.
AM.

Clare-8 •HECLA"

Clare's -SUCCESS"

Clare's "STAR

Clare's ••STANDARD"
All Cast Iron.

Clare-B "HILBORN"
Wood Furnace
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Eight Points
of We»tinghou«e Superiority

1—Reciprocating double pole switches

—permitting turning from any posi-

tion to any other position and in

either direction,

2_Aluminum crumb tray and heat re-

flector under top burners, insuring

faster heating,
3—All heating elements are of the open

type and are removable without dis-

connecting any wires. They plug in

just like you plug in your iron or

toaster in a socket.

A—Solid bus bar construction of heater
box—a real switchboard wiring job.

5—Seamless enamel lined oven, with all

oven parts and heaters removable,
permitting cleaning oven thoroughly
and with ease,

6—Employ heat baffling in oven, in-

suring even heat distribution.
7—Double area surface heating units.

Each heating unit employs two coils

arranged to give two distinct areas
of heating surface, i.e. 6" and 8" in

diameter. This makes possible the
use of sm^aller utensils without loss

of heat or waste.
8—The fuses are so located as to be

easily accessible. This is an excel-
lent feature and a valuable one.
Each heating unit is connected to a
separate fuse situated directly be-
neath the switch controlling the cur-
rent it protects. Should a fuse blow
out, it is a simple matter to drop the
front panel and replace the fuse.

The Westinghouse
Electric Range
Completes the

Modern Home
The Westinghouse Electric Range has

lightened the labors and added to the com-

fort of thousands of housewives.

Its convenience of design and the quick-

ness and cleanliness with which it can be

operated make it the favorite of novice and
expert cooks alike.

The beautiful seamless porcelain enamel-

hned oven is a special Westinghouse feature

which will appeal to every woman. It is un-

usually large and equipped with removable
wire racks and an aluminum broiling pan.

The seamless feature makes it easy to clean.

Examine all the other labor-saving devices

embodied in this range. You will be de-

lighted with its simplified efficiency.

Ask any Westinghouse dealer to show you

Type \V"—the latest improved model.
t*

Made in Canada

-

Canadian Westinghouse Company
HAMILTON Limited ONTARIO

Westin^ouse
Electric

'

I

K\\S.\^^S>S.S.S.',T.^^',T.^S.S.S.S>S.t.^S>'.".'.'.S>S.S.S>^'-'---^--^'---'-«-^.^.^^..S,..».l.^^^«......^.>.^^ ..^^^^^^^^^
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Many Artistic Effects in
Beautiful Homes

are possible with Milton Brick. Its wide
range of colors and flashings in smooth or
rough textures appeal to those who want a

lovely home.
If you want a real home, build it of

everlasting Milton Brick. Build it of Mil-
ton Brick if you would save money and
insure beauty with comfort and economy.
The Milton Brick home meets all of

these essentials. Its rugged, artistic walls

retain their beauty and permanence with-
out repairs or painting. It is warm, dry
and fire-safe—always comfortable.

Milton Brick is the finest face brick

known, due to the remarkable properties

of the shale from which it is made. Time
and weather only serve to beautify and
strengthen it. It is by far the most ideal

material for homes of beauty and of
permanence.

Let us send you samples and prices

of red and buff and flashed brick.

Also of our famous "rug" brick.

M I LTON BRICK
MILTON PRESSED BRICK CO., LIMITED

I

Workt and Head Office: Milton, Ont. Toronto Office: 320 Bay Street
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KELSEY HEALTH HEAT
Why it is a Health Heat

First and foremost—because it heats with fresh air.

Not vdth the dead, stagnant air of radiator heats.

Not with the scorched oxygen-exhausted air of furnace heats.

But with fresh air—just as buoyant, just as invigorating, just as

health-giving as the bracing air of a Crisp October day.

It is fresh because it is taken directly from outside and goes up the

zig-zag tubes too quickly to become scorched. It is delivered in large

volumes healthfully warmed
instead of in small volumes

superheated.

The same temperature

is maintained in the rooms

as with other heats —
but healthfully maintained.

That's the difference.

The Kelsey Humidifier

mixes with this fresh air

just the healthful propor-

tion of the moisture. Does
away with all tense drpiess.

Adds the last touch to dup-

licating indoors with Kelsej'

Health Heat, the healthfui-

ness of the outdoor air.

Write us for prico on the Kelsey Warm Air Generator

CANADA FOUNDRIES & FORGINGS LIMITED
James Smart Plant - - Brockville, Ontario

BRANCHES: TORONTO, MONTREAL and WINNIPEG

WILUAM J. HALL & CO,, Yonge St. and Marlborough Ave., Toronto ; Dealer
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Ask Yourself
Partitions always directly over
each other — giving greatest
possible supporting
strength.

Same tile builds

walls any thick-

ness. This IS

8-inch wall.

Plaster direct
on tile— no fur-

ring necessary.

Every mortar
joint interrupt-

ed by air pocket
which prevents
conduction of

heat, cold or
moisture.

Honeycombed
^vith individual

air s pa ce ^

which make
best insulator
against heat
and cold, /

2
3
4

12-inch wal
buill of the
same tile.

if there is any other

single shape of Hollow

Building Tile that incor-

porates all these desir-

able features:

1:

2:

Builds walls of any required
thickness.

Backs up Facing Brick or
Stone.

Provides 25 per cent.

greater insulation than
solid brick or vertical cell

tile.

Has no mortar joints ex-
tending through the walls

to conduct moisture, heat or
cold.

Can be picked up in one
hand and laid like a brick

on horizontal beds
of mortar.

Made of Shale to with-
stand the weather and
rough hand ing.

When you have investigated and are assured that only

Interlocking Tile
possess all these virtues you can purchase without fear.

We make all sizes of Partition Tiles. Four Producing Factories.

INTERLOCKING TILE COMPANY, LIMITED
32 TORONTO STREET TORONTO, ONTARIO

I
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DmiliamSte^Heat
for Your Hbhie ^

sTEAM-
the most

at tea kettle pressure

convenient and useful

medium of heating in use today. When
applied the DUNHAM WAY—
steam circulculates freely. It is the

ideal source of heat—because it is so

quick to respond and so easy to con-

trol. It can be used sparingly to

take off the chill in Spring and Fall,

and in cold Winter its radiant

warmth is the more appreciated be-

cause of the constant flow of heat

from it. In sleeping rooms, the

heat can be turned off with consequent

saving in fuel at night, without danger
from freezing.

The Dunham Heating Service co-ordi-

nates all factors, so that the boiler, radia-

tors, piping and necessary Dunham de-

HEATING SERVICEvices bear the

proper relation

to each other, and just suit your require-

ments.

For more than twenty years, Dunham
methods have been improving Steam Heat-

ing for all types of buildings.

Heating Plans for a Dunham Steam System may be secured from the Home
Builders Service Bureau for any home illustrated in this book at no extra

cost. For further information, apply to any Branch Sales Office.

C. A. DUNHAM CO., LIMITED
TORONTO -:- ONTARIO

HALIFAX MONTREAL OTTAWA WINNIPEG CALGARY TORONTO VANCOUVER

18 St. Thomas Street, London, England, SE-1
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INTRODUCTION
"I have always felt that the best security for civilization is the dwelling,

and that upon properly appointed and becoming dwellings depends more
than anything else the improvement of mankind. Such dwellings are the

nursery of all domestic virtues, and without a becoming home the exercise

of those virtues is impossible."

—

Beaconsfield.

A HOME, in permanent form, is really one of

the greatest objectives in a well-ordered and

successful life. Virtually every ambitious person

wants to own a home of his own or her own
some day, and is willing to make the investment

of a life-time to obtain it. Especially is this true

in Canada, where people of the most modest
means will put their best into the establishment

of a "roof-tree and patch of green", and will

sacrifice and work and plan to keep and beautify

it, valuing it always as the nucleus of family life

and the fundamental symbol of property.

To have a home of your own means that you
have graduated into the class which "lives" rather

than that other which "exists". It may also

mean the investment of the better part of your

available means as well as financial obligations

which will extend over a period of years, but it

will mean too. that you have taken the first step

towards the establishment of real independence

and really profitable living.

Building a Hoivie.

There arc two ways of going about the busi-

ness of securing a home. Admittedly the easiest

way is to buy one that is already built, but you
will pay for the convenience. Most real estate

owners have either built to sell at a handsome
profit or have purchased from previous owners
who also made a profit, and the man who "buys

to dwell" faces a big price and a not very promis-

ing future for retrieving what he must expend.

Building your own house is usually the cheap-

est and certainly the most desirable way of secur-

ing the ideal home. It is your own from the very

foundations, it will^ contain every little improve-

ment which you have always wanted, and it will

be in the locality which you yourself will choose.

And locality is an important factor when you con-

sider your family and the possible question of

resale.

The building of a house, however, entails a

considerable amount of trouble unless it is gone

about in the right way. After the land is pur-

chased you must have a house plan to suit your

requirements as well as your purse. If it is your
desire to make your home as beautiful as possible,

permanent, comfortable and convenient in all its

interior arrangements, you will be wise to obtain

an architects' plans and service.

Planning the New Home.

Your home, regardless of its size, demands the

best possible plans. Thejr^re the basis of your
future comfort and satisfaction. A house built

from hit-or-miss drawings will result in waste:

and waste lessens the buying power of your hard-

earned home building dollars. Near-sighted sav-

ing prompts an • astonishing number of home
builders, large and small, to work with rough
plans made by some local carpenter or builder,

perhaps, who knows absolutely nothing about the

finesse or service of architecture. You really pay
for his rough plans, although you may think you
are saving the architect's fees, for no builder can

work without drawings of some kind, in fact they

are a necessity in all cities where permits are com-

pulsory. These cost your builder money, and you
yourself pay for them—inferior though they be.

You will also pay for an inexperienced man's
inevitable blunders in conservation of space and
carrying out of detail, which an architect is trained

above all things to effect. Then, too, where a

house is simply turned over to a builder, he in-

[5]
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variably, and quite naturally, makes a higher

charge than would have been the case had you

originally sent out plans to several contractors

for competitive bids.

The Architects Services.

An established architect would charge you eight

per cent, of the cost of your home for his services.

including superintendence. Many charge ten per

cent, on houses costing less than $10,000 to build,

for it costs almost as much money to prepare pro-

fessional plans for a small dwelling as a mansion,

and it is usually more difficult. This cost, how-

ever, should never be considered as an expense, for

the savings effected and the satisfactory results

you will achieve, will more than offset the amount

yon pay.

This charge, which may appear exorbitant to

those who do not realize the amount of care and

thought, as well as the number of days which are

required to complete one set of plans, has resulted

in the average home builder doing without an

architect's services, which accounts for some of

the nniformly dull, monotonous and unattractive

appearances of oar small or moderate-sized houses.

Tliis situation, too. has resulted in a large num-
ber of organizations preparing stock plans for in-

expensive homes, which they supply at fairly low

prices, since most of their plans are designed for

the exclusive use of their own building materials.

Although many of these plans are exceptionally

good, a large proportion are decidedly inferior.

Aside from the disadvantage of having a plan

designed for a particular type of construction in-

tended for a particular material, practically all of

these plans are of American origin, designed for

United States requirements. Many omit base-

ments and foundations, and the heating and
insulation arrangements are totally inadequate

for use in Canada. Then, too. a good many
are suitable for frame construction only, and so

do not conform to the building by-laws of most
of our Canadian cities.

Home Builders' Service.

The Home Builders' Service Bureau, the pub-
lishers of this volume, is an independent, un-
biased Canadian organization which has evolved

an architectural service, whereby Canadian home
builders can obtain at moderate cost, well studied.

carefully prepared designs and complete working

drawings for better Canadian homes . . . homes

which can be built in any of the familiar Can-

adian types of construction. The low cost of the

service is possible through methods of distribution

on a co-operative basis, whereby the original cost

of preparing plans is spread over the sale in dif-

ferent localities in various cities.

This volume illustrates and describes fifty de-

signs for homes of varying sizes. They have been

especially prepared by Maurice D. Klein, the well-

known Toronto architect, whose work repre-

sents the last word in modern, economical, and

artistic construction. "The Home Plan Book"
will help you decide the exact type of home you

want, and the use of the plans which are avail-

able will enable you to effect economies of space

and material, which will reduce your building

cost considerably. By using plans, you will be

able to obtain competitive tenders from reliable

contractors who will know precisely what yo»

want, can tell you how much the finished house

will cost, and enable you to obtain exactly what
you pay for.

Selection of Site.

In selection of a site, the first consideration, of

course, is a healthful location. A high, dry and
well-drained lot is what to look for, one where a

good water supply is already assured and the

sewage system taken care of.

These last two matters are seldom a problem im

any. developing neighbourhood, but they are the

bugbears of the real estate boom project. Beware
of the offers of cheap land companies where im-

provements and systems are promised but slow in

forthcoming.

On the whole, unless you have the moci in-

fallible assurance of rapid building strides in any
undeveloped area, it is th* best policy to make
your purchase in a district where homes of the

type you would desire your own to be. have al-

ready begun to appear. The initial cost of the

properly may be a few hundred dollars more, bmt

you will have the assurance of desirable neigh-

bours, and will never have to meet the heavy
taxation which the installation of new water and
drainage systems entail.

Especially important is that question of smr-

rounding properties and dwellings. Land-buying
schemes which attract by the "easy payment"
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features of their business arrangements, usually

by their very ease gather in an inferior type of

purchaser. In many cases, even where certain

restrictions may be in force for the original sale,"

the lots may be resold several times before they

fall into the hands of actual builders, and you

may find yourself surrounded by the shack-like

dwellings of very questionable folk indeed, unless

building restrictions are carried out by a con-

servative company. Most fly-by-night companies

drop all responsibility immediately their lots arc

sold, and the resultant slip-shod development has

ruined many an otherwise promising home-site.

Responsible companies are the best people to deal

with in buying land in new areas.

In connection with cost, the actual cost per

square foot is not necessarily the price of value,

and in comparing properties in different localities,

one must enquire into the factors which make for

value. Are there, for instance, public service com-

panies supplying household needs; is the site

situated or so conditioned as to render building

not too expensive, and is the character of the

neighbourhood sufficiently stable to insure against

decline of properly values?

Is it convenient? That is, will it be possible

for working members of the family to reach and

return from their places of business without too

great fatigue? Are there schools and churches

within easy distance?

Exposure is an important factor for comfort in

this country. A house placed without thought

of the reach of the winter sun is a cheerless and

unhealthy place.

Of course, all these points go as far toward

making your purchase a good investment as a

comfortable site for the home.

Buying the Lot.

A good way to evaluate possible property, is

to look into the local tax-rate. Although assess-

ment is rarely made on the full value, it will

nevertheless give you a very good idea of its worth

in the eyes of civic experts, and it will also give

you some idea of what its carrying expertse would

be.

Another good method of getting unbiased in-

formation in property value is to enquire for terms

on the district at reliable loan and mortgage com-

panies. This is important information to have in

any event, as the first and second mortgages which

you will be able to place on your property will

play a large part in the financing of the building.

Examination of the Title.

Ownership to a piece of land is established by

what is known as the title. A title passes from

one person to another as the property is sold over

and over again, the transaction usually being re-

corded through the county. Titles can sometimes

be traced back to original land grants in Colonial

times.

The validity of a title can be assured by a com-

petent lawyer. On granting a loan the mortgagee

will insist on some such evidence that the title is

satisfactory. All mortgagee's include a title search

in the transaction.

In checking up your land with title description,

it is well to have a survey made. In this way,

you will have a more definite understanding of the

landmarks and boundaries by which it is identified.

It is important also to note whether there are

any easements which might for instance, grant a

right of way to a neighbour, or allow a telephone

company to place its poles on or near the pro-

perty, or a water company the right to run its

mdins across yonr lafid.

The title may be obtained in the name of the

husband or wife, or in both names. The latter

procedure is more desirable in many ways if there

is no business objection.

FiMAf^cit^G tkE Home.

"Don't try to build on a shoe-string." is a

pious warning, but it should not make one

pessimistic. It is necessary to have at least one-

third of the cost of your house and lot in hand

before you begin to build, however. After that.

it is an easy matter to raise the remainder in first

and second mortgages.

First Mortgages.

In Canada, building loans are handled chiefly

through large loan companies. Very often, real

estate agents or lawyers will act as intermediaries

in securing first mortgages, but it is customary for

them to charge commission. In taking up your

first mortgage with a reliable loan company yo«

aToid paying such commission.

I

r
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The first mortgage may cover fifty per cent, of

the value of your lot and completed house. That

is, for instance, if your lot is worth say, $1,000,

and your proposed house, $5,000, the company

will pay as much as $3,000 on the first mortgage

on terms satisfactory to itself.

It is seldom that you can secure the entire sum

in one payment. Usually, no payment is made
until the roof is actually on the house. From
then on the loan will be paid in such installments

as may be arranged, the interest running any-

where from 6 to 7 y2 per cent. Contractors are

quite accustomed to receiving their own remuner-

ation under these arrangements: indeed it is con-

sidered the normal procedure.

Second Mortgages.

If you wish to arrange for additional funds, a

second mortgage may be secured through a second

mortgage broker, individual investor, or lawyer

who has clients' money for investment. Very often

the contractor himself will offer to take this up,

or will act as agent for some of the large building

supply companies with which he does business.

Of course a second mortgage is a greater risk than

the first, and for that reason, money loaned on this

basis is usually taken at a discount and the

mortgagor does not receive full value. Anywhere
from ten to twenty-five per cent, is the ordinary

discount. A second mortgage is in the nature of

an accommodation, of course, and for this reason,

higher interest and the aforementioned discounts

are in order. A builder might easily be willing,

for instance, to accept $1,000 on a $1,200
mortgage, to secure ready money.

Building the Home.
4

After the plan has been decided upon, it is well

to start at the beginning to be sure that nothing
has been overlooked. If there are any changes or

little additions which you wish made, this is the

time to note them in writing, before the plans arc

submitted for bids on the building contract. The
stunning blow delivered by the contractor when
he presents his bill for "extras*' may thus be

avoided.

There is usually, in city districts, a small fee for

building permit, and this should be looked into.

of course, before any work is begun. Plans must
be submitted to the authorities for conformity to

the building code and zoning ordinance to obtain

this permit.

The contract for the finished house may be

placed with a single contractor after obtaining

competitive tenders, who will be responsible for

the entire job. This is usually the most satis-

factory way, for the contractor may be able

to secure better terms and supervise the work
more effectively than the owner. When this is

done, the owner knows at the start what the cost

of the house will be, provided his plans are com-

plete and he does not have to allow for extras.

There are three ways of letting a contract:

1. The contractor may be paid a lump sum
for the entire work.

2. He may be paid for all material and labour,

and receive in addition an agreed per-

centage of the cost.

3. He may be paid for all material and labour

and receive in addition a fee for supervision.

The first has the advantage of settling every-

thing in advance, whereas the others may give the

contractor an opportunity of profiting on alleged

higher costs of labour and materials.

The contract forms should be carefully drawn
up with provision for arbitration of disputed

points before a third party. This insures a quick

form of settlement for disputes that might other-

wise hold up completion of the contract or lead

to court action. Standard contract forms may be

obtained from the Home Builders' Service Bureau.

(See page 116).

As the rate for fire insurance may depend upon
the material used in building, the fire protection

in construction, etc., this should all be taken into

consideration when contracting. Insurance is

always necessary, not only to protect the mort-
gage-holder, but the equity of the owner.

The signature of both the owner and the con-

tractor should appear not only on the contract,

but on the specifications and drawings, all of
which should be included as part of the contract.

Before making the final payment to a con-

tractor, care should be taken to find whether all

his bills for wages and materials have been paid.

Should the workers or the material dealers not be

paid, the law may give them a preferred claim or

Hen on the property, and the owner may have to

pay a second time for such work or materials as

the contractor failed to settle for.
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Ways of Reducing Building Cost.

There are various and sundry ways of keeping

down building costs without necessarily cheapen-

ing the finished house. It is more a matter of

knowledge than of parsimony and every ex-

perienced builder can put down money saved to

well-worked-out economy and forethought.

If funds are limited, it is wise to leave some of

the finishing touches until money is in hand to pay
for them. This is sometimes true, even when the

actual cost with the workmen on the job, would
be less than it would be later. For instance:

1. $50.00 to $150.00 may be saved by
omitting basement partitions.

2. $300.00 to $600.00 may be saved at a

time when initial cost is eating into the

ready cash, on leaving off porches.

3. Stock sizes of doors, moldings, and fittings

cost less than special mill work, and there

is less waste. There are plenty of good

styles available, in very pure architectural

design.

4. Wide siding is more attractive than nar-

row, but the cost is about twice as much.

5. The house may be made as small as pos-

sible consistent with taking care of the

family and architectural symmetry. It can

always be added to at some later date.

There are many other places where desirable

economies may be effected, and they will readily

present themselves, but slipshod workmanship or

the use of faulty materials should always be

avoided, for it is more costly in the long run.

Maintenance Cost.

In addition to payments on principal and in-

terest on loans for your home, allowance must be

made for some or all of the following expenses:

Renewals and repairs.

Property tax and special assessments.

Insurance.

Water rates.

Gas, electricity.

Accessories, such as screens, storm windows,

weather stripping.

Improvements and upkeep.

Repairs.

The amounts spent on improvements and re-

pairs will necessarily depend on the owner's ability

to be his own "handy man about the house".

Home Beautification.

Elsewhere in the book, you will find articles on

the planning and improvement of grounds and in-

terior decoration. They have been especially pre-

pared for "The Home Plan Book" by authorities

on these subjects, and contain many helpful and

original suggestions.

I
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HOME PLAN
No. 401.

The complete plana and working drawincs for buildiag this home In brick, hollow tile op frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative orf:anization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.

See page 116 fox cost of plaoA and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

A Small Home of Unusual Merit

IF you want a small home—sufficiently large to

accommodate the average family with utmost

comfort: if you want economy—in space, house-

keeping, building cost, together with an attractive

cosy appearance—here is a plan that will please

you.

This simple cottage design will look well built

under most any conditions, both climatic and re-

gional, for it is particularly suitable for our Can-
adian climate and has a dignified, picturesque and
homey appearance, lending itself to almost any
planting arrangement.

The exceptionally large verandah overlooking

the garden across the front of the house will make
summer afternoons and evenings doubly pleasant.

When you examine the floor plans, you will be

impressed by the way every inch of space has been

utilized. For instance, space which might have

been given up to a dining-room (a room used at

most only three times a day) has been saved and

put into the living-room, bedroom and centre hall.

Very few homes of this size have a vestibule and
centre hall, but this house has because they are so

essential in a well-planned home for winter use.

The living-room is of good size, and exceptionally

well-lighted. The fireplace is of brick and is

placed where a few sticks of wood will warm the

room on cool days, and a single chimney serves the

flues from fireplace, range and furnace. The large

dining-alcove. opening off the living-room, is an

attractive, modern feature with built-in seats and
table large enough to accommodate seven persons.

This feature saves you the cost of dining-room

furniture. The service door to the kitchen is
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placed convenient to the dining-alcove. and the

kitchen has every feature to make the housewife's

task easier—built-in cupboards over the sink and
at the right hand side—built-in ironing board

—

space for refrigerator in the ideal service entrance

leading to the rear garden as well as to the full-size

cellar.

Every room in the house opens off the centre

hall, which has a large coat room convenient to the

vestibule, and built-in linen cupboards handy to

the bedrooms, bathroom and kitchen. The two
large bedrooms have plenty of closet room, and
have double windows on two sides. The bath-

room is well-lighted, too. placed where it is con-

venient to all rooms, yet in a position that assures

of privacy.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Dark red stock brick, with wide grey

white flush joints.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles. Boston hips, shingle ridge.

Trim—Stock.

Frames. Doors. Windows—Casement windows.

French doors, balance stock.

Floors—Hard pine, birch or oak.

Colour—Roof stained light brown. All exterior

woodwork (sash, frames, posts, balusters, front

door) either ivory or light grey. Gutters and

down pipes either dark brown or black.

Inside Finish—As preferred.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

If -,
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HOME PLAN
No. 402.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein lor The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible coat.
See page 116 for cost uf plans and bow to secure specifications, and approximate cost of constructioa.

Fine Simplicity and Perfect Balance

A LARGE ijumber of people are waiting for

the day when they can have an artistic but

inexpensive small home about the same size as the

modern apartment but with their own separate

dooryards and gardens.

It is with this class in mind that this home has

been designed. It is of simple dignified lines de-

rived from Georgian influence and it will meet, we
believe, the demand for a type of house that will

satisfy the requirements of the small family desir-

ing the ease of simplified housekeeping and also the

privacy of the detached house. It is compact, con-

venient and of unquestioned beauty.

A study of the plan will show that it is an un-

usually convenient one. The front entrance leads

oflF an .attractive porch with well proportioned

columns and simple lattice. The hall has a double

window at bottom of stairs, and direct access to

living-room kitchen and dining alcove as well as

basement. A coat-room is provided at the end of

the hall within a few steps of front or side door.

The living-room is of ample size with two win-
dows and a cosy fireplace. A door leads from the

living-room to the combined kitchen and dining-

room, which contains all the requirements of both
rooms. Two features in regard to it at once strike

us. First it has a cross draft—listed by every house-

keeper as a necessity—and second, it is so placed in

relation to the living-room that one chimney car-

ries the flue for the living-room fireplace and the

flue for the kitchen range, an important item from
the viewpoint of economy.

The dining alcove which takes the place of a

dining-room has built-in table and seats, a feature
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that is being included in many modern houses for

small families. If desirable a library table or gate-

leg table could be used occasionally as a dining-

table in the living-room.

In the rear entry is the refrigerator, close by the

outside door, and the stairs to the cellar, making
the ideal service entrance.

Upstairs we have one large bedroom and one

small one, both with good closet space. The bath-

room is convenient to both rooms and a built-in

linen cupboard is located in the hall.

Altogether this 18-foot 6 inches by 27 foot

home has all the features of an apartment with all

the advantages of a home.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—-Concrete, concrete block, stone

or brick, with simple, red brick soldier course

at base.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick, with saw-

faced stone sill, course at second floor windows.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with Boston hips and wooden ridge.

Trim—Stock trim throughout according to indi-

vidual tastes.

Frames, Doors, Windows—Windows, double-

hung ; doors, Georgian in front, balance

stock.

Floors—Oak, hard pine, maple, beech or birch.

Tile in bathroom if desired.

Colour—Outside walls ivory white stucco. Sash,

frames, doors, porch, gutters and conductors

painted ivory. Roof stained deep blue green.

Heat—Hot air, pipeless furnace, hot water or

steam.

• • FiK5T Floofv Plan Second Floor Pun •
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HOME PLAN
No. 403.

The complete plaos hnd working drawings for building this borne in brick, hollow tiU or frftme con-
struction b&ve been prepared by Manrice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau

—

n
eo-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.

See page 116 for co^t of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of constructi<}&.

A Four-Roomed Modified Colonial Design

THIS home of four rooms has been designed

along Colonial lines for those who want a

combination of attractiveness and convenience in

an exceptionally small home. While the dimen-

sions are only 15 feet 6 inches by 25 feet 6 inches,

we have ample space in all rooms. The quaint

porch and wide colonial clapboarding give the ex-

terior a charm that is entirely lacking in the usual

home of this size.

The entrance hall serves as a main hall as well

as a vestibule. A large coat-room opens off it, and
the doors to the kitchen and living-room are di-

rectly opposite one another. This hall gives pri-

vacy to these rooms, and is an invaluable feature

when the heating in winter is considered. The
kitchen is really a combined kitchen and dining-

room, with every feature of the modern labour-

saving kitchen and plenty of space for dining-

table. A folding gate-leg table could be used to

serve as a dining-table in the living-room if de-

sired. The service entrance from the kitchen leads

to the stairway to a full-sized basement, and acts

as the rear entrance from the outside as well.

The living-room is large enough for a good-

sized gathering, being much larger than those us-

ually found in speculative houses. It has win-

dows overlooking the front and rear gardens, a

good-sized closet, and an open stairway leading to

the second floor.

One exceptionally large bedroom and one

smaller bedroom are located on the second floor.

Each of them have plenty of closet space, and as is

the case in all rooms, they have windows on two
sides, assuring the best of ventilation and an abun-
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dance of sunshine. The hall is centrally lo-

cated for all rooms with built-in linen cup-

boards convenient to both bedrooms and the bath-

room.

The floor plans are designed so that they are

suitable for any exposure and the house can be

built on a 30-foot lot if desired.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Wide Colonial clapboarding on frame.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles.

Trim—Stock.

Frames, Doors. Windows—Stock, with detailed

doorway and casement windows.

Floors—Hard pine, birch or oak.

Co/our—Roof stained willow green. Clapboard-

ing. sash, frames, porch, gutters and conductors

painted ivory. Shutters and front door painted

peacock blue. Brick base of dark red stock

brick with grey-white joints.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

FiK5T FlooPv. Plan Second Flook, Plan
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HOME PLAN
No. 500.

The complete pUns and working drawings for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D, Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible coit.
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

A Southern Type Bungalow of Unusual Interest

THE high cost of living, combined with the

greatly increased cost of home building in

suburban districts has resulted in more and more
people being interested in attractive smaller homes,

that have all of the essential features of the larger

modern houses. This Southern type bungalow
will be of genuine interest to these people, for it

is designed to fill this need and provide at the

same time a comfortable home for a small family

that, when compared with the ordinary house, will

effect an unusual saving in house work, taxes, cost

of heating and general up-keep. The whole de-

sign is delightfully simple, homey and artistic

—

as free from useless frills and decorations as a

plainly tailored suit—yet like the tailored suit,

always in good style and perfect taste.

A large 8 feet 9 inches by 20 feet 6 inches porch

is just one of the features of the floor arrangement,

yet it is important because it creates the first im-
pression of the house—an impression of unusual

spaciousness and utility that is evident in the in-

terior as well. The main entrance opens off the

porch to a large reception hall type of vestibule,

that provides direct access to the living room and
dining-room, and closed off from the sleeping

quarters by a doorway leading to a separate hall.

The living room is of comfortable size, and on
account of its good proportions will appear larger

than it really is. It has triple casement Vindows
on two sides, as well as an attractive fireplace, with
built-in book cases on one side. The wall arrange-

ment will permit of several different floor position*

for large furniture, such as a chesterfield and a
piano, without any appearance of being crowded.
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Tbe dining-room is larger than usual and ex-

ceedingly attractive with its triple casement win-

dows on one side and a French door flanked by
French windows opening on the porch side. The
long narrow type of kitchen arrangement is abso-

sultely ideal, making work in the kitchen a good
deal easier and more convenient. Space is pro-

vided for every modern kitchen requirement, in-

cluding an abundance of cupboard space. The
dining, or breakfast alcove is a little feature that

does not interfere with the kitchen arrangement

in any way, and one that will prove to be worth
many times its slight cost. The service entrance

is located conveniently for the kitchen, as well as

the basement, containing separate laundry, vege-

table-room, furnace room and coal storage.

Another feature of the floor plans is the hall

arrangement for the sleeping quarters. The long

telescopic hall and waste space is avoided, yet the

sleeping quarters are assured of absolute privacy

by being closed off from the living portion of the

house. The two bedrooms are exceptionally

roomy, with plenty of light, ventilation and

closet space, with a modern bathroom, built-in

linen cupboards and a spare closet within a step

or two of each of them.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone, with stone base course

of variegated sizes. Porch and walk paved with

flag-stones.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Grey white stucco.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with shingle ridge.

Trim—As desired.

Frames. Doors, Windows— Detailed front door,

balance stock. Casement windows.

Floors—Hard pine, birch or oak.

Colour—Roof stained willow green. All exterior

woodwork painted ivory white, conductors and

gutters painted ivory. Floors vestibule tile or

marble, balance oak in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

ii

'bASiMWT Tlook Plan First Floopv' Plan- I
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HOME PLAN
No. 501.

Tho complete piBDfl ftod working drftwings for bmildlng thU home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
Blructioa have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein tot The Home Bailders Service Burean—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plana at the loweiit possible coat.
See page 116 fOr cost of plans and how to a^cvre speciAcationa, and approximate coat of constniotiom.

A Five-Roomed Home of Rare Beauty

PLACED on a gently rising slope, with a curv-

ing path to the terrace, this charming home
of English precedent has a low lying cosy look that

is typical of the truly well designed bungalow.

The simplicity of line gives it an appearance of

solidity and comfortableness, and a picturesque

quality difficult to equal.

The broad shingled bell cast roof with wooden
ridge, Boston hips, and graceful eyebrow swell

over the main entrance, strikes a distinctive note.

The brown stained battened shutters on the win-
dows and French door from terrace to living room,
add notes of colour against the white sliding sash

windows, door frames and front door that blend
perfectly with the brown roof and dark brown
half-round gutters supported on wrought-iron
brackets. A typical English effect is obtained by

the railing around the terrace, entrance lamp, and
shutter adjusters of wrought iron.

In a house whose rooms are all on One floor, it

is somewhat difficult to separate efficiently the main
part of the house from the sleeping rooms. How-
ever, this has been happily accomplished to provide

privacy and quiet in this plan for a 29 ft. 6 in. by
37 ft. home, which is equally suitable for a narrow
or wide lot with southern or eastern exposure.

On entering you find a vestibule, so necessary in

winter, which opens into a centre hall that divides

the living portion of the house from the sleeping

quarters, and makes for the easy accomplishment
of household tasks. The living-room and dining-

room are joined to make one big spacious room,
always a more desirable arrangement according to

modern home planning ideas than cutting up the
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same amount of space into two small, stuffy,

cramped rooms. As a result the living-room is of

splendid size with three windows and French
door looking out on two sides, and a handsome
brick fireplace. The dining table and seats arc

built in at one end convenient to the double-action

service door to kitchen.

Nothing that could possibly lighten kitchen

work seems to be forgotten in this kitchen. Not
only is it equipped with modern fixtures, but these

have all been carefully arranged to eliminate waste

of time and effort. The rear entry gives direct ac-

cess to the basement from both the kitchen and the

outside.

All three bedrooms arc well-ventilated, have

roomy clothes closets, arc comfortable in size, and
planned for the proper placing of furniture. The
front and rear bedrooms have windows on two
sides. The bathroom is readily reached from any
portion of the house, and is close enough to the

kitchen to ensure an economical plumbing ar-

rangement. There are two closets in the hall, one

near the bathroom and convenient to the bedrooms,

is fitted with ample trays and drawers where towels

and bed linen can be stored: the other closet is for

outer wraps, and is placed just inside the vestibule

door.

Ample storage is provided by the full size base-

ment, which has separate room for laundry, furn-

ace, coal and vegetables, and a well-ventilated space

for drying clothes on cold or rainy days.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walts—Brick, stone or concrete faced

with variegated stone, stone terrace and chim-

ney.

Celiac Floors—Cement.

Walls—Light grey stucco on hollow tile or brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with stucco soffit.

Trim—As desired.

Frames. Doors, Windows—Front door and bat-

tened shutters to detail, balance stock, sliding

sash throughout.

Colour—Roof and shutters stained dark brown;
window sash and frames, door frames and out-

side doors painted white; gutters and conductors

painted dark brown.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired. »

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

B^^M£N^ Floor. Plan T\ K5r fuDOK Plan
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HOME PLAN
No. 502.

The complete plaos and workiDg drawings for building this horoe in brick, hollow tile or frame eon-
atruclion have been prepared by Manrice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

A

co-operative organization that BuppHes home builders with architectural plans at the lowest poBfiible cost.
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to .^cure specifications, and approximate coat of construction-

An Unusual Five-Roomed Bungalow, Picturesque From
Every Point of View

THE bungalow, it is commonly said, originated

in India, where it was developed as a result

of a hot climate. It was always of single story

construction, low, rambling with broad verandahs

and overhanging eaves. But in Canada we have

come to describe as a bungalow almost anything

that is informal and picturesque, whether it is built

entirely on one floor, or has an addition of another

half storey. For climatic reasons, however, the

broad overhanging eaves are not necessary as in

warm climates, and by eliminating them we obtain

distinctive designs, as well as reducing the first cost,

and the upkeep for painting.

The beautiful little bungalow illustrated here

is of Spanish mission design, somewhat rambling
in character and picturesque from every point of

view. It is one of those simple cosy-looking

homes that have a personality all their own, and

yet because of its simplicity it should be cheaper

to build than the usual freak design. Distinctive

and colourful touches are obtained by the buff

brown, tile roof, the stained battened shutters on
the windows, the tapestry brick base course and the

patterned brick arches on the porch. None of

these pleasing features depend on yearly painting,

as in the case with most houses, for the builder of

this home will find that his painting bill is reduced

to a minimum. Placed on a 50' or 60' lot with a

gently rising slope, and a curving walk to the porch

entrance, this house will attract favourable atten-

tion in any community.

Nothing could suggest a more comfortable home
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than the floor plans. Every room in the house,

with the exception of the kitchen, is lighted by
windows on two sides assuring fresh, airy and
sunny rooms at all times. The living portion of

the house is entirely separate from the sleeping

quarters and the bathroom, both having separate,

but connected halls that provide all the privacy of

a two-storey house.

The large entrance porch is under the main
roof, with French doors leading from it to the

living-room and the entrance hall. The entrance

hall is practically square with doors leading

from it to every room in the house. A conveni-

ent coat-room is located opposite the front door.

The living-room is comfortably large, with plenty

of wall space for furniture, and a fireplace located

so that it will heat the living portion of the house

on cool Fall or Spring days, as well as providing a

chimney flue for the furnace and the kitchen range.

The dining-room is just the right size for a small

family, and has a French door leading to the living-

room as well as a service door to the kitchen. The
kitchen is compact and convenient, with built-in

cupboards over the sink and in the right-hand

corner, built-in ironing board and milk cupboard.

The economical service entrance leads to the out-

side as well as the basement, and has space for a

refrigerator convenient to the outside and kitchen

doors.

The two good-sized bedrooms, and ideally lo-

cated bathroom, open into a separate hall for the

sleeping quarters which is reached by a door lead-

ing from the main hall. Each bedroom has a

roomy clothes closet and there is a built-in

linen cupboard in the hall. The large basement

has dividing walls for all rooms with plenty of

drying space in the laundry and storage room for

the washing on winter days.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone or brick.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick with tapes-

try brick base course and patterned arches on

porch.

Roof—Buff brown, Spanish tile, or slate of varie-

gated colours and sizes.

Trim—Stock.

Frames, Doors, Windows—Stock frames. French

doors where specified, balance stock; casement

windows with battened shutters.

Colour—Gray-white stucco on a deep buff tapestry

brick soldier course. Sash and frames painted

light brown. Battened shutters stained brown.

Floors—Red cement or tile in porch. Bathroom,

tile. Kitchen maple, balance oak or birch.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air. hot water or steam.

Basement fuooiv Plan fiKST TioofK. Plan
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A Five-Room Cottage Type Home
'"pHIS beautifully proportioned little cottage of
-- Colonial type presents possibilities seldom
found in a house of such size at such low cost.
Though essentially a small-family dwelling, it is

above all the perennial home of comfort and
convenience.

In the first place, the exterior is lifted out
of the commonplace by the well-adapted Colonial
details of the entry-way. with its inviting twin
settles and gable hood. The other lines in their
simplicity carry out the same purity of design,
accentuated effectively by the shutters which sug-
gest a warm green or brown finish. The dormer
windows at front and side tend to increase the
homelike, cosy appearance which is so much to
be sought in the house of cottage or bungalow
type.

The house plan itself is the always popular
central hall arrangement: the bedrooms grouped
for privacy at one side, and the living-room and
kitchen at the other. The hall is accessible from
all rooms and the front and rear entrance. It is

to be noted that both entrances have vestibules.

The living-room is one which will endear itself
to the heart of the home lover. It is provided
with the always delightfully convenient and at-
tractive dining alcove, as well as a fire-place which
will not only give ample heat to the entire room,
but to the alcove as well. Beside it is a built-in
bookcase, another attribute of homelike cosiness.
The kitchen is designed to save the housewife

steps and energy. It contains all the features of
modern convenience: built-in cupboards over sink
and range, broom cupboard and built-in ironing

I
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board. An economical feature of the chimney
system is that one egress serves the flues from
fire-place, range and furnace.

The linen cupboard is in the hall, and medicine

cupboard in the bathroom. A space for refrigera-

tor has been left in service entrance.

The bedrooms are lighted from two sides and
have plenty of closet room.

The second floor can be finished as desired to

provide one good bedroom and storage space. The
upstairs bedroom, incidentally, is in some ways
the most attractive, being provided with two win-

dow seats and fine closet space. The upstairs hall

is also well-lighted.

These plans call for a full-size basement and

could be nicely carried out on a forty-foot lot.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick or stone, faced with

stone from ground to floor line.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile, or brick. Stone

chimney.

Roof—Wood. (asphalt or

shingles, with shingle ridge.

Trim—Stock.

tapered asphalt)

Frames. Doors, Windows—Front door to detail*

balance stock. Casement windows throughout

with battened shutters on ground floor win-

dows.

Colour—Gray-white stucco walls. Roof stained

forest green. Frames, sash and doorways paint-

ed white. Shutters painted forest green. Gut-

ters and conductors black.

Floors—Hard pine, birch or oak.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

y

fiK5T Floop.. Plan Second Flook Plan •
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HOME PLAN
No. 504.

The complete plans and working dravings for building this home in briclc. hollow tile or frame con^
8t ruction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plana at the lowest possible cost.
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to aecure Bpecificalions, and approximate cost of construction.

A Charming and Picturesque Small Home
THIS house is most charming and picturesque

in its design, and is a good solution of get-

ting beauty into the small home of cottage or

bungalow type. It is a model of economical plan-

ning for a small, compact, space-saving home—the

kind that home builders nowadays are looking for.

because it is so economical to maintain and so easy

for the housewife to take care of.

The interior is just as distinctive as the exterior.

One of the features is that every room is well-

lighted on two sides, with the exception of the

bathroom. The large vestibule insures protection

against drafts in cold weather and has plenty of
space for coats on the sides. The living-room is

nicely proportioned with an attractive brick fire-

place and French door leading to the large roomy
porch on the right, and cased opening leading to a

dining-room of just the right size on the left.

These openings from the living-room create a feel-

ing of space and add to the apparent size of the

rooms. They enable you to open up the living

portion of the house to accommodate a large num-
ber of persons when desired, and provide cross

ventilation as well. The kitchen is planned for

economical housekeeping, arranged to provide

plenty of wall space and plenty of light just where
it is required. The built-in cupboards are located

over the sink and at the right-hand side of the

service door to the kitchen. The service entrance

at the rear leads from the kitchen to the rear gar-

den, or down to the full-size basement.

The open stairway is a delightful feature in the

living-room, and leads to the sleeping quarters.

Both of the bedrooms are large and roomy with
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plenty of closet space. The bathroom is compact
and convenient, and the linen cupboards are built

in in the hall within a step or two from any of

the upstairs rooms.

The house is fitted to cither an inside or corner

lot location, and is suitable for all exposures, ex-

cept north.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Dark red stock brick with wide grey white

joints.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with shingle ridge. Dormers of wide

Colonial clap-boards.

Trim-—Stock.

Frames, Doors. Windows—French doors In front

and on right side, balance stock; casement win-

dows throughout.

Floors—Hard pine, birch or oak.

Colour—Roof stained willow green. Dormers

and porch sides painted grey-white. Frames,

sash, front door and lattice around it painted

ivory. Gutters and conductors dark bronze

green. Shutters willow green.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

»
' FiR5T Flook Plan* ^ Second Flook Plan •
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HOME PLAN
No. 505.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-

elniction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest po&sible cost.

See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specificationB, and approximate cost of construction^

An English Cottage Home of Comfort and Convenience

HERE is a small home of the English cottage

type that will appeal to all lovers of the

unusual and picturesque, as well as those who
value comfort and convenience. Its very appear-

ance, with its unusual stoop, arches over the

windows, battened shutters on properly pro-

portioned windows, and the delicate detail and

outline suggest cosiness and refinement. It is

practical, too, for with an area of 550 square feet

(much smaller than the usual home) we have three

good bedrooms, bathroom, a large living-room and

a combined kitchen and dining-room, which has a

built-in dining-alcovc. A small family will find

this home eminently suited to their needs, and any
lover of gardening can make it a little beauty spot

by carrying out the planting arrangement sug-

gested in the drawing.

The principal idea in planning the floor ar-

rangement was to combine comfort and conveni-

ence with the utilization of every square inch of

floor space. This has resulted in our obtaining an

impression of spaciousness in this small home that

is totally lacking in the ordinary cramped-up house

of a much larger area.

Entering, we have a good-sized vestibule, with

coat-room opening off it. The door from the

vestibule leads directly into the unusually large

living-room which has a brick fireplace at one end,

and a furred or dropped ceiling making an alcove

with two windows at the other end. This room

is exceptionally well-lighted by windows on two
sides, as well as a French door that opens onto the

large porch overlooking the front, side and rear

gardens. A home-like feeling is given to the liv-
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ing-room by the attractive open staircase leading

from it. The combined kitchen and dining-room

is an economy worth while, when you consider

that the dining-room in the ordinary house is used

at most but one hour a day. This room has

built-in seats and table forming a dining-alcove,

overlooking the front garden—an abundance of

cupboard space—space for modern kitchen fixtures

and windows just where the light is required. A
gate-legged table can be used as a dining table in

the living room or porch with charming effect if

desired. You will notice that the service entrance

is ideal, providing as it docs access to and from

the kitchen, outside and basement, with space for

refrigerator handy to the outside door.

The second floor is handy and compact, with no

lost hall space. Here we have one large master's

bedroom, with two smaller bedrooms, all of which

have adequate closet space. The bathroom is lo-

cated immediately over the kitchen and laundry

to ensure an economical plumbing job. Built-in

linen cupboards are convenient to all rooms in the

hall.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walts—Brick, concrete or stone.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile.

Jloof—Wood shingles, shingle ridge, gable ends

shingled.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doocs, Windoivs—Stock frames and

doors: casement windows; battened shutters.

Floors—Hard pine, birch or oak.

Colour—Gray-white stucco, on red brick soldier

course at base. Sash and frames painted ivory

white. Shutters, front door, posts and balus-

ters stained brown. Roof and gables stained

reddish brown. Gutters and conductors painted

black.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

Flf^^FLOOP-FLAN Second Flock Plai^
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HOME PLAN
No. 506.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepured by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau a
co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plana at the lowest possible cost.
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure speciJicaiions, and approximate cost of construction.

A Colonial Cottage of Simple Village Type

AS Ruskin has said, "The exterior of your

house is not private property". The first

impressions of houses and their occupants are cre-

ated by the exterior design. Then why not have

your new home a combination of beauty and use-

fulness.

You may feel that because your prospective

home is to be small it does not require professional

planning, but nothing is more costly in the long
run than this impression. Your dollars will buy
cement, brick, lumber, plaster, which can be put
together in two ways. You can erect a dwell-
ing that will serve as a "shelter". The same ma-
terials at no greater expense can be assembled ac-

cording to a well-designed plan and provide you
with a "home".

The Colonial cottage design shown here has all

of the character of the simple village type that is

so much admired. The quaint lattice treatment of

the doorway and the porch, together with the case-

ment windows, with shutters on the first floor,

give an admirable efl^ect. Every room is lighted

from two sides and when built with a southern
exposure, every room will be flooded with sun-
shine.

The entrance hall with coat-room opening off

it, acts as a vestibule in this small home and pro-

vides ample protection against our winter climate.

On the left wc have a living-room of comfortable
size with plenty of wall space for modern furniture

in spite of the windows on two sides, fireplace,

doorways to main hall and kitchen, and stairway
leading to the second floor. The dining-room is

just the right size for a medium-sized family. It
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has a French door leading to a stone-flagged garden

porch on the right and a double action service door

leading to a compact little kitchen that will delight

the heart of every housewife with its ideal arrange-

ment and abundance of cupboard space. The ser-

vice entrance acts as a vestibule between the kit-

chen and the rear entrance and provides access to

and from the kitchen, outside, and full-size base-

ment.

Upstairs we have two bedrooms that are much
larger than those in the average home. You will

notice that each of them has an abundance of

light and closet space. The bathroom is of good
size, too, with built-in linen cupboards opening

off it.

Outline of Specifications
Foundation Walls—Stone or brick.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Brick or stucco on hollow tile or brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with shingle ridge.

Trim—Stock.

Frames. Doors, Windoivs—Stock frames and

doors except detailed front entrance. Casement

windows throughout.

Colour—Grey-white stucco on a variegated stone,

or brick base. Roof stained reddish brown.

Frames, sash, porch, lattice, clapboarding of

dormer, gutters and conductors painted ivory

white. Shutters and front door painted pea-

cock blue.

Floors—Hard pine, birch or oak.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

i):
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HOME PLAN
No. 507.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.

See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

A Low Priced Five-Roomed Home of Frame
Construction

THIS design of Colonial precedent has been

planned for the man of moderate means who
wants to build an artistic home with three bed-

rooms, at the lowest possible cost. The fact that

this artistic design has an attractive appearance,

with its good roof lines, delicate cornice and pleas-

ing general effect, docs not mean that it costs more
to build than the ordinary home, for in home
building the simple and attractive designs usually

cost less. Although the outside dimensions of

20 feet by 23 feet give an area of only 460 feet,

which is much smaller than the average home,
every advantage is taken of the available space to

provide thoroughly practicable and liveable rooms

of good size, that are entirely modern in arrange-

ment and conveniences.

All this is accomplished by combining the liv-

ing and dining-rooms to make one large room on

the first floor, with possibilities of being made still

larger by reason of the French door opening to the

front porch or verandah. The porch is an attrac-

tive feature that is just as essential for the smaller

home as it is for the larger one. and in this design

it is made exceedingly attractive by the lattices

between the double porch posts that suggest climb-

ing roses or other vines. The front entrance door

opening off the porch at the side leads to a prac-

tically square hall that is well lighted from a

window overlooking the front garden. The liv-
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ing-room is considerably larger than the average

one. with windows on two sides and a French

door opening on to the porch at the front. Since

the average dining-room is only used for about one

hour a day. the living-room is arranged to serve

as a dining-room at meal times, without detracting

in any way from the appearance of the room, and

effecting at the same time a saving in the cost of

decorating and furnishing the usual dining-room.

A fairly good sized library table, or gate-legged

table with Windsor chairs will serve as dining

furniture and can be used as living-room furniture

as well. A service door opens from one end of the

living-room into a well-lighted kitchen of ample

proportions, with plenty of built-in cupboards, an

ironing board and an individual closet. The ser-

vice entrance at the side leads to the basement

directly under the main stairway to the second

floor.

The three comfortable well-lighted bedrooms

on the second floor all have unbroken ceiling lines

and fairly large clothes closets, with all openings

arranged so that a proper placing of furniture is

possible. The modern bathroom is directly over

the kitchen plumbing, with a linen cupboard just

outside the door. The upstairs hall is lighted by

a window on the stair landing.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls— Stone or brick, with base

course faced with light red stock brick.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Frame construction, with very wide

shingle courses.

p^OQf—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with wooden ridge.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors, Windoivs—Stock doors, sliding

sash throughout, with shutters to detail.

Floors—Hard pine, birch or oak.

Co/our—Roof stained deep blue green, walls

painted soft gray white, sash, frames, porch and

gutters painted ivory. Shutters painted blue

green.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air.

• FiKST Flooj^ Plan Second Floop- Plan
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Landscape Considerations in the Plan for the Small Lot

By Alfred V. Hall

FOR the purpose of this article we are confining

our suggestions to a lot of between 30 and

60 feet frontage and from 1 00 to 140 feet in depth,

this size being selected as

the average size of city lots

for a dwelling of from six

to nine rooms. The physi-

cal conditions, namely the

elevation of the lot above

the street, the slope across

or in the length of the lot,

features such as fine trees,

etc., enter into the problem

of small grounds design

and must receive special

treatment to take the great-

est advantage of these vari-

ations. Unless special ref-

erence is made to these

conditions, we are there-

fore, assuming that the lot

is reasonable level, and its

general surface is practi-

cally at the grade with the

curb line of the street on

which it fronts.

The reasons for giving

consideration of the arrangement of the grounds

are twofold, each tending, after the house and

grounds have been completed, to add to the value

of the property. The first reason is the one of

economy of space, retaining as large unbroken

areas of turf as is possible, which in turn gives

the appearance of additional size. The second

reason in an aesthetic one, and includes softening

the lines of demarkation either along the bound-

aries or at the base of the building, and wherever

it is required to provide suitable locations for the

growing of shrubs, and flowers. The proper

treatment in accordance with these two factors will

add to the attractiveness of the property, and this

is an element which has for some time been recog-

nized by real estate men as being of direct value

to it, or at least expediting its sale when desired.

In order to obtain economy in space, considera-

"Consideration of the arrangement

of the grounds adds to the value of the

property."

This supplementary article on the

planning of your lot and its beautifica-

tion from the points of view of both

practical improvement and aesthetic

satisfaction, has been especially prepared

for '-The Home Plan Buok" by Alfred

V. Hall, of the well-knoion firm of

Harries. Hall ^ Kruse. Landscape Archi-

tects and Town Planners, of Toronto

and Buffalo.

Like Miss Kirkegaarde's hints on the

interior beautification of your home,

it will supply you with just the work-

able suggestions that will prove invalua-

ble in the working out of your own
problems.

locating the house upon the lot, and to this end

the owner should either select a lot upon which

the house he wishes to build can be placed so as

to effect this economy, or

select a house to fit the lot

and other requirements

necessitated by its present

or probable surroundings.

The area of the small

lot, required for service

provisions, has increased

since the advent of the

automobile, in order to

provide for a garage and

its driveway. The prob-

lem in our northern clim-

ate, of heating our houses,

has been accentuated, re-

quiring that the orienta-

tion of the house must be

carefully studied with the

view of obtaining a maxi-

mum amount of southern

sunlight during the winter

months. Finally, as the

cost of maintaining lawns,

flowers and shrubbery

have increased so much during the last few years,

such items as steep turf slopes, beds of annual
flowers or bulbs for display, can economically be

replaced by the use of shrub plantations on the

slopes, around the boundary lines, and at the base

of the house. Perennials and small groups of an-

nuals and bulbs can be used with the shrubs, to

give the more vivid colours, with the result that

the general efl^ect of this treatment will be more
pleasing as well as more easily maintained.

In locating the house and its service require-

ments, on the lot, the owner will always find that

regard has to be given cither to conditions which
already exist, such as similar provisions for houses
on adjoining lots, or for future conditions which
may later obtain upon these lots. It is often

possible where a single car garage is all that is

required, to have the garage built either in connec-
tion should be given to the arrangement prior to tion with, or immediately adjacent to the house
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itself. The economy eflFected wherever this is

possible is, that the amount of land given up for

the driveway to the garage is considerably reduced,

as against the arrangement where the garage is

placed at the end of a 100 to 140 ft. lot with a

long drive to it. The garage adjoining the house

may be heated from the same system as the house,

with a shutofF. so that the heat may be used only

during the few months it is required.

The service entrance to the house should be on

the same side as the entrance to the garage, and if

possible, the coal chute should be in the same

vicinity, so that the garage drive will serve a three-

fold purpose. If this is done the service require-

ments will be kept within a minimum space. A
great many times, in the case of a garage for a

single car, particularly where the entrance is

straight, concrete runways with a properly de-

signed "quarter round" curb, with a grass plot in

the centre will answer every requirement for service

walk and garage drive, and will be less displeasing

in the composition of the grounds, as well as less

expensive, than that of concrete or other paving

material over the full width of the drive.

If these provisions in grouping the buildings

upon the lot can be obtained, there will be left to

the rear, an area which can well be used as lawn
or garden, and sufficient area at the front to form

an attractive approach to the house.

In arranging the areas used for decorative pur-

poses, consideration should be given toward har-

mony with the architectural features of the house,

which on account of the proportion of the lot area

which it occupies, entitles it to the major place.

The result of this is, that generally speaking, the

straight lines of the house should be extended or

paralleled for a certain space beyond its walls, and
so in the case of the small lot the whole design may
best be made along straight lines. Wherever the

area of the lot is sufficient, this regular treatment

may cease at a certain distance from the house, and
a more informal treatment consisting of curved or

undulating lines can be carried on.

The area to the rear of the house should be

made, in our cities, the most attractive and private

part of the house grounds, and care should be given

that the approach to these grounds from some of
the main rooms of the house, is made natural and
attractive. We find more and more that the living

terrace or porch, instead of being placed upon the

street frontage, is proving more popular when

placed overlooking the area at the rear. The de-

velopment of this area can be designed to suit the

taste of the owner. There are many types of

small garden treatments possible, varying from

simple planting of borders, or properly arranged

beds in the lawn with grass walks between them,

to an intensive treatment with the use of flagstone

walks, paved terraces, etc., and properly placed

garden features such as sundials, bird-baths, foun-

tains, scats, pergolas, etc. Whichever treatment is

desired, should be made in such a way as to make a

proper termination for axial views from the house,

and should endeavour to make this restricted area

so attractively arranged that one can consider the

garden as a well decorated open room of the resi-

dence.

The treatment of the grounds at the front of

the house, should first include an easy and proper

treatment of the entrance to the front door, and
should with the use of shrubs, soften the line be-

tween the ground and the vertical line made by the

elevation of the house. Where the street sidewalk

has been placed very close to the property line,

shrub plantations, a hedge, or a fence, may well be

used along the property line. In cases however,

where the sidewalk is close to the street curb, leav-

ing a considerable amount of street property be-

tween the sidewalk and the boundary line, it is

generally found to be more pleasing to treat this

street area as a part of the lawn without breaking

it by the use of hedges on the property lines. This
effect of a larger lawn area adds greatly in most
cases, to the attractiveness of the approach to the

residence.

In the selection and planting of trees on the

small lot, care should be exercised in their location

and in the selection of the varieties when they are

planted. There is a tendency to plant trees which
make quick growth and in this way obtain immed-
iate effect. The unfortunate part of this is, that

the trees which make the quickest growth, such as

the chestnut, poplar, Manitoba maple, and the soft

maple, by their voracity in feeding, make it im-
possible after a few years for grass to be main-
tained underneath them. They are the trees which
generally grow to a large size and on account of
their soft wooded limbs, and other features, later

become a nuisance. The planting of the larger

growing trees should in general be confined to the

boundaries, where they will give the shade which
is required and may also allow shrubs to be planted
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about their base, the cultivation of which will tend

to hasten their growth. Very many times, it is

found desirable and not too expensive to move

certain moderate sized trees in, where immediate

shade seems desirable.

The arrangement of the shrub beds should be

made so that the plantations by their mass, serve

the purpose of softening otherwise hard lines, and

form a background for either flowers or turf. The
selection of the shrubs should be made in every

case to conform to the purpose of each bed, and be

such as will do best there, those thriving in shade,

such as the Spiraeas, Hydranges, Virburnums,

Dogwoods, Rhodotypus, Forsythias, and Honey-

suckles should be used at the north side of the

house and fences. Those of erect or dwarf habit

such as the Japanese Barberry, Dwarf Deutzias,

Kerria, Indian Currant, and the Dwarf Spiraeas

should be used where space is restricted. Aside

from one or two specimen shrubs, the shrubs

should be grouped using at least three of each vari-

ety to a group, even if this means comparatively

few varieties. The varieties of shrubs used should

be planned so that the bloom and foliage colour-

ing will take place at the season when it is most

desired. The residence occupied by the family the

year round should have the winter effects consid-

ered, and dwarf evergreens, such as Dwarf Juni-

pers, Globe Arborvitae, Dwarf Pines, and the hardy

varieties of Taxus should be included, as well

as large evergreens, placed at such points as will

otherwise be left bare by the falling of leaves from

the deciduous trees and shrubs. If the occupants

are to be away for the summer, spring and autumn
effects should be obtained in the selection of shrubs

and perennials.

It will be seen from the above, that the whole

problem for solution in the design of the surround-

ings for the house on a city lot, is one of an in-

tensive treatment, in harmony with the architect-

ure of the residence, and that its best effects of

beauty must be obtained in a limited space, and

avoid the impression that the grounds have been

overcrowded in the attempt.
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HOME PLAN
No. 600.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struttion have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction-

ASix-Roomed Home of Unusual Quaintness and Charm
HERE is an unusually quaint and charming

home of English precedent that will meet

the needs of almost every family requiring three

bedrooms. The massive brick chimney, the slop-

ing roof lines and detailed main doorway all give

the exterior a distinctive out of the ordinary ap-

pearance.

The interior, while entirely different from the

ordinary home, is planned along conservative,

practical and economical lines. You will notice

that every room can be reached from the halls

and all of the main rooms have an abundance
of light without sacrificing one inch of floor

space and providing the right amount of wall space

to accommodate modern furniture.

The main entrance door opens from a stone-

flagged stoop into a good-sized vestibule that has

an indispensable coat-room opening off it. The
main hall is practically square with doorways

opening into all rooms on the first floor, and an at-

tractive open stairway leading to the second floor.

The living-room is of ideal proportions, with a

detailed brick fireplace that has built in bookcases

on each side, and is lighted by eight windows on
three sides. A cased opening connects the living-

room with a large dining-room that is assured

plenty of light and air by three windows over-

looking the rear garden and a French door opening

onto the garden porch on the right. A double

action door leads to a kitchen which incorporates

the most modern labour-saving ideas. The pre-

paration of each meal is simplified by the arrange-

ment of kitchen fixtures, as you will readily see by
studying the plan. The service entrance at the
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side provides an entrance to and from the kitchen

outside and basement. The garage where neces-

sary should have its entrance on the left, so that all

walks will be on the left-hand side of the house.

On the second floor we have three bedrooms

of ample size with an unusual abundance of closet

space. The centre hall serves all rooms and has a

specially planned linen cupboard centrally located.

The bathroom is immediately at the top of the

stairs, and contains in addition to the built-in

medicine cabinet, a small closet.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone or brick.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Dark red stock brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, shingle ridge.

Trim—Stock.

Frames, Doors, Windoius—Stock frames, detailed

front door, balance stock.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Colour—Roof stained mahogany brown, walls

dark red stock brick with grey- white flush

joints. Frames, gable ends and front door

stained brown, sash painted ivory white. Gut-

ters and conductors painted black.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

First fLoofv Plan Second Flook Plan

I

I
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HOME PLAN
No. 601.

J.^f,.f°n
^ r ^1 ^ working dr.wings for building thi, home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-struction have been prepared by Manrice D. Klein for The Home Builders .SerTice BhVp..,--.co-operat.ve organuat.on that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowJst Doss^bl- e^See pago 116 for cost of plan, and how ,o .ecur. .pecihc.t.ons. and a?pr"xima[e co«ro£ ?onAr^^^^^^^

Six Well Planned Rooms at Low Cost
npHERE is always economy in building a com-
-i- pact house. The six-roomed house pictured

here, with its square plan and simple roof, was
designed with two objects in view—economy of
floor space and low cost of construction. Even
so, the appearance of the house—the nice impres-
sion the exterior makes on the passerby—was not
overlooked. As an illustration of this, observe
how the English design has been carried out. with
proper proportions, projections and character of
details. This is a conservative, dignified home
suitable for city or suburban site, and a style
adaptable to practically every part of the coun-
try. Interest is added to the roof by breaking the
straight line of the gable, and the porch has a
charm of its own with its simple posts, balusters
with cuttings, and exposed rafters.

The floor plans are an example of what study
and experience can do in utilizing every bit of
space. Although the plan covers only 520 square
feet, this house provides six good rooms of much
larger size and better accommodation for furniture
than many houses of a much larger area. On the
first floor we have a porch of ample size that does
not rob the living-room of light, a vestibule with
coat-room and a well-lighted hall. The living-
room has a triple window in the front with
an attractive fireplace on the side. The dining-
room is well-lighted too.—of correct proportions
for furniture—with a double action service door to
kitchen. The compact kitchen, planned to lighten
housework, has light on two sides and is liberally
supplied with cupboards over the sink as well as a
broom closet by the hall door. The side service
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entrance gives direct access to full-size basement

from outside as well as inside, and has space pro-

vided for refrigerator just beside kitchen door.

Upstairs the general wall space for furniture

should be noted. All of the bedrooms have double

windows as well as clothes closets. The hall is

well lighted, with built-in linen cupboards be-

tween the bedrooms, and a good-size storage closet

which is an unusual feature in a small home.

The position of the bathroom is directly over the

kitchen—a feature that makes for economical

plumbing—and provides for water pipes running

on interior walls, a small but important detail

in extremely cold weather.

The dimensions of the house are 20 feet by 26

feet, which enables you to build it on a 25-foot

lot.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick or stone, with base

course and sills of deep red brick.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Grey white stucco on hollow tile or brick

with stucco soffit, stucco chimney with chimney

pots.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with wooden ridge.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors. Windows—Stock frames and

doors, casement windows throughout, louvred

shutters.

Colour—Roof stained reddish brown: windows

and side door painted white; shutters and front

door painted green blue; porch stained brown
with stucco ceiling.

Floors—As desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

FlKST flOOK P'-AN
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Second Floop. Plan-
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HOME PLAN
No. 602.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in bnck. hollow tile or frame con-

struction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

»

co-ooerative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.

See page 116 for cost of pJans aud how to secure specilicatiuoN aod appruximaie cost of construction.

A Well Designed pair of Houses to cost

about $4000.00 each

THE pair of six-roomed houses pictured here

was designed, along similar lines to Home
Plan No. 601 for a single house, with two objects

in view—economy of floor space and low cost of

construction. Even so, the appearance of the

house—the nice impression the exterior makes

oh the passer-by, was not overlooked. As

an illustration of this observe how the English

design has been carried out with proper pro-

portions, projections and character of details.

The charming porches with their simple posts,

balusters with cuttings and exposed rafters, have

all the privacy of the detached home and the pleas-

ing roof lines give it distinction and character.

The floor plans are an example of what study

and experience can do in utilizing every bit of

space. Although the plan only covers 520 square

feet, this house provides six good rooms of much

larger size with better accommodation for furni-

ture than many houses of a much larger area. On
the first floor we have a porch of ample size that

does not rob the living-room of light, a vestibule

with coat-room and a well-lighted hall. The liv-

ing room has a triple window in the front with an

attractive fireplace on the side. The dining-room

is well-lighted, too—of correct proportions for

furniture—with a double action service door to

kitchen. The compact kitchen, planned to lighten

housework, has light on two sides and is liberally

supplied wih cupboards over the sink and broom
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closet by the hall door. The side service entrance

gives direct access to full-size basement from out-

side as well as inside, and has space provided for

refrigerator just beside kitchen door.

Upstairs the general wall space for furniture

should be noted. All of the bedrooms have double

windows as well as clothes closets. The hall is

well-lighted, with built-in linen cupboards be-

tween the bedrooms, and a good-size storage cup-

board which is an unusual feature in a small home.

The position of the bathroom is directly over the

kitchen—a feature that makes for water pipes run-

ning on interior walls, a small but important detail

in extremely cold weather.

The outside measurements of the pair are 40

feet by 26 feet, and you can build it on a 50-foot

lot if desired.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick or concrete with base

course and sills of deep red brick.

Cellar Floova—Cement.

Walls—Design rails for grey white stucco on brick

or tile, but solid brick could be used if desired.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with wooden ridge and Boston hips.

Trim—Stock, according to individual tastes.

Frames. Doors, Windows—Frames, stock. Win-

dows, casement throughout.

Colour—Grey white stucco walls. Roof stained

ivory white, shutters and front door painted

reddish brown. Windows and frames painted

greenish blue. Porch of rough lumber stained

brown.

floors—Oak, or as preferred. Bathroom tiled if

desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

F1P.5T Floor Plan - Second Floqh Plan
1
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HOME PLAN
No. 603.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hoUow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D, Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau a
co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.
See page HO for cost of plans and how to secure apeciticationa, and approximate coat of GonstructioD,

A Charming Six-Roomed Home
THIS is the home that will attract favourable

attention in any community, because of its

handsome, well designed exterior of modified

English Georgian. The unusual stoop with its

formal doorway on the side provides an entrance

which strikes an original note, making it possible

to obtain on a narrow lot all of the step-saving

features of a central hall plan.

Within every bit of floor space is utilized. The
impression created on entering the hall is one of

unusual spaciousness. The open stairway and the

indispensable coat room are at the farther end, and
the wide cased opening leading to the living room
is directly opposite the double French doors to the

dining room. This feature adds to the apparent
size of both rooms, and gives them light and air

from practically three sides, as well as a perfect

axis for cross ventilation, and view, through the

porch to the garden.

The living-room has all the home-like charm
that its name implies, with its well-proportioned

fireplace with space for bookcases on each side, and
casement windows. The large built-in bay has a

furred ceiling, and makes a perfect location for

chesterfield or window-seat.

The dining-room is exceptionally well-lighted

by means of the casement windows, and French

doors to hall and porch. The service door leads

to a model kitchen of compact arrangement, scien-

tifically planned to save time and labour. The
built-in features include commodious cupboards
and shelves beside and over the sink, convenient
table and ironing board, and popular breakfast
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alcove. The service entrance has space provided
for refrigerator and milk cupboard.

On the second floor, as in the rest of the house,

consideration has been given to comfort and con-
venience. The head of the stairs is just two steps

from each of the three bedrooms and bathroom.
Each of the bedrooms have adequate closet space,

and the large front bedroom has double closets on
each side of the fireplace. The clothes chute to

the basement is located beside the built-in linen

cupboard in the hall.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick, stone or concrete faced

with variegated stone to first floor line.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Light grey stucco on hollow tile or brick,

with stone sills.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors and Windows—Detailed front en-

trance; balance stock: casement windows.

Colour—Roof stained reddish brown, with ex-

posed rafters dark brown, gutters and down
pipes painted black. Window frames and wood-

work painted white with shutters and front

door peacock blue.

Floors—Oak or birch.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

•FlR3T Flooi^R-an OLCOND FlOOPvPlAN-
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HOME PLAN
No. 604.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hoUow tile or frame con-
EtnictioD have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builder* Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that buppUes home builders with architectural plana at the lowest po&sible cost.

See page 116 for co&t of planb and how to secure speciMcations, and approximate cost of construction.

A Centre Hall Plan for a 30-foot to 35-foot Lot

THE home illustrated here is of English prece-

dent, of simple, yet effective design. It is a

model house of economical planning with an ex-

ceedingly attractive exterior.

The interior has all the advantages of a centre

hall plan with a direct entrance from the front

suitable for a narrow lot—the front porch with

brick floor and well-proportioned arches, giving

dignity to the design.

You step from the entrance porch into a larger

than usual vestibule with coat-room opening off

it, then to a practically square centre hall, from
which an attractive open stairway leads to the

second floor.

The living-room is a special feature of this plan

—a big, spacious, airy, sunny room, pleasant even

without furniture. Although this room has seven

windows, on two sides, yet sufficient wall space

has been provided for large pieces of furniture.

The cased opening in the hall, is directly opposite

a similar opening to the dining-room, which creates

an impression of unusual spaciousness, as well as

serving a very practical, although frequently over-

looked need for cross ventilation.

The dining-room is exceptionally well-lighted

with triple casement windows on the right-hand

side, and a French door leading to the garden porch

overlooking the garden at the rear. The service

door leads to a model kitchen of compact arrange-

ment, scientifically planned to save time and

labour. Only a woman will understand the con-

venience of having a dining-alcove in the kitchen.
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with built-in seats and table, where breakfasts and

other meals can be served quickly and easily. The
built-in features include commodious cupboards,

shelves beside and over the sink, and conveni-

ent table and ironing board.

On the second floor, as in the rest of the house,

consideration has been given to comfort and con-

venience. As on the first floor, the step-saving ad-

vantages of a centre hall plan are evident—for the

stair landing is just two steps from each of the

three bedrooms and bathroom. All of the bed-

rooms are well-lighted and have roomy clothes

closets. The unusually large front bedroom has

double closets, one on each side of the fireplace.

The bathroom is larger than usual, but just the

right size for comfort. Modern linen cupboards

arc built-in in the hall, with a convenient clothes

chute to the laundry in the basement just beside

them.

o

Outline of SPECiFiCATiONS

Foundation Walls—Brick.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Dark red stock brick from grade to top of

first floor windows, with stucco on hollow tile,

brick or frame, above, with bell cast at top of

brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with wooden ridge and exposed rafters.

Trim—Stock.

Frames, Doors, Windows—Frames and doors,

stock. Windows, casement throughout, with

solid shutters.

Colour—Dark red brick with mortar joints same

colour as stucco. Roof stained reddish brown.

Exposed rafters dark brown. Windows and

frames painted ivory white. Shutters painted

peacock blue.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

• First Floor Flan Second Floor Plan
1
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HOME PLAN
No. 605.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struction have be^n prepared by Maurice D- Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

s

co-operativt' orpanization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specitication^, and approximate cost of construction.

A Homelike Picturesque Design for Six Rooms
THE homelike qualities of this distinctive de-

sign, with its perfectly balanced ex-

terior and its many English details, will add
dignity and beauty to any locality. Yet it will

not cost any more to build than a poor design, al-

though it will yield a great deal higher selling prire

in comparison. It is the type of home that lends

itself admirably and suggests a front graden—

a

curving path to the porch on either a level or a

gentle slope would enable you to have an unusual
planting arrangement that would add considerably

to its picturesque qualities.

There are two good-sized porches overlooking
the front and rear gardens, which, unlike the usual

verandah design, combine beauty and usefulness.

The front entrance leads from the porch to a good-
sized vestibule, and as soon as you enter the square

central hall an impression is created of much larger

rooms than are contained in most houses of this

size, because of the fact that the hall has cased

opening and door directly opposite one another

leading to the living and dining-rooms. The
living-room is exceptionally large, with a well-de-

signed fireplace, and unusually well-lighted and
ventilated by two small double windows on each

side of the fireplace, a double window looking out

on the front garden, and a French door leading to

the verandah porch, which overlooks the rear gar-

den. The dining-room, which is large enough
for good-sized modern furniture, provides plenty

of wall space for buffet, china cabinets, etc., in

spite of having plenty of windows on two sides.

It has a double action service door leading to a

kitchen that is thoroughly modern in size and lay-
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out. All desirable built-in features arc included

and provision has been made for all kitchen furni-

ture and fixtures, so that they will be in the right

place in relation to the windows. The service en-

trance at the rear does double duty, serving as a

rear entrance from the outside to the kitchen and
basement as well as a stairway from the kitchen to

the basement.

On the second floor you will notice that we have

one exceptionally large bedroom with fireplace and

two clothes closets. This could be used as a den

if desired. The other two bedrooms are of fair

size, and all of them are lighted on two sides and

convenient to the bathroom and built-in linen cup-

boards.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walh—Stone or brick, with base

from ground to floor line, faced with stone of

variegated sizes and colours.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick.

Roof—Wood , (asphal t or tapered asphalt

)

shingles. Boston hips, bell cast and shingle ridge.

Frames, Doors. Windows—Stock frames, front

door to detail, balance stock. Casement win-

dows throughout with louvred shutters on

front.

Colour—Roof stained reddish brown. Stucco

gray-white. Frames and sash painted ivory

white. Shutters painted grccn-blue. Front

door, porches and exposed rafters stained

brown. Gutters and conductors painted black.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

-First Floob. Plan Second FlooPs-FUn-
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HOME PLAN
No. 606.

A Distinctive Dutch Colonial Home
"T^UTCH Colonial, which always gives a home-
-L-/ like character, is used to advantage in the
design of this house. The long, low lines and the
charming detail give the exterior that cosy look so
desirable in the small home. At the same time the
gambrel roof provides sufficient height in the dor-
mers so that the bedrooms are practically full
height.

The casement windows are a pleasant departure
from the usual Dutch Colonial homes, and the
shutters add a note of colour. Features of the
design are, the typically Colonial doorway, with
nicely-proportioned pilasters, panelled jamb and
frieze, with delicate projecting cornice—all of
which are in perfect harmony with the rest of the
house.

The interior is planned to give the appearance

of a large house, with the principal rooms on
either side of the hall. The living-room is ex-
ceptionally large, with light on three sides, a
well-designed fireplace, and a French door leading
on to a terrace overlooking the garden. The din-
ing-room is plenty large enough for modern furni-
ture, has light on two sides, with service door to
kitchen. The kitchen is thoroughly modern in
size and layout, with built-in ironing board, milk
cupboard, cupboards over the sink, and space for
a refrigerator, handy to the rear entrance. The
service entrance at the rear enters into the kitchen
as well as leading down to the full-sized basement.
On the second floor you will notice we have one

exceptionally large bed-room with fireplace and
two clothes closets. This could be used as a den
if desired. The other two bedrooms are of fair

i I

i
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size and all of them are lighted on two sides, and
convenient to the bathroom, and the built-in linen

cupboards.

A glance at the floor plans will indicate their

many labour-saving features. The basement, first

floor and second floor stairs and halls are in the

exact centre of the house, within two steps of

practically any room. Every room has light on

two sides, providing cross ventilation. Every inch

of area is utilized on each floor, which gives us

exceptionally large rooms for a house with outside

dimensions of 22 x 30 feet.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick or concrete with base

course of deep red brick.

Celiac Floors—Cement.

Walls—Grey white stucco on hollow tile or brick

to top of first floor. Gable ends in wide.

Colonial clapboards,

^oo^—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with wooden ridge, bell-cast, and stucco

soffit.

Trim—Stock throughout according to individual

taste.

Frames. Doors, Windows—Front entrance to de-

tail, balance stock. Casement windows

throughout.

Colour—Grey white stucco walls, roof stained

reddish brown. Dormers, gable ends. sash.

frames, main entrance, gutters and conductors

painted ivory white. Shutters and front door

painted peacock blue.

Floors—Oak or birch as preferred. Bathroom

tiled if desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

.
• FiR5T Flock Pian Second Flook Plan
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HOME PLAN
No. 607.

The complete plans and worfcing drawings for hinldinjr this homo in hricV, hollow til<* or frsm^ ton-

fclriiction have been prepared by Mauricp D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders wilh archiiectural plans at the lowesl possible coal.

See page 116 for cost of plans and how u^ secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

Homelike Character is Typical of this Design

^T^HERE is a pleasing sense of balance, cosiness

A and comfort, in this Dutch Colonial design

of homelike character, that fits in to any landscape.

The shutters of deep blue green against the wide

white dormer dap-boards contrast and harmonize

at the same time, with the dark bronze green roof

and walls of deep red tapestry brick with wide

white joints. The interior is just as attractive as

the exterior, for all of the rooms are planned to

obtain the maximum of fresh air, light, sunshine

and pleasant view, with the result that there is not

a dark or a cloudy room in the house. The de-

tailed front entrance with its attractive hood, and

the side porch with its lattices between the posts,

combine to create a charming effect of good taste,

proper proportions, and practicability.

The floor plans provide six good livable rooms

on an area of only 22 feet by 30 feet. The centre

hall has a coat room just beside the staircase lead-

ing upstairs, with a cased opening that could be

closed with French doors leading to the living-

room and a panelled door leading to the dining-

room. The arrangement of the living-room is

ideal, and one that tends to make it appear a good

deal larger than it really is. because plenty of wall

space for furniture and pictures is provided. The

windows at the front and the back, together with

the small windows higher up on each side of the

fireplace, assure adequate light and ventilation.

The dining-room is made more attractive than

usual by the French door flanked with windows

on each side leading to the side porch, with its
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floor of flag-stone or cement. A service door leads

to the kitchen where everything is located just

where it is required and well lighted by the win-

dows on two sides. The service entrance leads

outside, as well as to the full-sized basement that

enables the housewife to hang out the clothes by
the shortest possible route from the laundry.

The three bedrooms on the second floor are

graduated in size. Each room has windows on
two sides, clothes cupboards with openings so

arranged to provide the necessary amount of wall

space for the proper placing of the furniture. The
compact little hall is centrally located for all rooms
as is the modern bathroom and linen cupboards.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick, stone or concrete.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Dark red rug brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles. Shingle ridge, wide clap-boarding

on sides of dormers and porch.

Trim—As desired.

Frames. Doors, Windows—Front entrance to de-

tails, balance stock. Sliding sash throughout.

Colour—Walls of dark red rug brick, with grey

white raked joints. Roof stained dark bronze

green. Frames, sash, main entrance, posts, lat-

tice, and dormers painted ivory. Shutters pain-

ted deep blue green. Gutters and conductors

ivory.

Floors—Birch or oak.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

•First Flook Plan Second FlookPlan

J
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HOME PLAN
No. 608.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible coat.

See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction*

A Charming Home for the Average Family

THE needs of the small—or moderate-size fam-

ily—where a medium-priced home is desired,

have been kept in mind every step of the produc-

tion of the plans of this attractive little home of

English precedent. Distinctive in appearance, eco-

nomical in construction, this design should not be

overlooked by anyone looking for a compact effici-

ent house of six good rooms. A cosy, homey effect

is obtained by carrying the main roof over the

verandah porch, and such little details as—hood
over main entrance uniform with roof gable,

wrought iron brackets supporting hood, battened

shutters, sunken dormers, and the iron railing on
the porch, which produce an altogether delightful

and harmonious exterior.

The roomy open porch—6 feet 6 inches by 15

feet—is particularly well-located under the main

roof, with French doors leading from the living-

room, where it has so much privacy that it serves

as an outdoor living-room in summer.

There is a coat-closet in the vestibule, and the

hall is practically square, lighted by casement win-

dows on the upper and lower stair landings. The
arrangement of the rooms is such as to satisfy both

the practical and artistic needs of a home. Every

room has cross ventilation, and yet each room has

all the necessary wall space for furniture. Your
attention is called to the large living-room, where

all doorways and openings are centered—its gener-

ous brick fireplace, triple casement windows over-

looking the front garden, double French doors

leading to the porch and door leading to the din-

ing-room.

The dining-room is especially well-lighted with
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windows overlooking the rear and side gardens.

There is a service door to the kitchen, where every

provision has been made for kitchen comfort and
convenience. In the side entry there is space for a

refrigerator, and a built-in milk cupboard. The
side entrance is designed for economy, for it gives

access to and from the kitchen from outside, and
to the basement as well.

You seldom see such nice bedrooms in a house

of this size, with windows on two sides and such

roomy clothes closets in every room. There is a

built-in linen closet in the hall, and a medicine

cabinet in the bathroom.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone, or brick, faced with

variegated stone from ground to floor line.

Ce//ar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, Boston hips, wooden ridge.

Trim—Stock.

Frames, Doors Windows—Stock frames; front

door to detail, balance stock; casement windows;

battened shutters.

Colour—Grey-white stucco; variegated colours

and sizes stone base; frames, shutters, front door

and exposed rafters stained brown. Sash and

French doors painted ivory white. Gutters and

conductors painted black. Roof stained red-

dish brown.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade preferred.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

First Flook, Plan Second Fudok Plan-
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HOME PLAN
No. 609.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-

struction have been prepared by Maurice D, Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plana at the lowest possible cost.

See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

An Economical Design for Six Rooms and Garage

THE problem of having the garage attached to

the house is happily solved in this design, in

vphich the two combine to make one harmonious

whole, with the result that we have a home of per-

manent value and of good design that does not

depend on a lot of paint to make it look attractive.

In addition to the convenience of the garage loca-

tion, the cost of construction is lowered because

part of the house wall serves as the garage wall,

and there is a minimum expense incurred in con-

necting the necessary drains, water pipes, and heat-

ing with the house services. There is a still fur-

ther economy in cost, space, and snow shovelling,

by confining the garage drive and service entrance

to one side of the lot and making them serve a

dual purpose.

The interior floor plans are practically the same

as those in design No. 807, with the exception of

the attic being eliminated. Every inch of space is

used to the best possible advantage to provide six

modern sized rooms of ideal proportions, and

arrangement. The massive front door, protected

by its suspended hood, opens into a vestibule with

a roomy coat closet adjoining it. The main hall

is practically square with an open stairway lead-

ing from it. The living-room on the right derives

all of the advantages of a much larger room by

reason of the centre opening to the dining-room

and the doorway flanked by two windows, leading

from the dining-room to the porch overlooking the

rear garden. These doorways, combined with the

triple windows looking out over the front garden

from the living-room, create a perfect axis for light

and cross ventilation. The dining-room has a
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double action service door leading to an exception-

ally well-lighted kitchen that has every modern

built-in feature with provision for all kitchen

requirements, and space for a refrigerator in the

service entrance at the side, convenient for icing and

scoring deliveries as they are made. This service

entrance uses the headroom obtained by the main

stairway without any loss of space, and provides

convenient access from the outside and garage to

the basement and first floor without passing

through the kitchen.

On the second floor we have one large bedroom

and two smaller ones, each with an abundance of

windows and wall openings so arranged that

ample space is provided for bedroom furniture

without any appearance of being crowded or out

of place. The bathroom is of good size, and

built-in linen cupboards are located in the hall, so

that they arc convenient to the bathroom and bed-

rooms without any wasted steps.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone or brick.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Dark red stock or tapestry brick, with

gray white flushed joints.

Jloof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, shingle ridge.

Frames, Doors. Windows—Detailed entrance and

garage doors, balance stock. Casement win-

dows throughout.

Trim—As desired.

Colour—Roof stained reddish brown, frames,

sash and hood painted ivory white. Shutters,

front door and garage doors painted peacock

blue. Exposed rafters stained brown, gutters

and conductors black.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

• First fioofv. Plan - •Second Floor. Plan
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HOME PLAN
No. 610.

The complete plaoB and working drawings for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struct ion have been prepared by Maurice D, Klein for The Home Buildart Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible coBt.
See page 116 for co&t of plans and bow to secure fipeciticatjons, and approximate cost of construction.

A Colonial Design with Many Features

IT is easy to understand why the Colonial type

of home makes such a lasting popular appeal

to the tastes of Canadian home builders. Not alone

because of its simplicity and straight-forward, dig-

nified proportions and lines, but because of the

further, and no less important, reason that it is

both a practical and economical home to build,

heat and maintain.

The design for this house calls for casement

windows, a departure from the usual Colonial de-

sign, a dignified Colonial doorway and chimney of
stone in variegated colours and sizes as its princi-

pal exterior features. It is a good type of house
for northern exposure in a suburban community.
It can be placed near the street with the rear re-

served for garden and lawn, where southern sun,

quietness and privacy can be enjoyed. The drive

to a garage could be at the left and a wall or fence

with gate would close off the kitchen yard from the

street.

The floor plans show an ideal arrangement of

rooms and space that create an atmosphere of a

"big small home". The hall is spacious with a

delightful open staircase, vestibule and coat room,
and provides access to all rooms. The large liv-

ing-room has an attractive fireplace, and light on
three sides. The garden porch is on the rear over-

looking the garden and reached from both living-

and dining-rooms by French doors. The dining-

room is just the right size for modern furniture,

with a service door to the kitchen. The kitchen,

which is lighted on two sides, aflfords a pleasant

view of the street, is conveniently arranged and
equipped with built-in dressers instead of having
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a separate pantry. The service entrance on the

side has space for a refrigerator and the entrance

to the full-sized basement leads from the kitchen,

convenient to the hall.

Upstairs the three bedrooms arc all of good size

and all well lighted. The main one is the same size

as the living-room, with fireplace and two built-in

closets on one end, with built-in linen cupboards,

convenient to the bathroom, which is entered

through a short hall just large enough for the

door to open without interfering with any of the

fixtures.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick, stone or concrete, faced

from grade to floor line with stone of variegated

sizes and colours. Stoop the same.

Cellar Floors—Cement. *

Walls—Shingles with wooden ridge, and stucco

soffit.

Jloof—^Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with shingle ridge.

Trim—Stock throughout according to individual

taste.

Frames, Doors. Windows—Front entrance to de-

tail, balance stock. Casement windows through-

out.

Colour—Grey white stucco walls, or brick. Door-

way, frames, sash and garden porch painted

ivory white. Shutters and front door peacock

blue. Gutters and conductors painted ebony.

Roof stained a weathered green.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Inside Finish—According to individual taste.

Heat—Hot water or steam.

Garden FbRCH
Dining Room »^"»ir*'

Kitchen

Hall Livinc Rocm
It o't^cr

v-a

t

• First Flock Plan ' tf Second Floor. Plan-
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HOME PLAN
No. 611.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Buildors Service* Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the loweat possible cost.
See page 116 for cost of plans and bow to secure specifcattoos, and approximate cost of construction.

A Truly English Design for a Labour-Saving Home
THE nice roof lines—the well-proportioned

gable—the porch of saw-face lumber, with

floor of variegated stone flagging—and the bat-

tened shutters on the upper windows give an un-

usual charm to the exterior of this truly English

design.

This attractive house has a plan, which, when
built with a southern or eastern exposure assures

pleasant, sunny rooms at any time of the day, and
the best of light and air, since most of the rooms
have windows on two sides. The floor arrange-

ment is especially convenient, because all of the

halls are centrally located, within two steps of any
room.

Entrance to the main hall is through the gener-

ously proportioned porch and good-sized vestibule.

The hall has an indispensable coat-room as shown

on the plan, and is lighted by casement windows
on the stair landing, as well as French doors on the

front entrance. The cased opening on the right

leads to the comfortably large living-room, which
has seven windows on two sides, a cosy fireplace

—

and double French doors looking out on to the

porch and front garden. The dining-room is con-

venient and well located with respect to the kitchen

and entrance hall. It is lighted on two sides

and provides, as do all the rooms, the required

amount of wall space for modern furniture. The
kitchen is ideally planned with plenty of built-in

cupboards, a built-in ironing board and plenty

of light. The service entrance gives access to the

basement and outside, and has built-in milk cup-

board and space for a refrigerator handy to the

kitchen door.
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An attractive open staircase, with casement win-
dows on the landing. leads to the second floor.

Here we have one exceptionally large master's bed-

room, with fireplace on the right-hand side, win-
dows on two sides, double closets and built-in

seat, as well as two smaller bedrooms. The bath-

room is centrally located for all rooms and on ac-

count of being directly over the kitchen assures

a low plumbing cost. The linen cupboards are

built-in in the hall. All of the upstairs rooms
have unbroken ceilings.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick or stone, with varie-

gated stone facing from ground to floor line.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Grey-white stucco on hollow tile, or brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with Boston hips and wooden ridge.

Trim—Stock.

Frames, Doors, Windoivs—Stock frames, French

doors on front entrance and living-room, balance

stock. Casement windows throughout.

Colour—Roof stained dark brown. Frames paint-

ed brown. Sash and French doors painted

ivory white. Battened shutters, and porch

posts stained brown. Gutters and conductors

painted black.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

FlR^T rLOOf^ FWl Second Floor. PUn
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HOME PLAN
No. 612.

The complete plans and working drawinge for boilding thU borne in brick, hollow tile or frame coa-
filmction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co'uperative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plane at the lowest poaaiblc cost.

See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of constnictioD.

Dignity and Simplicity in a Design for Six Rooms

THE average home-builder who likes plenty of

fresh air and sunshine, and flowers and

shrubs around his home, will be interested in this

dignified* simple, yet attractive design for six

rooms. Designed for a forty or fifty foot lot,

in keeping with the very best standards, it will

compare very favourably with any home of more

pretentious size. Since the cost of construction is

more or less determined by the area and cubic con-

tents, this house should cost no more to build than

the ordinary long-hailed narrow type of about

the same size.

Although the illustration shows this design in

stucco finish, it will look equally well in face brick.

The louvred shutters on the front windows give

a touch of colour to the exterior, and the iron

railing around the stone flagged terrace, overlook-

ing the front garden, creates a delightful effect that

blends in perfectly with the house and planting

arrangement indicated.

The floor plans are models of compact and con-

venient arrangement. The centre hall, with doors

opening to the dining-room and living-room

directly opposite one another, gives the impression

of increased size to these rooms, as well as limiting

the number of steps to get to and from them. The
living room is of fine and ample proportions, with
an abundance of light from windows on three

sides. The dining-rom is well lighted too, and
plenty large enough for modern furniture with
provision for the table being extended. The kit-

chen is laid out to make work easier for the house-

wife, with plenty of built-in cupboards, ironing

board and windows on two sides. The econ-
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omical service entrance, serving the kitchen, base-

ment and outside with a minimum of doors,

saves room, time, work and heat. Space is pro-

vided convenient to the kitchen door, in the ser-

vice entrance, for a refrigeraion just where it is

needed for the iceman, milkman, butcher and gro-

cer, whose deliveries are stored in the refrigerator

until required.

The stairway to the second floor is large enough
to accommodate good sized furniture, a point quite

frequently overlooked when building. It is well

hghted too by the double windows on the landing

that serve both the stairs and the hall. The three

bedrooms are graduated in size as they should be,

with plenty of cupboard space, windows and
other features as indicated in the plans. The
bathroom and the linen cupboards are located so

as to be convenient to all rooms.

The basement is well laid out providing separ-

ate laundry, furnace room, coal cellar and fruit

cellar, although it could be rearranged to give

sufficient space for a billiard room, den, or chil-

dren's play room if desired.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick, stone or concrete, faced

with variegated stone, stone terrace.

Celiac Floor—Cement.

Walls—Light gray stucco on hollow tile or brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, bell cast, Boston hips, shingle ridge.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doocsf Windows—Casement windows,

French door on main entrance, balance stock.

Co/our—Gray white stucco on variegated stone

base. Roof stained willow green. Frames,

sash, French door, gutters and conductors paint-

ed ivory. Shutters peacock blue.

Floors—Oak or brich in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

' First Floor Plan Second Floor. Flan
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HOME PLAN
No. 700.

Simplicity and Charm in A Georgian Design for

Seven Rooms and Sunroom
THE simplicity and charm of this design of

Georgian precedent will commend it to

many, for it has an unusually artistic and dignified

appearance that makes it appropriate for either

a suburban or smaller city location, and though in

reality an average-sized house of seven good rooms
and sunroom will hold a prominent place among
larger houses. It could be placed near the street

or set back, depending on the location of the ad-
joining houses, and there should be a level lawn
with a wide walk leading to the house to give it

the proper setting.

Although the principal outside dimensions arc
only 26' 6" x 27', making it a reasonably economi-

cal house to build, seven rooms of good size arc

obtained in addition to the large built-in loggia or
sunroom, by the unusually economical floor ar-

rangement. In fact the floor arrangement is ideal,

for the three rooms comprising the living portion
of the house can be used as one by opening the
doorways connecting them with each other.

The well-designed front entrance door opens
into a vestibule with coat-room adjoining it. The
main hall is practically square, and lighted by a
double window on the stair landing. The living-

room which has an attractive fireplace is of fine

proportions with two double windows overlooking
the front garden. Double French doors open into

i 1
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a dining-room of comfortable size, from which

you obtain a pleasant view of the rear garden from

the triple window overlooking it. There is a

French door with a glass screen on each side of it

separating the dining-room from the good-sized

loggia or sunroom, which is enclosed and heated

like the other rooms, making it available for both

summer and winter use. Another French door

connects the loggia with the living-room and

double French doors open to the garden path.

The kitchen is compact in size and arrangement

with plenty of built-in cupboards, plenty of light

and space for kitchen fixtures, and a practical

breakfast alcove at the rear, large enough to accom-

modate six people comfortably without interfer-

ing in any way with the kitchen arrangement or

work. The service entrance at the side has space

provided for a refrigerator to enable icing from

the side door without passing through the kitchen.

There are four good bedrooms on the second

floor. The large master's bedroom has a fireplace

with clothes closets on each side, and two double

windows over-looking the street. The other three

bedrooms arc graduated in size, the smallest one

being especially suitable for a children's room or a

nursery, in which a wall basin with running water

could be installed at a very low cost by connecting

with the bathroom plumbing. The hall is cen-

tral for all rooms, and uses a minimum amount

of floor space. The bathroom has an extra privacy

on account of the short hallway with dropped

ceiling leading into it.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone or brick.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with Boston hips, or variegated colours

and sizes of quarried slate.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors. Windows—Detailed main door-

way, casement windows throughout.

Colour—Roof stained willow green, ivory toned

stucco walls on variegated stone base, frames,

sash, main entrance, gutters and conductors

painted ivory white, shutters painted peacock

blue.

Floors—As desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

FiR5T hooK Flan Second rijoof\.PLAN
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HOME PLAN
No. 701.

See page 116 for cost of plans ai^d how to secure spec.fca.iow. and appro^imatrc«r?f cSnstrSnfo":

An Economical House and a Delightful Home
"X/" OU have in your mind's eye, no doubt, the
A house you want to build. You may have

dreamed or thought about it so much that you can
picture the way it will look when finished and
furnished—firelight dancing on the living-room
walls, shaded lamps, soft rugs on polished floors:
a cool and cosy porch for sultry summers, and
rooms planned to lighten housework.

Here in an ideal home with outside measure-
ments of 24 feet by 37 feet 6 inches. It will
furnish well, because it is planned for proper ar-
rangement of furniture, has charm, dignity and
character, is economical to build, can be placed to
advantage on a thirty foot lot. and is suitable for
almost any locality.

While this home is planned to be economical
and practical, it is designed for beauty, too a

simple dignified beauty resulting from good lines

and good proportions, and many English features.

Notice its carefully moulded cornice. The roof
has the characteristic spring of its English proto-
type, the front windows have battened shutters,
the porch posts have brackets and the balusters
carry out the design.

The four lights in the front door make a light
vestibule, with coat-room opening off it. The hall
is lighted by windows on the lower landing of
the open stairway, and the large cased opening
to living-room will accommodate French doors if

desired.

The wide, well-proportioned fireplace, the win-
dows on each side and the triple window across
the front arc features that make the big living-
room cheerful, homelike and easy to furnish. The
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dining-room is well proportioned with windows
on two sides and double action door to kitchen.

The kitchen is ideally arranged, handy to front

and side entrances, with ice-box in the service

entry, built-in cupboards over sink, and light on
two sides. A handy broom cupboard is located

just beside the door to stairs leading to side door
and basement. The full basement has a direct

outside entrance on the side.

Upstairs not an inch of space is wasted. Each
bedroom has a good clothes closet and is well-

lighted. Windows and doors are placed opposite

each other. They can be left open on a hot sum-
mer night and let the air sweep through the whole
second storey. The bathroom is just two steps

from any bedroom. The hall is square with
double window on stair landing, has linen closet

beside the bathroom and extra closet at top of

stairs.

Outline of Specifications
Foundation Walls—Brick or stone.

Celiac Floors—Cement.

Walls—Burnt dark red-face brick with gray-white

joints to top of first floor windows with stucco

on hollow tile or brick above. Brick chimney

with chimney pots.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles with wooden ridge. Dormer of wide

clapboards.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors, Windows—Stock frames and
doors: casement windows throughout: battened

shutters on front windows.

Colour—Roof stained moss green; dormer painted

white. Gutters and conductors painted black.

Windows painted white. Battened shutters,

porch posts and balusters stained natural.

Floors—Oak or birch in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

tA<r

First Floor. Plan • Second Flook. Plan
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HOME PLAN
No. 702.

The complete pJaos find workinp drawinf^s for building this home in brick. boUow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

Many Desirable Features in this Seven-Roomed Home
ALL the little touches that lend distinction and

add comfort to a small home are liberally

featured in this plan. The big roof gives style,

distinction and character to the exterior, and makes
possible four good rooms and bath on the second

floor, without destroying the low, home-like efl^ect

of the house. In its quaint style with lattice porch

and lattice across the front of the house, this de-

sign is suggestive of the best type of bungalow or

cottage home, and one that naturally suggests a

garden around it.

This home has really a wealth of room for its

size. It is suitable for city or country—for al-

most any section of the Dominion—and is planned
so that it will be very reasonable to build. With
southern or eastern exposure all rooms will be

flooded with sunlight.

Within, you will find all rooms of ample size.

practically all of them lighted on two sides and ar-

ranged most conveniently for the housewife. The
hall is well-lighted with double windows on the

lower stair landing, and has a large, roomy coat-

room. A cased opening leads to the large well-

proportioned living-room, which is just the right

width to balance the length nicely. It has triple

windows on the front, a handsome brick fireplace,

which provides flues for furnace, fireplace and kit-

chen range. On the left of the living-room there

is an entrance to a large loggia or sunroom, which
connects with the dining-room as well. This can

be used as a conservatory, den or library if desired.

The dining-room, which is just the right size, is

separated from the kitchen by a central pantry con-

veniently located for serving meals in either the
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dining-room or the kitchen. This large pantry
has every desirable built-in feature—an abundance
of built-in cupboards—sink well-lighted by win-
dow on the right and handy to the dining-room
space for built-in refrigerator with outside icing
door, and a small cupboard for brooms and dean-
mg material. The kitchen is just as good as any
dming-room and every housev/ifc will appreciate
the feature this plan provides of having direct ac-
cess from the kitchen to the front door, to upstairs,
downstairs to full-sized basement and to the side
entrance.

The upstairs plan provides three light airy bed-
rooms, with windows on two sides and ample
closet room. The larger bedroom has an unusual
built-in seat. The sewing-room could be used as
a nursery or child's bedroom if desired. The
large bathroom is centrally located for all bedrooms
and is directly over the plumbing in the pantry.
The hall is well-lighted, with built-in linen cup-
boards.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick to floor line.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with shingle ridge.

Trim—Stock.

Frames. Doors, Windows—Sliding sash through-
out, except loggia, which has casement win-
dows. Balance stock.

Colour—Brick base of deep red stock brick, with
joints colour of stucco. Stucco gray white.
Roof forest green. Face and sides of dormers
painted gray. Porch posts, lattice and mould-
mgs on gable ends, mahogany brown. Shut-
ters, forest green. Sash and frames, ivory.

Floors—Oak or brich in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

^^^f—Hot air, hot water or steam.

I

FiK5T FlooPs. Plan -
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HOME PLAN
No. 703.

The complete plans and working drawings (or building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

*

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

Seven Good Rooms, Garden Porch and Sunroom
HERE is a design for a home with seven good

rooms, garden porch and sunroom that

suggests English precedent, with all its charming
simplicity and quaintness. The attractive roof

lines, good proportions, general detail, battened

shutters and quaint entrance with Tudor doorway-
are just a few features of this distinctive design.

The plan is suitable for an inside or a corner lot of
narrow frontage, and it is designed for any ex-
posure except the eastern, in which position the
plan could be reversed.

The floor arrangement has many unusual fea-

tures. All the advantages of a centre-hall plan are

obtained by having the entrance on one side, which
enables us to devote the full front of the house to
a splendid living-room. The whole layout of the
rooms creates an impression of unusual spacious-

ness, and the arrangement of the windows assures

sunny and airy rooms, for cross-ventilation is ob-
tained in every room.

The front door, of Tudor treatment, opens into

a good-sized vestibule with coat-room adjoining.

There is a cased opening leading from the main
hall to the large living-room (13 feet 6 inches by
22 feet) which has a large fireplace with built-in

bookcases on each side, three casement windows on
the right and five casement windows overlooking
the front garden. The dining-room is large

enough for a good-sized family (12 feet 4 inches

by 13 feet 4 inches) with light on two sides. A
French door opens on to the garden porch at the

rear that could be used as a dining-porch on sultry

days. You M'ill notice that the French doors from
the hall to the dining-room are directly oppos-

** ^
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ite that to the living-room cased opening as well as

the door to the garden porch. This gives us a per-

fect axis for light and ventilation for the entire

floor and tends to make the rooms look larger. The
kitchen is modern in every detail, with built-in

cupboards over the sink, built-in ironing board and

milk cupboard, space for a refrigerator and win-

dows on two sides. A double-action service door

leads to the dining-room and another door leads to

the economical service entrance, which provides ac-

cess to the full-sized basement, kitchen and outside.

The second floor is well-arranged, with a practi-

cally square hall in the centre of the house. The
sitting-room has a fireplace with built-in book-

shelves on the right-hand side, and a clothes closet

on the left in the event of its being used as a

bedroom. The three other bedrooms are of good

size, with windows on two sides, plenty of closet

space and designed to give the proper wall space for

bedroom furniture. A sunroom. or sleeping-

porch, opens oS the rear bedroom. There is an

extra large built-in linen cupboard in the hall, and

the bathroom is located conveniently for all rooms.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick or stone.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Dark red stock brick for first storey and

stucco on hollow tile or brick for second storey.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with bell cast, Boston hips and shingle

ridges.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors. Windows—Stock frames, detailed

door on main entrance, balance stock. Case-

ment windows throughout, with battened shut-

ters on second-storey windows.

Colour—Dark red stock brick, with joints colour

of stucco: gray-white stucco above, shutters,

front entrance and porch stained brown. Frames

and sash painted ivory white. Gutters and con-

ductors painted black. Roof stained reddish

brown.

Floors—Oak or birch in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot water or steam.

Garden Popch

First FlooPs. Plan Second FlookPlan-
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HOME PLAN
No. 704.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in briok, hollow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative orpaniiation that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible costSee pace 116 for cost of plans an-i how to ; ecure specificshoiiB, and approximate cost of construction.

A Delightfully Unusual Treatment for a Brick and
Stucco Design

THE typically English doorway, low roof line,

massive chimney anci effective treatment of
stucco and brick quoins, give this charming and
harmonious composition a delightfully unusual
and picturesque appearance. The garage, which is

attached to the house, and carries out the same
general design, adds to rather than detracts from
its appearance.

The main portion of the house (26 feet by 27
feet) is planned to obtain a maximum of floor

space with an ideal arrangement for the living por-
tion. The main entrance opens into a vestibule

that has a coat-room on one side. The main hall

provides access to the living-rooms, kitchen, base-
ment, side entrance, and upstairs, with a minimum

of steps. The large living room across the front

of the house has windows over-looking the front

and side gardens and is connected by French doors
with a comfortable loggia, or sun-room, and the

amply large dining-room, making it possible to

open these three main rooms into one to accommo-
date a large number of people at any time. The tiled

loggia has French doors opening on to the large

stone-flagged terrace overlooking the rear garden,

and into the dining-room. The dining-room has
a double action service door to a practically ar-

ranged kitchen that is well-lighted from two sides.

You will notice that the sink is directly under the

rear window, with plenty of built-in cupboards
on both sides, and that ample provision has been

I
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made for modern kitchen fixtures. Space is pro-

vided for a refrigerator in the side service entrance

convenient for icing without tracking up the kit-

chen floor. The side service entrance is a feature

of this house, giving, as it docs, access between the

outside and inside of the house and garage, as well

as providing an inside and outside entrance to the

full-size basement.

The upstairs is arranged to provide three good-

sized bedrooms with plenty of closet space, and a

large and well-lighted sitting room with a hand-

some brick fireplace. The sitting-room has a

clothes closet so that it may be used as a bedroom

if desired. The bathroom is centrally located for

all rooms and a Urge built-in linen cupboard is sit-

uated just beside it in the hall.

Taken altogether, this unusual design, with its

unusual floor plans, will commend itself to all

those interested in a seven-roomed house, with sun-

room and garage, that could be built on a 45-foot

lot if necessary. Fifty feet would assure better

light and permit of an attractive garden on the

side. The arrangement of the rooms suggest an

eastern or southern exposure. If a western expos-

ure is necessary the plans could be reversed.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone or brick.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick, with brick

quoins around windows and corners of build-

ing.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with bell cast. Boston hips and shingle

ridge.

Trim—Stock or as desired.

Frames, Doors, Windows—Stock frames, detailed

main door and garage doors, balance stock.

Casement windows throughout.

Colour—Gray-v/hite stucco, brick base and

quoins, dark red stock brick with joints colour

of stucco. Roof stained reddish brown.

Frames and sash painted ivory white, front door

and garage doors painted brownish black. Gut-

ters and conductors painted black.

Floors—Oak or birch in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air. hot water or steam.

First Iioor. Plan-
'

SecQNo FlookPLan
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HOME PLAN
No. 705.

The complete plans and working drawinps for building thia home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by ilaunce D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure Bpecifications, and approximate cost of construction

A Beautiful Exterior Combined with a Practical Interior

HERE is a design that will appeal to all those

who love picturesque English architecture,

combined with the last word in modern floor ar-

rangement. A beautiful effect is obtained by the

use of variegated stone work that gives colour to

the exterior and improves with age. The whole
design suggests an English garden with clinging

vines and an abundance of shrubs and perennials.

The attractive exterior is only one feature of the

design. Another equally important feature is the

ideal floor arrangement, where we have a centre

main hall serving the principal living-rooms, op-
posite each other, with tlie hall for the sleeping

and service portion of the house separated from
the main hall by a doorway that ensures absolute

privacy for each portion.

On entering we have a square vestibule, leading

into the main hall. A cased opening leads from
the hall to the amply large living-room which has

a specially designed fireplace, windows on two sides

and a French door opening on to a stone-flagged

garden porch, overlooking the front, side, and rear

gardens. The dining-room, directly opposite the

living-room, is big enough to accommodate a large

number of people, as well as modern furniture. It

is extremely well-lighted with five casement win-
dows on two sides, and has a double-action service

door leading to a model kitchen of good propor-

tion where careful regard has been given to the

arrangement of fixtures to lighten housework. The
service entrance gives access to and from the kit-

chen, basement and outside.

The hall for the sleeping quarters serves all

rooms. On this floor we have one Urge master's
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bedroom and one smaller bedroom, both provided

with ample closet space, and located conveniently

in regard to the bathroom and built-in linen cup-

boards in the hall.

The staircase to the second floor is separated

from the rear hall by a door. If desired, the sec-

ond floor can be left unfinished, but if it is to be

finished later, the bathroom plumbing should be

roughed in. On this floor we have a large well-

lighted hall, an abundance of storeroom space,

a bathroom and two large bedrooms. The large

bedroom could be used as a billiard-room if desired.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone or brick.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Variegated stone, backed with hollow tile.

j^oof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with shingle ridge and bell cast.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors. Windoius—Stock frames and

doors, except detail main door; casement win-

dows throughout, with battened shutters where

shown.

Colour—Roof stained reddish brown. Stone-work

of variegated sizes and colours, with wide grey-

white points. Frames, shutters, doorway,

gable end mouldings and porch stained brown.

Sash painted ivory white.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

}-l(>at—Hot air. hot water or steam.

ctoin
Bath Room
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Some Useful Hints on Decorating Your Home
By Oda Kirkegaard

SO often the first experience in furnishing a

home results in the purchase of furniture

with a great deal of enthusiasm, and the sad dis-

covery a little later that it

is poorly constructed or

clumsily proportioned, or

unsuitable for its sur-

roundings. Had a reliable

decorator been consulted

at first, or a little study

been given by the home-
planner himself, the cost

would have been no
greater, and in the end the

furniture would not have

gone into the discard.

There is nothing mys-

terious in the method a

decorator employs to

achieve artistic results. All

that must be remembered

is that to give lasting satis-

faction, the interior created

must be livable. The
decorator's work, as we all

know, involves the design-

mg or mterior woodwork
and mantels, the selection

of fiooT coverings, lighting

fixtures and hangings and the assembling of
furniture. One may know the various periods of
design and also have a keen sense of colour, but if

the principle of form and proportion is lost sight

of, a successful result cannot be had.

The artistic home should not be regarded as a

luxury, but as a duly and a necessity. It furnishes
the environment in which a child's character is

moulded, the early impressions of those who are
to set the standards in the generations that follow.

There are numerous obstacles that stand in the
way of a realization of this idea! environment.
Many questions arise in each individual problem
and worst of all, there are many people who are

willing to give up anything that does not come
easily—or else they say they cannot afford to buy

The artistic home should not be re-

garded as a luxury, but as a duty and
a necessity.

When furnishing a small house one
should be particularly careful to have
things right. In a large house, a little

mistake may go unnoticed, but in a

small one it is sometimes tragic.

When the house is all built: when
the last fixture has gone in. and the

painters have departed— what then?

Really the most delightful part of your
home-making is just before you, and it

is with your present problem in mind
that This meaty little article on the gen-

eral aspects of home-beautifying is pre-

sented. It has been especially written

for the Home Plan Book by one who
has achieved practical experience and
genuine artistic success in the field of

interior decoration.

good things. To them it may be said that all ex-

pensive things arc not good; nor all cheap things

bad. Often the money limit is the saving thing in

the selection of articles, as

to their kind and number.

The important question of

selection is one of colour,

line and texture in produc-

ing harmony throughout

the house.

Your first consideration

should be to have defin-

itely in mind what your
ideal of the room would
be if you could have every-

thing new and have it at

once. A mental picture of

a result is essential to the

final solution of a prob-
lem. Buy each article

with the finished whole
in mind, and as fast as a

bad thing can be elimi-

nated, replace it with
something which harmon-
izes with this mental
picture. The house will

turn out better than one
expects and best of all. you

yourself will grow with it.

If the sum of money to be expended is limited,
start with the background of the room. Make the
walls, woodwork, ceiling and floor a suitable
foundation for what is to be placed within. You
will find the moment this is done it will be easy
to establish the right relationships of colour. If

more changes can be made let them be in the hang-
ings and rugs, for, next to the background, these

are the most important things in any room. Now
having background, hangings and rugs disposed of,

furniture and decorative objects can be very easily

arranged, with a continued feeling of satisfaction

that the room is gradually growing more interest-

ing every day. So many people make the mis-
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take of trying to make things appear completed
against impossible backgrounds.

It is absurd to think that there can be a set rule

by which any and every room may be decorated.

but a few general hints may always be applied.

In every room one finds a separate problem, the

side of the house on which the room is located is

important to the colour scheme selected. Rooms
with south and southeast light call for cooler

colours than the room to the north or northwest,

with its generally cold gray light. Such rooms al-

ways require warm colour. Warm rich reds, oranges

and yellows arc more appropriate in north rooms.

just as greens, blue-greens, violets, blues and some
yellows have cooling effects when used in south
rooms. Therefore we should make colour do the

work that orientation does not. There are many
things that influence this general statement, but in

the main, this rule should be followed. It will

give balance and harmony to the scheme of the

house.

The house on the hill presents a different prob-

lem, in the matter of form and colour, from the

one on a city street, which would possibly have

trees, shrubbery or other houses surrounding it and
thus shutting off considerable light. Also in the

hot, southern countries there is the problem of

getting air and shutting out the burning sun,

while in the north there is the air and sun to be

encouraged but the cold to be kept out. This has

a decided influence on the placement, size and

number of windows, as well as the arrangement

of doors and halls, it also affects shutters, hangings

and general colour scheme.

It will be seen then, that the problem of decor-

ating a room takes into account its location and
function as well as the function of each object used

within it. The proper arrangement of furniture

is governed by common sense rather than any set

rule. Each piece of furniture should be so placed

that it does its own work in the most efficient

manner.

When furnishing a small house one should be

particularly careful to have things right. In a

large house a little mistake may go unnoticed, but

in a small one it is sometimes tragic. Colour has

a great deal to do with the making of a room. Of
course, it is always safe to paint your walls all the

same colour and to use the same tone of carpet

throughout, varying the quality upstairs from

down. However, this deprives one of a great

deal of pleasure, particularly if one is fond of

colour. If your rooms are small and opening into

one another it is interesting to carry a connecting

colour scheme downstairs. For example; In the

hall let the walls be fawn introducing a little

green and vermilion in the furnishings; the living-

room could have light green walls with mulberry
and a deep old gold; the dining-room could have
ivory walls with yellow and blue introduced in the

hangings and furniture. You pick out from each

succeeding room one colour and carry it on, in this

way connecting each room by a colour note. How-
ever, upstairs each bedroom can be individual in

colour scheme, yet when carpeted alike in some
neutral colour the rooms are interestingly brought
together. This is best in the small house, for it

permits of a choice of varied colours in the up-

stairs rooms.

Curtains, rugs, pictures and lamps constitute the

remainder of the decorations. Each of these has

a definite purpose and, when used with this in

mind most effectively contribute to the harmony
of the room.

Curtains serve several purposes—glass curtains

filter the light so that an even glow is cast over the

room, while the outer hanging adds a note of rich-

ness to the decorative scheme. It also may be used

to regulate the amount of light during the day-
time and when drawn closely together at night

gives the room an air of seclusion and privacy. It

may be inferred from this that only two sets of
curtains are generally used. This is not always
the case. In some places, and under some condi-

tions window shades are necessary. When they are

used, they should be kept rolled up out of sight,

when not in use. With three sets of curtains it is

less necessary to use shades, as then the middle set

is usually made to draw and serves the puroos^
of a shade. If more than one set of curtains is to

be used, the inner or glass curtains may be net. of
which there are many varieties, casement cloth or

silk gauze according to the textural quality needed
in the room. The middle set or draw curtains can
be thin silk or taffeta. These two sets of curtains

are generally most attractive when hemmed by
hand or finished with narrow edging or fringe.

Cretonnes, painted linens, damasks, brocades, bro-
catelles. velvets, heavy satins, repps, etc., accord-

ing to the character of the room, may be used for

the outer hangings. Many of these materials are

handsome enough in their own texture without the
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VARIOUS CURTAIN TREATMENTS

added elaborate trimming formerly used. The

choice of pattern in curtain fabrics depends upon

the size of the room, and upon the general charac-

ter of the other furnishings. One should not se-

lect a large pattern fabric for a small room or a

small pattern for a large room. Either would

prove incongruous. If the rug has a pronounced

design curtains should be of plain fabric or one in

which the design is not pronounced. Should the

rug be plain, the design in the room can be carried

by the curtains unless the furniture covering carries

the colour interest sufficiently around the room.

In hanging curtains be sure not to let the curtains

interfere with the function of the window. The
inner curtains should be of such a length that they

just escape the window-sill, while the outcrhang-

ings should extend to the floor whenever possible.

Since the rug or carpet forms the foundation of

the room, it should be flat. Too pronounced a

design makes it appear to spring up: this gives a

feeling of unrest. When using a rug, whether it is

Persian or plain carpet-made rug shaped with the

darker border—a margin of at least one foot or

more of the floor should be left all around. How-
ever if your room is very small it is best to have

plain carpet right to the wall. A beige colour is

always satisfactory for this.

When selecting pictures for a room, care must

be taken to choose those that are in keeping in

subject and treatment, as well as framing. If one

has chosen etchings for the living-room, then the

only other pictures to be used in the room would

be steel engravings. The same principle applies to

combining of photographs and prints and some-

times a water colour with an oil painting, if it is

similarly treated. It must be remembered that

whatever is on the wall is a part of it or it is not

decorative. Hanging pictures is an art. Oil

paintings and any other large picture should be

hung, when possible, so that the eye of an average

person standing up will be about opposite the cen-

tre of the picture. If wires cannot be hidden then

two wires should appear extending vertically to a

hook at the picture moulding. These should be

toned to the wall colour to make them as incon-

spicuous as possible. Small pictures should be

carefully chosen and grouped together in two or

three, though this should be done as rarely as

possible. A picture of any considerable size should

be hung over a cabinet, console or mantel. Too
many pictures produce a bad effect, therefore the

greatest care is necessary to limit the number and

place them well.

The lighting of a room is of fundamental im-
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porunce in the general effect. The most successful

way of lighting a room is by side lights and lamps

distributed about the room; this is a great improve-

ment over the chandelier. The size of the room
and its function determine the proper placing for

lamps. Lamps should be placed for reading, writ-

ing, sewing or to call attention to groups of furni-

ture, as the case may be. The shading of lamps

and side lights is of great importance. No one

colour is always good, but all soft neutralized

tones of ivory, yellow, yellow orange, orange,

red orange, yellow green, and some greens, also

some reds are the most possible colours to use in

shades. The colour and texture of material de-

pends upon the room. China silk, brocade, da-

mask, taffeta, and paper parchment are the mater-

ials most used for shades. Shades must be cov-

ered on the top as well as around the sides and

lined with white to concentrate the light. Often

two or more thicknesses of material are used be-

sides the white lining. This depends on the colour

needed. A good lighting arrangement is not only

a comfort but also a method of tying the room

together.

The purpose of the suggestions given here on

decorating your home, is to bring to the reader's

attention the wonderful opportunity that the

house-maker has to create an environment which

will be the means of setting a higher standard of

appreciation in the generation that is to follow.

It is further designed to arouse a desire to investi-

gate the fundamental principles of decorating and

to use these principles towards a fuller realization

of an ideal home.
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HOME PLAN
No. 800.

The complete plaoB and working drawings for building ihi« home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-

Btructjon have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative or^'aniiation that supplies home builders with architectural plana at the lowest possible cost.

See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specitications. and approximate cost of consiruciion.

A Decidedly Unusual and Distinctive Bungalow

HERE is a truly English design for an unusual

eight-roomed bungalow, with an exception-

ally large porch that docs not rob light from any

of the rooms. The charming outline and detail

of the exterior elevations have an interesting char-

acter and distinction difficult to duplicate. The

treatment of the roof line, dormers, battened shut-

ters, bay window and massive chimney, together

with the porch commanding a view in three direc-

tions, creates a particularly pleasing, exclusive and

unusual effect.

The living portion of the house is large, roomy

and convenient, as it should be in a house of this

size, and is separated from the sleeping quarters

and bathroom by a separate hall. The main hall,

which you enter from the porch, serves the living

portion, with a large coat room opening off it and

a doorway leading to the separate hall for the

sleeping quarters and stairway to the second floor.

The entrance to the living room being at one end,

provides an abundance of wall space for furniture

and pictures. The whole layout of this room is de-

cidedly attractive with its delightful bay window,

fireplace, built-in book cases and lighting arrange-

ment. The dining room is larger than usual with

a double casement window on one side and double

French doors leading on to the porch on the other.

A double action service door leads to a kitchen of

ideal size and arrangement that is close enough to

the bathroom to insure an economical plumbing

job. The service entrance to and from the out-

side and basement, acts as a vestibule in winter

and has space provided for either a regular or

built-in refrigerator.
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The sleeping quarters on this floor contain three

rooms of ample size with plenty of windows and

closet space. The bathroom, as you will notice,

is very convenient for the bedrooms and kitchen,

yet it is a considerable distance from the living

portion. The stairway to the second floor is closed

off by a door, so that it can be shut off from the

rest of the house in the event of the second floor

being left temporarily unfinished. The roomy

second floor has one good sized bedroom with a

very large closet, a store room for trunks and other

little-used articles and an exceptionally large play-

room or billiard room that could easily be con-

verted into two rooms if so desired.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick, stone or concrete, faced

with variegated stone. Flag-stone porch and

steps.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile, or brick.

Trim—As desired.

l^oof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, wooden ridge. Boston hips.

Frames, Doors. Windows—Detailed main entrance

door, casement windows, battened shutters.

Co/our—Roof stained reddish brown, gray white

stucco, frames, sash, shutters, posts, balusters

and exterior doors stained brown, gutters and

conductors painted black.

Floors—Oak or birch in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air or hot water.

FiP«5T Floof^Plan Second Floop^Plan
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HOME PLAN
No. 801.

The complete plans and working drawings for building thie home in "brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D, Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

*

co-operative organization that auppiies home builders with architeclxiral plans at the lowest possible coat.
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

Eight Rooms at Slight Additional Cost Over Six

THE design pictured here is an example of how
attractive a home can be made when architec-

turally designed. It will cost no more to build
than any other house of the same size and yet it

will command a considerably higher selling price

in comparison with the poorly designed home. Al-
though most houses of this area have only six

rooms, this plan provides eight, because every inch
of space has been utilized—the gable roof making
3 good solution for obtaining two large attic bed-
rooms with good head room, as well as adding
considerably to the appearance of the exterior.

Although the house was designed to take ad-
vantage of stock sizes, and economy of floor space,

to insure low cost of construction, the appearance
of the exterior has not been overlooked. The per-
spective drawing of the elevation will give you an

idea of how charming the house' will look when
completed, with its nice roof lines, proper propor-

tions and attractive latticed porch.

The floor plans are an example of what study

and experience can do in using every inch of space.

Although the plan only covers 520 square feet, this

house provides eight good rooms of much larger

size with better accommodation for furniture than

most houses of a much larger area. On the first

floor we have a 6 feet by 9 feet 6 inches porch that

does not rob the living-room of light, a vestibule

with coat-room and a well-lighted hall. The liv-

ing-room has a triple window in the front with a

rug brick fireplace on the side. The dining-room
is well-lighted, too—of correct proportions for

modern dining-room furniture—with a double
action service door to kitchen. The compact kit-
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chen is the kind everyone wants nowadays

—

planned to lighten housework, liberally supplied

with cupboards over the sink, and broom closet

—

well-lighted with windows on two sides. The
ideal, though economical, service entrance on the

side, gives direct access to full-size basement from

outside, as well as inside, and has space provided

for refrigerator just beside the kitchen door.

Upstairs the generous wall space for furniture

should be noted because many plans overlook this

important feature. All of the bedrooms are well-

lighted, with roomy clothes closets. The hall is

well-lighted too, and has built-in linen cupboards

within two steps of any bedroom and the bath-

room. The position of the bathroom is directly

over the kitchen and is laid out so that the water

pipes rise on interior walls. A small but import-

ant detail in extremely cold weather. The two

bedrooms in the attic each have extra large closet

room and there is an additional clothes closet in

the upstairs hall.

The outside measurements of the house arc 20

feet by 26 feel, which enables you to build it on

a 25-foot lot if desired.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick or concrete.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Red tapestry or dark red stock brick, with

grey-white joints one-half inch wide, brick

course at second floor windows—brick sills and

flat brick arches on all windows.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with wooden ridge.

Trim—Stock.

Frames, Doors, Windows—Stock frames; front

door French design with small panel at bottom,

balance stock; double hung windows through-

out, except casement windows in dormers.

Colour—Roof stained a deep green-blue. Frames,

sash, porch, and front door painted ivory. Shut-

ters peacock blue. Gutters and down pipes dark

brown or black.

Floors—Oak or birch in grade desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

I
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HOME PLAN
No. 802.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-struction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau aco-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost
bee page 116 for cost of plans aud how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction'

A Modern Pair of Eight-Roomed Houses
SOMEONE has said that about ninety-seven per

cent, of the people think that they can design

a house as well as an achitect. and most builders

believe the fact that they arc building houses con-

tinually enables them to design a good house.

Many can—but the vast majority cannot, for the

same reason that you would not expect a paper-

hanger to design your wallpaper, or an electrician

to design your electrical fixtures.

Architecturally designed homes do not cost any
more to build than poorly designed ones: in fact

they usually cost less because every advantage of
stock sizes of joists, etc., is taken, and invariably
the well-designed home commands at least a ten

per cent, higher selling price.

To supply the demand for a well-balanced and
harmonious design for a pair of eight-roomed

houses that can be built at the lowest possible cost

for either investment or resale, this design has been
originated. Although the first and second floor

plans are identical with those for the pair of six-

roomed houses. No. 602, the exterior elevations

are entirely different, the whole treatment being
altered to obtain good headroom for the attic

bedrooms by using the popular gable roof. There
is an advantage in this plan, inasmuch as eight

rooms can be provided at a slight additional cost

over six, or the attic floor can be left unfinished to
provide six rooms at the start, with provision for
adding the two bedrooms by finishing later.

In houses of this size covering an area of only
520 square feet it is impossible to obtain a better,

or more carefully thought-out solution, of the
floor arrangements. The best location for fur-

p^i w^^^^m
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niture was considered in planning the various wall

openings in every room, with a result that every

room is thoroughly practicable, comfortable and
convenient. The porch at the front entrance is of

ample size and enhances the whole appearance of

the exterior, without robbing the interior of any
light or sunshine. From it we enter the vestibule

with an indispensible coatroom adjoining it. The
attractive living room is designed for comfort in

both summer and winter, with its fireplace on one

side and triple windows, overlooking the front

garden, that provide direct ventilation through the

dining-room door and windows. The dining-

room is a pleasant room loo, with three windows
on one side and a separate door to the living room
which could be enlarged and made as a cased open-

ing if desired. The kitchen is thoroughly modern
in size and lay-out—liberally supplied with built-

in cupboards, a separate broom closet and space

for refrigerator in the service entrance at the side.

On the second floor we have three good bed-

rooms with plenty of light, ventilation and cup-

board space, as well as a bathroom of good size

and a built-in linen cupboard in the hall. The

attic arrangement provides two large bedrooms
with three large clothes closets.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick or concrete.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Red tapestry or dark red stock brick, with

gray white joints, flat brick arches over all win-

dows, brick sills with sill course at second floor

windows.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, wood ridge. Boston hips on sunken

dormers.

Trtm—Stock.

Frames. Doors. Wtndoivs—French door with

small panel at bottom on main entrance, bal-

ance stock. Double hung windows throughout.

Colour—Roof stained deep green blue, frames,

sash, porch and front door painted ivory.

Shutters peacock blue. Gutters and down pipes

painted black.

Floors—Of material desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

E>EDBOOM
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HOME PLAN
No. 803.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this botne
struction have beeo prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plana at the lowest posaible co&t.
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

in brick, hollow tile or frame cod-
Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

A Delightful Home of Eight Rooms
WHETHER or not you are looking for an un-

usually comfortable home of eight rooms,

or a profitable house from a speculative standpoint,

you will be interested in this economical plan.

The charming design, with its many English

details, is so pleasing that it speaks for itself. It

possesses style and character that will add con-

siderably to the selling value of the house, and it

will not cost any more than a poorly designed

home of the same size.

Much attention has been given to planning the

interior of this house, as you will readily appreci-

ate by a study of all the economy, comfort and
conveniences offered by the floor arrangement. The
dimensions are only 20 feet by 26 feet, and it can

be built to advantage on a 30-foot lot. which will

provide adequate light for all rooms, as well as a

side drive.

The stone stoop provides a simple, but digni-

fied, entrance. Observe the roomy coat closet just

beside the vestibule, and the finely proportion-

ed, well-lighted hall, giving access to a splendid

living-room, side entrance, basement stairs and

kitchen.

The living-room has a cosy brick fireplace, and
an attractive outlook is provided by the triple win-

dows in the front. The door leading to the din-

ing-room gives a perfect axis for light and cross

ventilation through the French doors to the garden

porch. In addition to the French doors the din-

ing-room has triple windows on the side, and a

service door leading to a compact kitchen. The
kitchen has windows on two sides and is

scientifically planned to save the housewife's time

and energy. A broom cupboard is located just

beside the kitchen door, and space for refrigerator

T»^
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is provided in the service entrance, which leads to

a full-sized basement below.

On the second floor we have three bedrooms,

each with good-sized clothes cupboards, and all

well lighted; the rear bedroom has windows on

two sides. The bathroom is directly over the

kitchen, insuring the lowest cost for plumbing, and

linen cupboards are built in in the hall.

The attic stairway leads to two exceptionally

well-lighted large bedrooms with an abundance

of closet space, and an extra closet in the hall.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick, stone or concrete faced

from grade to first floor line with stone of varie-

gated sizes and colours, laid with wide joints

the colour of stucco. Stoop the same.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Stucco, saw-faced stone sill course at

second floor windows.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, wooden ridge, exposed rafters.

Trim—Stock.

Frames, Doors, Windows—Casement windows

throughout: front door of French design with

panel as shown, hood of simple detail with

brackets.

Colour—Roof reddish brown, exposed rafters

brown; frames, sash, entrance door and hood

painted ivory; shutters deep green: gutters and

down pipes black, grey-white stucco walls, gar-

den porch of saw-faced material stained brown.

Floors—Oak or birch in grade desired.

Inside Finish—According to individual tastes.

Heat—Hot air. hot water or steam.

5EDPOOM
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HOME PLAN
No. 804.

The complete plans and working drawingB for building this home in brick, hoUow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D, Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of cont>lruciion.

A Practical Design for a Substantial Eight

Roomed House
ALTHOUGH the attractive exterior of this

practical design for a modest home of eight

rooms will appeal to most people on account of

its charming English treatment and substantial ap-

pearance, the floor arrangement entitles it to special

consideration, because it can be used to advantage
on almost any kind of a lot. It is equally suit-

able, and provides all of the advantages of the

centre hall plan, when placed on a 35' or 40'

inside lot with the porch facing the side, or on
a 50' inside lot with the porch facing either the

side or the front, or on a corner lot for which it is

ideal.

The design is suitable for all brick construction

or for stucco walls with brick corner quoins, as

illustrated, which give an appearance of strength

and solidity to the exterior by this unusual and
colourful treatment. The large bay window pro-

jecting from the living-room suggests unusual com-
fort in the interior, and the porch of saw-faced

lumber, with its distinctive detailed railing, has

roof lines which conform to the general style of

the main roof.

The main entrance opens off the unusually

large porch into a compact hall that has an open
stairway leading from it just beside the built-in

coat room. A cased opening large enough for

double French doors opens into a large living-room

of ideal proportions and arrangement, in which
the deep bay window with its furred or dropped

^^p^^ w ^
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ceiling adds considerably to the attractiveness and

apparent size of the room, providing at the same

time a suitable location for the modern chesterfield,

and assuring an abundance of light, fresh air and

sunshine for this the principal room of the house.

The detailed brick fireplace, flanked by built-in

book cases on each side, is another charming feature

of this room. The dining-room, with its win-

dows on two sides is of ample size for the modern
family, with a double action service door leading

to a kitchen that will appeal to the modern house-

wife who is interested in saving steps in preparing

meals. The kitchen is lighted on two sides with

every built-in feature, as well as plenty of wall

space for kitchen fixtures. Space for a refrigerator

is located in the service entrance convenient to the

kitchen, outside and basement.

The large master's bedroom on the second floor

has two clothes closets, a fireplace and three double

casement windows, which make it an exceedingly

attractive bedroom. There are two smaller bed-

rooms with good-sized clothes cupboards on this

floor, a bathroom centrally located for all rooms.

as well as built-in linen cupboards in the hall.

On the third floor we have two good large

bedrooms, with large clothes closets and a store-

room for trunks or other articles.

Outline of Specifications

foundation Walls—Stone or brick.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick, with brick

quoins.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, wood ridge, Boston hips, exposed

rafters.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors. Windows—Main entrance French

door, balance stock, casement windows

throughout.

Colour—Roof stained reddish brown, grey white

stucco walls with dark red brick quoins and

base, with joints colour of stucco. Frames and

sash painted ivory white, shutters deep blue

green, exposed rafters, posts and balusters

stained brown. Gutters and conductors painted

black.

Floors—Oak or birch in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot water, steam or hot air.

FiR5r Floopv. PIan- Second FlqokPlan Third Floor. Plan
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HOME PLAN
No. 805.

The complete plane and working drawings for building thiB home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-

Btmction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that suppHes home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost-

See page 116 for cost of plans and how to cecure specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

An Artistic Design for Two Semi-Detached Eight

Roomed Houses

THERE is none of the commonplace appear-

ance of the ordinary semi-detached houses in

this design for a pair of eight-roomed homes,

which is put in a special class by itself by reason

of the charming English treatment of the exterior

details, as well as the general harmony of the de-

sign. To all intents and purposes each house is a

separate one, with their main entrances widely

separated and exclusive, although the obvious ad-

vantages of the semi-detached principle arc ob-

tained in a way that enhances the attractiveness and

substantial appearance of each house by making

each appear larger than it really is.

Following the general style and floor plans

of design No. 804 for a single house, all of the

advantages of the centre hall plan are obtained

without the necessity of using a wide lot. The

pair would look well on a 75-foot inside lot, or

it could be built on a 50-foot corner lot of fairly

good depth by having one entrance on one street

and the other entrance on the other, or a very un-

usual effect could be obtained by placing the pair

diagonally on a slightly larger corner lot, which

would create wonderful garden possibilities.

Although the illustrations show stucco walls

with brick corner quoins that produce an unusual

and colourful effect, as well as an appearance of

strength and soUdity, solid brick construction

could be used if preferred without losing any of

the fine appearance of this design.
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The French door on the main entrance of each

house opens off an unusually large porch into a

compact hall with a built-in coat-room. A cased

opening large enough for double French doors

connects the hall with the living-room that is made

exceptionally attractive by its ideal proportions

and arrangement, as well as the deep bay window

and detailed brick fireplace, flanked by built-in

book cases on each side. The dining-room is of

ample size for the modern family and secures an

abundance of light, fresh air and sunshine from

the five casement windows on two sides. A double

action service door leads to a thoroughly modern

kitchen which contains every built-in feature,

plenty of cupboard space, wall space for fixtures,

as well as a large closet for extra storage, and an

exceptionally fine service entrance leading to and

from the kitchen, basement and outside, with space

on the landing for a refrigerator.

The large master's bedroom on the second floor

has two separate clothes closets, a fireplace and

three double casement windows, which make it

an exceedingly attractive bedroom. There are

two smaller bedrooms of fair size, with good large

clothes cupboards on this floor, a bathroom cen-

trally located for all rooms, as well as built-in

linen cupboards in the hall.

Like the main stairway, the stairway leading

to the third floor is large enough to accommodate

modern furniture, and leads to two large, well-

lighted bedrooms, each with roomy clothes closets

with a separate room for storage purposes.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone or brick.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick, with brick

quoins.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, wood ridge, Boston hips, exposed

rafters, bell cast.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors, Windows—Main entrance French

door, balance stock, casement windows through-

out.

Colour—Roof stained reddish brown, grey white

stucco walls with dark red brick quoins and

base, with joints colour of stucco. Frames

and sash painted ivory white. Shutters deep

blue green, exposed rafters, posts and balusters

stained brown. Gutters and conductors painted

black.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot water, steam or hot air.

Bedroom

Bedroom

•First Flock Plan Second Flook Plan -Third Flook Plan-
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HOiME PLAN
No. 80.-5.

The complete plans and working drawinps for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
Btruclion have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost-
See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specificatioas. and approximate Cost of conbtruction.

An Unusual Eight-Roomed Bungalow

THE bungalow is popular nowadays, because

people generally are coming to realize that

it is ideal from the standpoint of convenience and

comfort. For instance, in this attractive home,

which has all of its principal rooms on one floor,

a number of burdensome housekeeping details are

eliminated. There is no stair-climbing to speak

of, and the arrangement of the rooms assures

a decided curtailment in the number of steps neces-

sary for the performance of household tasks.

This unusual design of southern precedent, with

its pleasing roof lines and simple exterior, has an

individuality, cosiness and charm that will look

well in any locality. Although designed for a

western exposure, it is equally suitable for a south-

ern or northern exposure. The plans can be re-

versed when it is desired to have the front of the

house facing east.

A bungalow without a hall is usually a bungle.

This home, however, has a hall that opens into

every room on the first floor, and there is a dividing

door separating the living portion from the service

and sleeping portion of the house. You will

notice the exceptionally large porch has double

French doors opening from the living-room, and
a French door on the main entrance leading into

the central hall. The living-room is amply large,

with a large fireplace on the right, and lighted from
two sides. The dining-room is large enough for

a good-sized family, extra well-lighted on two
sides, ensuring perfect cross ventilation, as is the

case in all rooms.
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The kitchen is conveniently located to the din-

ing-room, hal! and service entrance on the side.

It is well laid out according to modern ideas, with

plenty of built-in cupboards and provision for

wall space for all kitchen equipment. A large coat-

room is handily located close to the main hall, and
the bathroom has all the privacy that is to be

desired. The three bedrooms are of good size,

with plenty of closet space and well-lighted.

A stairway leads to the second floor, which can

be finished or not, as desired. The plans provide

for a billiard room of immense size, and an extra

bedroom and store-room. The stairs to the full-

sized basement lead from the kitchen or outside,

and are located immediately under the stairs to the

second floor.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone or brick.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick.

Roof—Wood. ( asphal t or tapered asphalt

)

shingle with shingle ridge; eyebrow dormer in

front.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors. Windows—Frames stock; French

doors on porch openings, balance stock: sliding

sash windows.

Colour—Frames, sash. French doors, exposed raf-

ters, posts and gable ends painted ivory: roof

stained mahogany brown: gray-white stucco

on gray or brown tapestry brick soldier course.

Floors—As desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air. hot water or steam.
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HOME PLAN
No. 807.

The complete plans and working drawinKs for building this home in brirk. hollow tile or frame con-

struction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-opeiativt organization that supplies home builders with architectural plana at the lowest pOBsible coBl.

Set pa^-e 116 for cost of plaub and bow to secure spicifications, and approximate cost of construction.

A Harmonious Design for Eight Rooms with

Garage Attached

THE striking simplicity of the front doorway

is just one of the features of the exterior

elevations of this harmonious design, which does

not lose any of its charm by reason of the garage

being attached, as many do. The day of thought-

less, shapeless garages erected in conspicuous posi-

tions has passed, and the garage is now generally

accepted as part of the house. In this design it is

made a distinctive addition to the interest and

beauty of both house and garden, by conforming

to the general lines of the house itself. It is

economical too, because part of the wall answers

for both garage and house, and the drains, water

pipes, electric light and heating, can be connected

v.'iih the house service.

The floor plans are ideal for a 22 feet by 28

feet 6 inches house, every inch of space being used

to the best possible advantage. The stone stoop

at the front entrance is a permanent structure that

does not require painting every year. The vesti-

bule, with its roomy coat closet, insulates the

square hall against draughts from the front door.

The living-room on the right derives all of the

advantages of a much larger room by reason of the

centre opening to the dining-room, which has a

doorway flanked by two windows leading to the

porch overlooking the rear garden. These door-

ways, combined with the triple window looking

out the front garden from the living-room, make

a perfect axis for light and cross ventilation. The

i
' -
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kitchen obtains plenty of light and ventilation

from the triple window on one side. It contains

all of the modern built-in features and is separ-

ated from the hall by double doors to prevent

visitors seeing right through to the kitchen, as is

usually the case when the kitchen door is left open.

The service entrance at the side uses the headroom

obtained by the main stairway without any loss

of space, providing at the same time convenient

access from the outside and the garage to the

kitchen and basement.

The second floor contains three bedrooms of

good size with ample closet space, and an abund-

ance of windows that, in combination with the

doors, provide the required amount of wall space

for bedroom furniture. The bathroom is of good

size and a linen cupboard is located just a step or

two from any of the rooms.

A doorway leads to the stairway to the third

floor, which makes it simple to shut it off when

not used, or left unfinished. The third floor has

two fine airy bedrooms, with plenty of closet

space extending under the roof.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Wall—Stone or brick, faced with

variegated stone, stone stoop.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, Boston hips, shingle ridge.

Frames, Doors, Windoivs—Casement windows,

detailed front door, balance stock, louvred shut-

ters on three front windows indicated.

Trim—As desired.

Colour—Gray white stucco on variegated stone

base course. Roof stained weathered green.

Frames, sash, gutters and conductors painted

ivory white; shutters front door and garage

doors peacock blue.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air. hot water or steam.

Fjkst Flcor. Plan Seccwd fiooi^PiAN- -Third fioofK. Ran
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HOME PLAN
No. 808.

Thd complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, hoUow til« or frame con-
stractioD have been prepared by Maarice D. Klein for The * Home Boildera Serrice bureao—

a

co-operative organization that suppUes home boUderB with architectural plana at the lowest poaaible coat.

See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

Modern in Character with Many English Features

ALL of the features of a centre hall plan with

a direct entrance from the front suitable

for a narrow lot. are obtained by the floor arrange-

ment in this house of modern design with many
English features. The entrance being set back

a distance from the front line of the house gives

an individuality in character to the whole exterior.

You step from the front entrance doorway to a

larger than usual well-lighted vestibule, and easily

accessible coat-room opening off it, then to a practi-

cally square centre hall from which an attractive

open stairway leads to the second floor. Both
lower and upper halls are well-lighted by double

casement windows on the landing.

The living-room is a special feature of this

plan—a big spacious, airy, sunny room with a

deep, square bay overlooking the front garden

—

pleasant even without furniture. The cased op€n-

ing in the hall is directly opposite a similar open-

ing to the dining-room, which creates an impres-

sion of unusual spaciousness, as well as serving a

practical, although frequently overlooked, need for

cross-ventilation. The dining-room is exception-

ally well-lighted by triple casement windows on

the right hand side, and a French door with

French windows on each side of it opening on to

the large stone-flagged garden porch, overlooking

the rear garden. The kitchen is scientifically

planned to save time and labour, and every

woman will appreciate the convenience of having

a built-in dining-alcove at the rear where break-

fasts and other meals can be served quickly

and easily. The built-in features include com-

modious cupboards, shelves beside and over the
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sink and convenient table and ironing-board. You
will notice that space has been provided in the

service entrance at the side for a refrigerator, and

a milk cupboard is built in the wall just beside the

kitchen door.

On the second floor, as in the rest of the house,

consideration has been given to comfort and con-

venience. As on the first floor, step saving ad-

vantages of the centre hall plan are evident—for

the stair landing is just two steps from each of the

three bedrooms and bathroom. All of the bed-

rooms are well-lighted and have roomy clothes

closets. The bathroom is of good practical size

and modern linen cupboards are built-in in the

hall, with a convenient clothes shute to the laun-

dry in the basement, just beside them.

The third floor has two very large bedrooms

with plenty of closet and storage space, an indis-

pensable feature in the modern home.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick or stone.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

\Va//s—Brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, bell cast, Boston hips, shingle ridge

and exposed rafter.

Trim—As desired.

Frames. Doors. Windows—Detailed front en-

trance, casement windows throughout.

Colour—Dark red brick with grey white flush

joints, roof stained weathered green, frames,

sash, and doorway trim painted ivory white,

shutters and front door painted dark green

blue. Exposed rafters and garden porch

stained brown.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

Bedroom

Kau

Bedroom

First Rook Plan- SECOND FLOOf^I\^N - 'Third fiooR Plan
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HOME PLAN
No. 900.

The complete plana and working drawings for building this home In brick, hollow ttle or frame con-

struction have been prepared by Maurice D- Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

eo-operatis-e organization that Buppliea home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.

See pace 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

An Attractive Colonial Design for Nine Rooms

THIS perfectly balanced design of Colonial pre-

cedent could be placed to advantage on a

corner lot, with the front entrance on the longest

side, or on an ordinary 50 foot lot with the en-

trance at the front. It could also be built on a

40 foot or 50 foot lot with the main entrance at

one side and the porch facing the street, this would

provide three feet for a service entrance at one side,

and either thirteen or twenty-three feet for the

main walk and garage drive at the other. Placed

in any of these positions with a southern, western

or eastern exposure, the principal rooms would

obtain a maximum of sunshine the year round.

The floor plans provide for nine ideal rooms

on three floors, although the finishing of the two
rooms on the third floor is optional. Every room
in the house, except the bathroom, has cross ven-

tilation and light from windows on two or more

sides, and still there is an abundance of the much

required wall space, because the rooms are laid

out to fit the furniture.

The lay-out of the living portion of the house

is a feature of this design, for the dining-room,

living-room and porch, open up into each other

giving a wonderful amount of space and creating

an impression of unusual size.

The large living room has French doors on

each side of the fireplace, leading to the full size

stone-flagged porch at the side. The dining-room

is of modern size with a service door leading to a

kitchen that has every modern built-in feature,

laid out so that you hardly need to step from one

fixture to the other. Space for a refrigerator is

provided in the service entrance at the side.
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The stairway leading to the second floor is of

open design and the window on the landing lights

the lower hall, stairway and square upper hall at

the same time. Each of the bedrooms have very

roomy clothes cupboards. Two of the bedrooms

arc made still more attractive and cosy by having

furred or drop ceilings over the shallow alcove

at one end caused by the position of the clothes

closets with the window centrally located in the

alcove.

The doorway on the staircase to the third floor

is just a couple of steps from the landing of the

main stairway, so that it will not affect the ap-

pearance of the second floor in the event of the

third floor being left unfinished. The attic is laid

out to accommodate one exceptionally large bed-

room and one smaller bedroom. The balance of

the floor space being used for large clothes closets,

a store room, and a bathroom which can be

roughed in at a low cost, as it is immediately above

the bathroom on the floor below.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone, brick or concrete.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles. Sides of dormer and porch of wide

Colonial clapboards.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors, Windows—Main entrance to de-

tail, balance stock. Double hung windows

throughout except casements on dormers.

Colour—Grey white stucco. Roof stained weath-

ered green. Frames, sash, main entrance, porch,

dormers, gutters and conductors painted ivory

white. Shutters and front door painted pea-

cock blue.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Hear—Hot water or steam.

F1R.5T Floop^ Plan Second rLOOK.PLAN' Third Flock Plan
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HOME PLAN
No. 901.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this home in brick, bollow tile or frame con-
Etraction have been prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest po&sible cost.

See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specificaticns, and approximate cost of construction-

An English Half-Timber Home of Nine Rooms and

Sim Room
THERE are very pleasing proportions and at-

tractive roof lines in this design for an Eng-
lish half-timber home. The nice spacing of tim-

ber, quaint entrance projection, dormers, bay

window on front, and battened shutters on second

floor windows are some of the features of this

dignified home. It is designed for an inside or a

corner lot of narrow frontage, with any street ex-

posure except the eastern, in which position the

plans could be reversed.

The floor arrangement has many unusual fea-

tures. All of the advantages of a centre hall plan

are obtained by having the entrance on one side,

which enables us to devote the full front of the

house to a splendid living-room. The whole lay-

out of the rooms creates an impression of unusual

spaciousness, and the arrangement of the windows
assures sunny and airy rooms, for cross ventilation

is obtained in every room.

The English detailed door on the main en-

trance opens into a good-sized vestibule, with coat-

room adjoining. There is a cased opening leading

from the main hall to the large living-room (13

feet 6 inches by 22 feet) which has a handsome
fireplace and built-in book cases on the left-hand

side—triple casement windows on the right and a

beautiful bay window with furred ceiling over-

looking the front garden. The dining-room is

amply large (12 feet 4 inches by 13 feet 4 inches)

with light on two sides, and French door leading
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to the garden porch at the rear. You will notice

that the cased opening from the hall to the dining-

room is directly opposite that to the living-room,

as well as the entrance to the garden porch. This
gives us a perfect axis for light and ventilation, for

the entire floor. The kitchen is well arranged ac-

cording to modern ideas, with built-in cupboards

over the sink, built-in ironing board and milk

cupboard, space for a refrigerator and windows on
two sides. A double action service door leads to

the dining-room, and another door leads to the

stairway to a full-sized basement, which has an

outside entrance at the grade line.

The second floor is well arranged with a practi-

cally square hall in the centre of the house. The
sitting-room has a fireplace, and is provided with

a clothes closet and plenty of wall space for furni-

ture in the event of its being used as a bedroom.

The three other bedrooms are of good size, with

windows on two sides and plenty of closet space.

A sunroom or sleeping-porch opens off the rear

bedroom. There is a built-in linen cupboard in

the hall and the bathroom is located convenient

to all rooms.

The third floor can be finished or left to be fin-

ished later as desired. The stairway leading to it

has a door on the lower floor that separates it from

the rest of the house. The plans for this floor

provide for two large, well-lighted bedrooms and

a bathroom immediately over the one on the lower

floor, making a very economical plumbing arrange-

ment.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick or stone.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Dark red stock brick for first storey and

stucco on hollow tile or brick for second storey.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with bell cast, Boston hips and shingle

ridges.

Trim—As desired.

Frames. Doors. Windoics—Stock frames, detailed

door on main entrance, balance stock. Case-

ment windows throughout, with battened shut-

ters on second storey windows.

Colour—Dark red stock brick, with joints colour

of stucco: gray-white stucco: battened shutters,

porch and front door stained medium-tone

brown. Frames and sash painted ivory white.

Roof stained reddish brown. Gutters and con-

ductors painted black.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot water or steam.

FiR5T Flock Plan •Second Flook-Plan Third Flock Plan
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HOME PLAN
No. 902.

The complete plans and workine dnviDr* for boildine thi» hone la hnck. hollow til» or Inmt eoo-

uruction h»re be«n prepared by Maurice D. Klein for The Hojne Builder* 8«rTieo Boreao—

•

ODeratire ortaBizaiion that sopplies home boiidera with archuwtural plana at the loweai poaaibl« eo»i.

a Dace 116 for cost of pUna and how to wcure specifieaiions. aod approxusMe cct of eoaaimctjon.CO-i
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A Nine-Roomed House with Many English Features

THE charming low effect of this unusually at-

tractive design for nine rooms on three floors

with outside dimensions of 27 feet by 29 feet

6 inches has been accomplished by its many Eng-

lish features. The fine lines of the two-story bay

and the harmonious effect of the roof and porch

treatment combined with the sunken dormers,

shuttered windows, and massive chimney give the

desired result, as well as a particularly pleasing

effect. In the interior nine exceptionally good

rooms have been obtained by the unusually good

floor arrangement, as well as a separate back stair-

way leading to the half way landing of the main

staircase, closed off by a door, a very roomy and

practical service entrance, and a separate hall be-

tween the main hall and kitchen.

The main hall is practically square and from it

you obtain a delightful view of the fireplace wall

of the living room. The five windowed bay. with

its furred or dropped ceiling, in the living room

prcxiuccs a charming cosy effect and makes an

ideal location for a chesterfield or table. A
feature of the lay-out is the perfect axis for light,

ventilation and view through the bay window

in the living-room, the French dcxirs leading in to

the dining-rcx}m and the French door flanked by

French windows opening on to the garden porch,

which could be converted into a sunroom if de-

sired. Both the living and dining rooms are of

ample size for modern furniture and comfort and

have plenty of windows. The arrangement of the

kitchen is just as the modern housewife would

wish it, with the sink below double casement win-

dows and draining boards on each side, with built-
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in cupboards above and below. Still further cup-

board space is provided on the opposite wall, and

there is space for the usual kitchen fixtures as well.

The service entrance is like a large roomy vestibule

with space for a refrigerator, as well as vegetable

bins if desired. The separate hall between the

kitchen and main hall closes off the view of the

kitchen from the front door, providing at the

same time a large coat room as well as space for

the separate back stairway that can be used with-

out going through the kitchen.

The attractive open main stairway leads to a

second floor with its four well lighted bedrooms

each with an abundance of closet space, and con-

venient to the centrally located bathroom and

linen cupboards opening off the centre hall.

On the third floor we have two good bedrooms,

as well as two large store rooms. This space could

be rearranged to provide a bathroom on this

floor if required.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone or brick, with stone

base of variegated colours and sizes.

Cellar Floor—Cement.

Walls—Grey white stucco on hollow tile or brick.

f^oof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, bell cast, Boston hips.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors, Windows—Detailed front door,

balance stock, casement windows throughout.

Co/our—Roof stained dark bronze green, frames,

sash and porch stained brown, shutters painted

dark bronze green. Gutters and conductors

black.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.
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m HOME PLAN
No. 903.

The complete plane and worhing drawings for boilding this home in briclc, hollow tile or frame con-
Ktniction have been prepared fay Maurice D. Klein for The Home Bnilders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.

See page 116 for cost of plan& and how to secure ^pecihcations, and approximate coat of construction.

A Particularly Pleasing, Substantial and Exclusive

Design

THE stone quoins and recess of the beautiful

English doorway, with its overhanging

wrought iron lamp, combine to make one of the

details of this design that, together with a perfectly

balanced window arrangement, battened shutters

and delightfully artistic general lines, produce a

particularly pleasing, substantial and exclusive

effect. In fact this home is one of which any
owner may be proud, for it will be a distinct

addition to any community and is suitable for

the most exclusive district.

The main portion of the house (26' x 27') is

planned to obtain a maximum of floor space with

an ideal arrangement for the living portion. The
main entrance opens into a vestibule that has a

coat-room on one side. The main hall provides

access to the living-rooms, kitchen, basement, side

entrance, and upstairs, with a minimum of steps.

The large living-room across the front of the house

has windows overlooking the front and side gat-

dens and is connected by French doors with a com-

fortable loggia, or sunroom, and the amply large

dining-room, making it possible to open these three

main rooms into one to accommodate a large num-
ber of people at any time. The tiled loggia has

French doors, opening on to the large stone-fllagged

terrace overlooking the rear garden, and into the

dining-room. The dining-room has a double

action service door to a practically arranged kit-

chen that is well lighted from two sides. You
will notice that the sink is directly under the

rear window, with plenty of built-in cupboards
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on both sides, and that ample provision has been

made for modern kitchen fixtures. Space is pro-

vided for a refrigerator in the side service entrance

convenient for icing without tracking up the kit-

chen floor. The side setA'ice entrance is a feature

of this house, giving, as it does, access between the

outside and inside of the house and garage, as well

as providing an inside and outside entrance to the

full-size basement.

The upstairs is arranged to provide three good

sized bedrooms with plenty of closet space, and a

large and well-lighted sitting-room with a hand-

some brick fireplace. The sitting-room has a

clothes closet so that it may be used as a bedroom

if desired. The bathroom is centrally located for

all rooms and a large built-in linen cupboard is

situated just beside it in the hall.

A doorway on the hall landing closes off the

stairway to the third floor, which contains two

bedrooms of exceptional size, each with plenty of

windows and cupboard space.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone or brick.

Cellar Floor—Cement,

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles with wooden ridge and bell cast.

Trim—As desired.

Frames. Doors, Windotus—Detailed main door-

way, balance stock. Casement windows
throughout.

Colour—Grey white stucco walls on variegated

stone base. Roof stained reddish brown.

Frames, shutters and front door stained brown,

sash painted ivory white, gutters and conductors

painted black.

Floors—As desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot air, hot water or steam.

fiKsr Floop^ Flan •Second fLOOR-PLAN Third fiooK. Plan
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HOME PLAN
No. 1200.

The complete plans and working drawinf:a for building this bome in brick, hollow lile or frame con-
struction have been prepared by Maurice D, Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost.

See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specifications, and approximate cost o£ construction.

A Duplex That Would Make a Good Investment

TALK to most any man who has built a

duplex and he will tell you that a truly suc-

cessful one depends on the plan. Of course you

must use first-class material and reliable labour in

order to secure a building that will stand up well,

but after all it is the plan that provides the start-

ing point for the duplex that will give you year-

after-year satisfaction and revenue.

This duplex design is different from the ordi-

nary kind inasmuch as it combines a perfectly bal-

anced and artistic exterior along English lines with

a carefully thought-out floor arrangement, that is

identical for each floor. The location and number

of windows has had an unusual amount of

thought and study to enable the builder to use a

narrow lot and build quite close to the lot lines,

and yet have plenty of light, in addition to the

proper amount of wall space required for furniture

in each of the rooms.

The cost of upkeep has been studied too, to

obtain an attractive exterior without being de-

pendent upon large painting bills, and by using

concrete or tile floors in the loggia, and iron rail-

ings around the loggia and entrance stoop, all of

which obtain permanency.

A common vestibule leads to a square hall on
each floor that divides the main living-room from
the service and sleeping quarters. The exception-

ally large and attractive living-room is lighted

from three sides, as is the dining-room, which is

connected with it by either a cased opening or

double French doors. Both of these rooms open
on to the large and exclusive loggia. A service

passage, which is out-fitted as a pantry, connects
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the dining-room and kitchen. The kitchen is

thoroughly modern in layout and size and is con-

venient to the drying porch opening off the service

hall. An enclosed stairway leads from the service

hall to the outside and basement, and acts as a ser-

vice or tradesman's entrance for each of the floors.

The sleeping quarters are served by a separate

hall that is connected with the main hall and ser-

vice halls by doorways. Each of the three bed-

rooms arc of good size with plenty of light, venti-

lation and closet space, the smaller bedroom on the

second floor having an unusually large store-room

opening off it. Both the bathroom and the large

modern built-in linen cupboards are centrally lo-

cated for all of the rooms.

The divided basement has separate laundry.

vegetable and fruit storage, coal storage and fur-

nace rooms for each of the floors.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone or brick.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile, or brick.

f(oof—Wood (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, Boston hips and shingle ridge.

Trim—As desired.

Frames, Doors. Windows—Main entrance to de-

tail: casement windows with plastered jambs on

inside.

Colour—Roof stained reddish brown: grey white

stucco with stone base of variegated sizes and

colours: frames and sash painted ivory white;

front door and shutters painted peacock blue:

gutters and conductors painted black.

Floors—Oak or birch.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot water or steam.

Basement Flook. Plan First Floor Pun Second Flook.Plan-
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HOME PLAN
No. 1201.

The complete plans and working drawin^rs for building this home in brick, hollow tile or frame con-
struction have been prepared hy Maurice D. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—

a

co-operative organization that supplies home builders with architectural plana at the lowest possible cost.
See page 116 for coat of plana and bow to secure apeciflcatioofi, and approximate ccst of construction.

A Beautiful, Convenient and Economical Duplex

THE reasons perhaps for the popularity of the

duplex house, is that while it combines all of

the advantages and conveniences of the apartment

and one-floor bungalow, it has an economic value

to which neither an apartment house nor a bunga-

low can lay claim. Ordinarily the owner, by occu-

pying one floor and renting the other, not only

covers the entire carrying charge of his investment,

but makes a generous profit as well. In other

words, the rent from one floor will carry the inter-

est and taxes on the value of the duplex. As an
investment, therefore, the duplex house yields un-
usually large returns and for this reason they find

a very ready sale.

The floor plans for this particularly attractive

duplex are really a combination of two exception-

ally well-planned one-floor bungalows built over

each other. Having their rooms arranged upon
one floor, they eliminate, for instance, the stair-

climbing, which is a detail that adds very materi-

ally to the burden of housekeeping in a dwelling

of more conventional character. Considered from
the standpoint of beauty of. design, convenience,

economy of construction and permanent source of

revenue, this particular design is ideal.

The exterior of English design, with its delight-

ful roof lines, delicate projection of details, and its

simple Georgian doorways on the separate en-

trances, has all the refinement, as well as the har-

monious balance of the well-designed single house.

The elimination of the usual flat factory roof,

which has proven unsatisfactory for our climate,

adds considerably to the beauty of the design, as

well as the domestic qualities that are so desirable

in any home.
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You will observe from the floor plans that the
occupants of each floor are assured of complete pri-
vacy by having distinctly separate entrances opcn-
mg off the brick terrace on the left. On enter-
ing you have a practically square, well-lighted
main hall, which serves the living portion of each
floor and has a doorway connecting it with the
separate hall for the sleeping and service portion.

The main hall opens into a comfortably large

living-room—with handsome brick fireplace on the
left and windows on three sides—as well as into
the roomy dining-room. A doorway connects
both the living and dining-rooms, and both rooms
have French doors leading into the large loggia or
balcony, making it possible to open these three
main living-rooms into one. The modern labour-
saving kitchen is ideally located—it has a pantry
connecting it with the dining-room, a separate ser-

vice entrance to grade and basement, and a large
porch at the rear that will be found a very desir-
able feature for drying clothes in cold weather.
The sleeping portion of each floor is served by

the separate hall, which gives access to all rooms.
The two large bedrooms are conveniently located,

with respect to the bathroom, which is so arranged
that it is economical from a plumbing standpoint.

The basement has a dividing wall and is so ar-

ranged that each floor has individual furnace-room»
laundry, vegetable-room, etc., with separate and
unusual enclosed service entrances.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Brick or concrete, with base

course of red stock brick at ground line.

Walls—Stucco on hollow tile or brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles, with shingle ridge.

Triny—Stock.

Frames, Doors. Windows—Main entrance doors

to detail, balance stock. Casement windows
with plaster jambs on inside.

Colour—Gray- white stucco; with red stock brick

base, mortar to match stucco. Frames, sash and
pergola painted ivory white. Main entrance

doors and shutters painted deep blue-green.

Gutters and conductors painted elastic black.

Roof stained willow green.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot water or steam, separate plants for each

floor.

BASCMfNT FlOOP^ PLAh' Tip^r Roof^ Plan Second Floor. Plak
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HOME PLAN
No. 1202.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this borne in brick, hollow tile or frame ood-

atniction have been prepared by Maurice J>. Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau-*

co-operative organization that suppliei, home buildE-rs with architectural plans at the
>«*«V ^^««',™.S"

See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure specihcbtione, and approximate cost of construction.

A Duplex that looks like a Single House

IF you are worried over high taxes, the cost of

coal, the servant problem or the general up-

keep of a large house—or if you would like to

invest your money in a home for yourself that

will bring you in a monthly revenue large enough

to pay a profit on your investment, this duplex

will solve your problem. In other words, you

can live on one floor that has all the advantages

and conveniences of a well-planned apartment, or

one-floor bungalow, while the rent from the other

floor will carry the interest on your investment as

well as taxes. For this reason the duplex is

perhaps the best building investment that it is

possible to make from a revenue or resale stand-

point.

This Colonial design is planned to give the

effect of a large single house on the outside. The

deep, well-proportioned cornice, the shadow over-

hang, the doorway with its simple, dignified lines,

and the tall, square porch columns, are all typically

Colonial and in complete harmony with the gen-

eral design. Unlike most duplexes and apart-

ments, the porch is part of the building and car-

ries out the same design.

The floor plans are arranged so that complete

privacy is assured the occupants of each floor by

separate entrances opening off the large front vesti-

bule leading to the upper and lower floors. Each

floor has identically the same arrangement as the

other, which ensures the lowest cost for building,

for naturally with one bathroom directly over the

other, and one kitchen over the other, a consider-

able saving in plumbing cost is effected. The

building, too. is more solid because it is possible
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to use uniform joists supported on bearing parti-

tions that run direct from the cellar to the roof.

Each floor has a large main hall which serves

the living portion of the house. The sleeping

quarters are reached by a separate hall opening off

the main hall. AH of the rooms are unusually

well lighted, most of them from two sides, so that

all rooms arc assured of ample light when built on

a narrow lot with large buildings adjoining. The
living-room, you will notice, has four windows

on two sides, with a well-proportioned brick fire-

place on the left. The dining-room is lighted

and ventilated from three sides, with a French door

leading to an unusually large porch. The privacy

of this porch is a big feature of the design, being as

it is entirely separate from the other floor with ac-

cess from the hall or dining-room. Those who
live in ordinary duplexes or apartments will ap-

preciate this feature. A large coat room is located

in the hall.

In the sleeping and service quarters we have two

bedrooms of good size, with bathroom ideally

located between them. Built-in linen cupboards

are located in the hall. The arrangement of the

kitchen is ideal, being laid out for efficiency, with

a doorway opening on to a large drying porch at

the side. Another doorway leads to the specially

closcd-in service entrance, which provides access

to and from the outside, kitchen and basement,

where each floor has individual furnace rooms,

laundry, etc., separated by dividing walls. On
the upper floor space for a small sewing-room or

den is obtained immediately over the front vesti-

bule.

Outline of Specifications

Foundation Walls—Stone or brick, with brick

soldier course at grade.

Cellar Floors—Cement.

Walls—Dark red stock or tapestry brick.

Roof—Wood, (asphalt or tapered asphalt)

shingles. Boston hips and shingle ridge.

Trim—Stock.

Frames, Doors, Windows—Stock frames, detail

front doorway and cornice, sliding sash win-

dows, louvred shutters.

Colour—Roof stained reddish brown; walls of

dark red stock or tapestry brick with gray-white

raked joints, frames, sash, cornice, porches and

lattice painted ivory white; front door and

shutters painted peacock blue; gutters and con-

ductors painted black.

Floors—Oak or birch, in grade desired.

Inside Finish—As desired.

Heat—Hot water or steam.

Basement Floop^ Plan Fif^ST hooK Plan SecoND Floop^PUn
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GARAGE PLAN
No. 101.

The complete plans and working drawings for boilding this garage have been prepared by Maurice D.
Klein for The Home Builders Service Bureau—a co-operative organization that supplies home builders
with architectural plans at the lowest possible coFt. See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure
specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

When Building The New Garage
T TNTIL a few years ago a garage was considered as merely a place

^^ in which to keep a car. It was built on more or less standard

lines and set up out in one's back yard without a great deal of thought

being spent on the subject.

But as great numbers of these pill boxes sprung up, the beauty of

the residential sections of our cities was seriously threatened. These

shapeless structures, erected in conspicuous positions often close to the

sidewalks, were a constant liability to otherwise attractive grounds.

However, now that the indecision as to the architectural classifica-

tion of the garage has passed, they are quite generally accepted as part

of the house. Indeed, they are sometimes incorporated directly in the

house plan.

Generally speaking, the person who builds a garage expects to get

more motoring with greater comfort and usually for less money. By
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GARAGE PLAN
No. 201.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this garage have been prepared hj Maurice D.
Klein for The Home Bnilders Service Bureau—a co-operative organization that supplies home builders
with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost. See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secare
specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

having the car closer at hand and more accessi-

ble, it is more usable and as a result, more

used. If nothing else did so» this would more

than justify the relatively small expense of

building and maintaining one's own garage on

the property.

Therefore, the garage's position being of ne-

cessity such a prominent one. somewhat like a

gateman's lodge, it has forced the architect to

make them beautiful as well as useful. For

otherwise the effect of the whole estate would

be ruined. This has resulted in the creation

of a host of attractive designs which have made

the garage a veritable asset to the home instead

of the liability it was during the early stages

of its development. The best garages arc made
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GARAGE PLAN
No. 102.

f^4

The complete plans and working drawings for building this garage have been prepared by Mauric« D.
Klein for The Home Builders Ser\'ice Bureau—a co-operative organization that supplies home buildera
with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost. See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure
specifications, and approximate cost of construction,

to conform to the general lines of the house with which they arc

associated, any departure from unity in design, colour or material,

will prove unsatisfactory.

The four garages illustrated in this section are all designed for use

with the house designs in this book, or with houses similar in style.

The materials and colour scheme will largely depend on the house

itself. In planning the garages, they have been made large enough

to give the person who is cleaning or repairing the cars plenty of

room to pass on all sides. Allowance has also been made for space

for drawers, cupboards, benches, oil tanks and other appurtenances.

The working drawings indicate how to make the doors as weather

tight as it is possible by a simple method usually overlooked until

after the garage has been constructed, as well as a method for drain-

ing the garage when sewer connections are not possible.

It is advisable to have a concrete foundation, because where

a cement floor is used it can be put in at a very slight additional

cost. Simply dig a trench deep enough to get below the frost

line and use the earth walls as forms. Some owners may want

US
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GARAGE PLAN
No. 202.

The complete plans and working drawings for building this garage have been prepared by Maurite D.
Klein for The Home Builders Ser\ice Bureau—a co-operative organijation that supplies home builders

with architectural plans at the lowest possible cost. See page 116 for cost of plans and how to secure

specifications, and approximate cost of construction.

a pit underneath the engine of the car for repair-

ing or draining the oil. If so. this can easily be

indicated.

After the garage has been built the automo-

bile owner should endeavour to improve it by

beautifying with vines and flowers. Quite often

a naturally bleak looking garage would appear

inviting if it were partly covered by an ever-

green or a rose vine, and surrounded by rose

bushes and shrubs of various kinds.

21-
o-
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Cost of Plans With Estimated Building Costs

THE Home Builders' Service Bureau is a co-

operative organization that supplies the

complete plans, working drawings and details for

all of the homes illustrated and described in this

volume—complete architectural drawings of origi-

nal copyright designs at a scale of one-quarter inch

to the foot—with all necessary measurements and
details for complete construction according to the

best modern standards at the lowest possible cost.

All plans have been checked, re-checked, and
double checked, to insure accuracy, and in many
ways are more complete than those of individual

architects who depend on their supervision to ob-

tain proper details.

Due to our methods of co-operative production

and distribution the cost of our plans is a mere
fraction of regular established architects' fees, be-

cause the cost of preparing the original drawings
is divided between a group of people in widely
separated localities.

The cost of the plans listed below is for one
complete set of blue prints, and is for the use of

one individual only, and cannot be used for other

homes without the consent of the Bureau. It you
wish to keep the plans for your personal satis-

faction we will gladly accord you this privilege.

If, however, you do not wish to keep them after

the completion of your home, we expect you to

return them in order that they do not fall into

other hands and be misused. Ths method pro-

tects you against the chance of other houses ex-

actly like your own being built alongside yours.

Although the cost of construction will vary in

different localities, the estimated cost for building

in the Toronto district given below will serve

many other parts of the Dominon as well. The
estimates are for construction as illustrated, includ-

ing the healing method mentioned. The difference

between hot air and hot water heating averages

about $50.00 per room. Vapour steam, which
makes an ideal heating system, will cost slightly

more than hot water. Stucco on hollow tile or

brick will cost practically the same as face brick.

For brick veneer deduct 10% from our estimates

on solid construction, and for frame construction

deduct 20%.
p«g© Home Plan Estimateil Heating included Cost of Page Home PlSD Estimated Heating included Cost of
No. No. Cost in estimate Plans No. No. Cost in estimate Flans

10 401 $5,000,00 Hot air $25.00 68 702 7.200.00 Hot water 35.00

12 402 3,800.00 Hot air 20.00 70 703 8,100.00 Hot water 35.00

14 403 2.100.00 Hot air 17.50 72 704 8.500.00 Hot water 40.00

16 500 8,000.00 Hot water 30.00 74 705 11,000.00 Hot water 55.00

18 501 6,500.00 Hot air 30.00 80 800 11.500.00 Hot water 50.00

20 502 7,500.00 Hot water and 30.00 82 801 5,000.00 Hot air 30.00

Spanish tile 84 802 9.600.00 Hot air 40.00

22 503 6.200.00 Hot air 25.00 86 803 5.200.00 Hot air 30.00

24 504 4,700.00 Hot air 20.00 88 804 7.500.00 Hot water 40.00

26 505 4.800.00 Hot air 25.00 QO 805 15.000.00 Hot water 60.00

28 506 5,000.00 Hot air 25.00 92 806 11,000.00 Hot water 55.00

30 507 2,600.00 Hot air 17.50 94 807 7,100.00 Hot water 40.00

38 600 7,200.00 Hot water 40.00 96 SOS 8.600.00 Hot water 45.00

40 601 4.300.00 Hot air 20.00 98 900 9,800.00 Hot water 45.00

42 602 8.000.00 Hot air 30.00 100 901 9.300.00 Hot water 45.00

44 603 6.800.00 Hot water 30.00 102 902 9.500.00 Hot water 45.00

46 604 7,700.00 Hot water 35.00 104 903 9.000.00 Hot water 45.00

48 605 7.400.00 Hot water 30.00 106 1200 16.500.00 Steam 75.00

50 606 6.600.00 Hot water 30.00 108 1201 13.000.00 Steam 60.00

52 607 7.000.00 Hot water 30.00 110 1202 13,700.00 Steam 65.00

54 608 6.300.00 Hot water 30.00

56 609 6,300.00 Hot water 35.00 Page Oarage Plar; Estimated Cost of

58 610 7.000.00 Hot water 30.00 No. No. Cost Plana

60 611 6.700.00 Hot water 30.00 112 101 500.00 5.00

62 612 6.800.00 Hot water 30.00 113 201 850.00 10.00

64 700 7,800.00 Hot water 40.00 114 102 450.00 5.00

66 701 6,400.00 Hot water 30.00 115 202 1,000.00 « 10.00

Extra Blue Prints of Home Plans can be sup-

plied with orders for original set at $2.50 per set

Extra Blue Prints of Garage Plans can be

supplied with orders for original set at $ 1 .00 per set

Standard Agreement IForms for use in making

contracts 15c each

Quantity Survey J^rices on application

Specifications—Since building by-laws vary

in different localities, and because any of the

designs in this Volume can be built in hollow tile,

brick or frame construction, no standard specifica-

tions can answer all requirements. The outline of

specifications given for each design will enable you

to obtain quotations on any of the plans, and
most builders will prepare specifications covering

the kind of construction they tender on. Those
who want detailed specifications to suit their own
personal requirements can be supplied by the

Bureau at special prices which will be given upon
application.
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Arcbitect, Maurice D. Klein

WHEN YOUR CUSTOMER

ORDER BLANK RY

THE HOME BUILDERS' SERVICE BUREAU,

265 Adelaide Street West,

Toronto. Canada.

Date

Gentlemen:

$

Kindly send me the following complete Home Plans for which I enclose

„_Original Set Home Plan No $-

Original Set Garage Plan No

ixtra Blue Prints Plan No

Extra Blue Prints Plan No...

$

$

$

See

Prices on
Opposite

Page

^.Standard Agreement Forms at 15 cents each. $

Name

Street Address

City of Town Province

Plans are not sent on approval.

-rf^

NATIONAL FIRIE •PR(5)FING-COMPANY
OF C3/3

Factory: Hamilton, Ont.

AOA,I-IMITElD
Dominion Bank Building, TORONTO
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Cost of Plans With Estimated Building Costs

T HE Home Builders' Service Bureau is a co-

operative organization that supplies the

homes without the consent of the Bureau. It you
wish to keep the plans for your personal satis-
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Standard Agreement Forms for use in making

contracts 15c each

Quantity Survey .Prices on application

Specifications—Since building by-laws vary

in different localities, and because any of the

most builders will prepare specifications covering

the kind of construction they tender on. Those
who want detailed specifications to suit their own
personal requirements can be supplied by the

Bureau at special prices which will be given upon
application.
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Architect, Maurice D. Klein

WHEN YOUR CUSTOMER

Becomes Your Salesman

MR. TABER'S LETTER TELLS THE STORY
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The most valuable assets Mr. Taber has

are satisfied clients. That's why he Tises

Natco Hollow Tile.

This is not unusual. In addition to these

savings you speed up the construction

work as well.

Mr. Taber takes the medicine he recom-

mends. He has lived in a Natco Home

himself for seven years.

Not only do you save in fuel but in

repairs, painting and maintenance costs

as well.

Natco Hollow Tile lends itself to the best

architectural treatment.

Think of Natco, not just as a building

material, but as a service that prevents

mistakes, waste and delays in building.
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NATIONAL FIR15 •PR(i?)FING-COMPAt^Y
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Factory: Hamilton, Onl. Dominion Bank Buildingr, TORONTO
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fore You
Send for this new 20-page

Illustrated Booklet fully des-

cribing the manufacture and

the many advantages of

Asphalt Roofing

We maintain a special bureau to

give Expert Roofing advice

without any obligation or cost

on your part. Tell us the style

of house you are building and

we will gladly send you samples

and other useful information

with your copy of our new

booklet. No coupon is re-

quired ; just write us as you

would any other friend.

Toronto Asphalt Roofing
Mfg. Co., Limited

Mount Dennis
TORONTO

Ont.

Phone

Junction 5282
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Why You Should Floor Your New
Home WIthfSelected Red Birch

H
ERE is some good advice.

Select your flooring with
great care. Many ^n other-

wise decidedly attractive home has
been sadly handicapped by in-

ferior floors. Go into the flooring
question thoroughly with
your architect or builder.
Get all data on all hardwood
floors- Compare them on
all points, beauty of grain
and color, wearing quali-
ties, price and economy of
upkeep. If you do this you
will find the best flooring
to be 13/16" Red Deer brand
Selected Red Birch.

For beauty of grain, color and
harmonious effect no other hard-
wood flooring can approach our
Selected Red Birch. It has rich-
ness, lone and distinction that
puts it in a class by itself. With
age it mellows; its beauty in-

creases-

No hardwood flooring will wear
longer than Red Deer Birch. It
resists wear, abrasion and mark-
ing. It shows no signs of wear
and tear. It will not **cup", curl
or warp- It will not sliver or chip.
Red Deer brand Birch takes all

stains better than any other hard-
wood- The stain is absorbed

into the wood and will not wear
oflf in doorways and places
where subjected to continuous

wear.
While we manu-

facture H" and Vz"
flooring we recom-
mend 13/16" flooring

U
wherever possible.

Ifl
The cost of material
is slightly more, but
the cost of laying and

is the same,
and you have a more
permanent and satis-

factory floor. Unques-
tionably 13/16" is the
proper thickness for

hardwood flooring for homes.
Thinner flooring is merely a

"veneer" and cannot be expected
to stand up under years of wear
in the home. Red Deer brand
13/16" Birch lies flat and smooth
as plate glass. There is no uneven-
ness or overwood, no gaps or
cracks. Cupping never develops.
Where exposed to weather, such
as near doors, windows or near
radiators or fireplaces Red Deer
brand 13/16" Birch holds its

position far better than other
hardwoods.
Here is perhaps the most aston-

ishing feature about this wonder-
ful flooring. Red Deer brand
13/16" Selected Red Birch can be
supplied at approximately the
same cost as H" clear quarter cut
oak, and Red Deer brand 13/16"
clear Birch can be supplied at the
same cost as ^i" plain Red Oak,
And the 13/16" floors are eq'jally
as handsome as the J^".

Caution! Do not fail to compare
the merits of Red Deer brand
Birch with all other hardwoods.
The results of your inquiries will
prove immensely satisfactory to
you- For further information,
please feel free to write us.

MUSKOKA WOOD M'F'G. CO.
Huntsville LUnited Ontario
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You Can Discern the Superior Quality
of "Acme Brand" Hardwood Floors

To even those who are not experienced
in judging the quality of Hardwood Floor-
ing the difference between Acme Brand and
other flooring is quickly noted, especially
when laid and finished.

The uniform graining, smoothly ma-
chined surface, absence of check and un-
sightly rough spots, the evenness of color,
all contribute to make Acme Brand the
most beautiful and satisfactory Hardwood
Floor possible to secure. Acme Brand floor-
ing improves with use. Repeated polishing
brings out the true beauty of the grain.

Measured by the years of service and
satisfactory wear Acme Brand Floors are

less expensive than ordinary floors. They
increase the value of your house for selling

purposes.

Specify Acme Brand Floors for your
new home. Your builders can secure it

from our factory in Toronto. Our Service
Department will gladly advise you which
quality to use for the different rooms and
give you an estimate of cost. Large stocks
always on hand for delivery on short
notice. (

BUILDERS MOULDING COMPANY, LIMITED
52 NOBLE STREET Local and Long Distance Phone lakeside 7700 TORONTO, ONT.
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You Can Easily Lay "Acme Brand"

Hardwood Flooring Over Old Floors

There is no need to suffer with

unsightly and worn out floors. Any

handy person can transform the appear-

ance of a room by laying an Acme Brand

Hardwood Floor on top of the old floor.

Floors are the most conspicuous and the

most used part of a house. A beautiful

floor improves the appearance of any room.

The cost of Hardwood Floors is within

the reach of every person who owns a

home. Our service department will tell

you how much the flooring for any size

of room will cost. We will tell you how

to lay and finish it. You will be proud

of the result. Just tell us the size of the

room or rooms and we will give you the

costs on various grades of Hardwood

Flooring. From our large stocks we

can ship the same day your order is

received.

BUILDERS MOULDING COMPANY, LIMITED
52 NOBLE STREET ^Local and Long Distance Phone Lakeside 7700 TORONTO, ONT.
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Sr^^im

A Beautiful Home
Have Floors and Furniture in Keeping

'

I
HE floors, furniture and woodwork receive rougher and more constant usage

^ than any other furnishings in your home. Yet, it is upon their condition

that the beauty of your home depends. No matter the type of floor you have,

no matter the finish of your furniture, the products of the makers of O'Cedar
Polish—specialists in the beautifying of homes for nearly a quarter century-
will give them the greatest protection, the finest lustre, with the least labour.

Waxed Floors
On all waxed floors use CHAN, the wax that

goes farther, shines brighter, and lasts longer.

Apply sparingly to give the best results.

CHAN dries quicker, sets harder, is more eco-

nomical, and gives a greater protection than
any other wax. The occasional polishing with
a weighted brush will keep your floors in a

state of beauty that will be the envy of all

your friends. At all hardware stores in 40c,

75c and S2.00 tins.

For Dusting
For dusting hardwood floors use the O'Cedar
Dusting Mop. The O'Cedar Dusting Mop

contains no oil to

dull the lustre of
the wax. It is light

in weight, the full

cotton yarn picks up
all dust and lint,

it is shaped so that
it is easy to clean

hard - to - get - at

corners.

Furniture, Painted, Varnished
or Linoleum Floors

Use O'Cedar on all furniture. Just a few
drops on a damp cloth preserves and beauti-

fies as will no other polish. O'Cedar Polish

cleans as it polishes, removing all dust and
grime, revealing and enhancing the original

beauty of the graining. Always put a few
drops of O'Cedar on the dust cloth—it holds
the dust, keeps the furniture sparkling.

On painted or varnished floors

or on linoleum, O'Cedar Polish

is unexcelled. Applied with an
O'Cedar Polish Mop it gives a

hard dry lustre which makes it

easy to keep the floors in a

gleaming and spotless condition.

With the O'Cedar Polish Mop—oiled with O'Cedar Polish

—

the floors and woodwork are

cleaned and polished at one op-
eration. O'Cedar Polish in bot-
tles: 4 oz. 25c; 12 oz. 50c, also

larger quantities in cans.

CHANNELL LIMITED TORONTO
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Beautiful Floors
for Every Room

IT is easy to plan the floors of your home when you choose

Dominion Linoleum Rugs. The beautiful and the practical

are happily combined in these fine floor coverings. Their charm-

ing colors and patterns please the most fastidious taste. Their

labor-saving features and sturdy indifference to hard usage appeal

from the viewpoint of common-sense and economy. You'll be

proud of your floors if you cover them with

Dominion Linoleum Rugs
made in convenient sizes, and in suitable designs for living-room,

dining-room, bedroom, kitchen and hall. They are cheerful and

bright and their clean, smooth, waterproof,

germproof surface saves endless hours of tire-

some beating and sweeping.

Dominion Linoleum
is ideal where the entire floor is to be covered.

It is made in widths sufficient for any ordinary

room and possesses all the practical features of

durability and sanitation that make Dominion

Linoleum Rugs so popular. There are many

beautiful patterns to choose from.

See the display of Dominion Linoleum Rugs
and Doviinion Linolcutn in your neighbor-

ing home-furnishing or departmental store,

and note particularly, the moderate prices.

This label is on the face

of all genuine Dominion
Linoleum and Doniinion

Linoleum Rugs. Look
for it and also for the

strong, long-fibre bur-

lap back that guaran-

tees years of satisfac-

tory wear.
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r Sanitary Elimination

of Household

Wast

PROTECTION against disease is no less essential

than protection against the elements. The Gar-

bage Can is not a protection, it is a cordial invi-

tation with an R.S.WP., and it is extended to every

disease germ in the community. The reply of every

germ and of every germ's neighbor and uncle and aunt

is *Thanks. will attend your banquet. Make provision for

all the relatives," And they all gather at the Garbage
Can.

But they are a treacherous crowd. The recipients of

your hospitality, they crowd in, each w ith his own
peculiar weapon of death. They immediately set about

on their murderous mission. The winged insects whose
birthplace is the Garbage Can, furnish them with a con-

venient means of aerial transportation. From Garbage
Can to some receptacle, a pail, a cup, a glass, or a dish

they wend their short passage, and a week or two weeks
later they have accomplished their insidious mission, A
fever, a headache, a doctor, an undertaker, and the first

instalment on the cost of the Garbage Can has been paid-

Strange it is, that with all our precautions as to sanitary

plumbing, damp-proof basements, correct heating and
ventilation, proper drainage, filtrations. and chemically

treated water, we've actually

devised so obvious a source

of disease as the Garbage Can-

One could hardly be charged
with a wicked suspicion of

the motives of his fellow man
if he confided the suggestion

that the meagre practice of

some forlorn physician had
been the inspiration of this

homicidal institution. What-
ever may have been the mot-
ive, it required no skilled

sanitarian to understand the
high efficiency of the Garbage
Can as a promoter of disease.

Moreover, as a work of art

the Garbage Can is not ex-
actly a success. As compared
with the environment which
a well-appointed home con-
tributes, it suggests nothing
but ugliness, untidiness,

inconvenience, menace to

health, filth, in short, it is a dangerous nuisance with
nothing to commend it and everything to condemn it.

The point we make is, what reason for being, has a
Garbage Can,
And it is now possible with a small outlay to dispense

with this incubator of disease. Science has devised a plan
by which garbage can be destroyed without the forma*
tion of unpleasant odors or the hazard incident to the use
of a Garbage Can. The garbage is burned with the use of
no fuel other than the garbage itself- The equipment
which is used for this strictly sanitary method of
disposing of household garbage and waste is known as
the Kernerator.

There are two tests by w'hich one can measure the value
of all equipment and decorative fixtures which one intro-
duces into the home. Does it lighten the work of the home
worker? Does it contribute to the cleanliness and healthy
condition of the home? In designing your home you should
give considerable thought to this convenience as we con*
sider it almost as essential as sanitary installations of
proper pipes to assure the home of perfect drainage.

Destruction by burning in municipal plants has
reached an advanced stage of development, but with the ex-

ception of a number of stove
or furnace arrangements,
built to operate with gas or
other fuel and designed to
consume garbage only, there
has never been any successful
attempt made to solve the
problem of the disposal of all

household waste, including
garbage, until the Kernerator
was perfected.

The Kernerator combines
the three recognized desirable
features: First, it destroys re-

fuse where it originates; Sec-
ond, it destroys by burning;
Third, there is no cost.

The Kernerator is built

into an enlarged base of
the kitchen chimney where-
in is placed an arrange-
ment of grates designed
with a by-pass, which per-
mits the draft to pass
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over and around as well as through the
material to be burned. No fuel is required
as this system is founded upon the demon-
strated fact that in a normal household there
is more than enough combustible material
in the form of waste paper, rags and the
like, to dry out the moisture from any ordin-
ary supply of garbage. Garbage itself is

thoroughly combustible when dried and re-
quires only sufficient heat to evaporate the
moisture in order to render it combustible.

Little or no decomposition of kitchen
waste will take place inside the incinerator,
even in the hottest weather, because the in-
side of the chimney contains soot, creosote
and gases w^hich are all preserva-
tives and disinfectants and pre-
vent decompositioin for the rela-
tively short periods between
burnings. It is the same principle
as used in the old-fashioned brick
smoke house in which meats are
smoked so as to keep them sweet
for an indefinite length of time.
The inside of your chimney is,

by reason of frequent burnings,
absolutely sterile and there is,

therefore, no inducement to de-
tay. Our experience, covering a
number of years, is that Kerner-
ators are, in fact, odorless.
A receiving hopper door is

placed in the chimney flue in the
kitchen and in the upper stories
of the building if desired. Into
this hopper is dropped all man-
ner of household refuse from
time to time as it develops

—

newspapers, wrapping paper,
kitchen waste of all kinds, card-
board boxes, tin cans, bottles,

rags, sweepings, etc. This may
be continued for about a week or
until the incinerating chamber is

practically full of alternate com-
bustible material, but with the
combustible material far in excess of the damp or
non-combustible. The tin cans, bottles, and other
material of this character, hold the mass in a loose
condition, permitting the draft, fire and heat to cir-

culate through and around the moist material-
The incinerator is fired about once a week. The

intense heat from the large amount of burning ma-
terial quickly evaporates the moisture in the veger
table matter and this dried material in turn be-
comes fuel. The burning, however, is of relatively

short duration and does not result in radiating any
heat into the kitchen or upper floors. The fire being
hot while it lasts, creates a strong draft into and up
the flue so that no smoke or odor can come out
through the hopper door into the kitchen or upper
stories. The fire thoroughly sterilizes the entire

flue, maintaining perfectly sanitary conditions from
the bottom to the top. The soot on the walls of the
chimney absolutely prevents kitchen waste from ad-'
hering to the inside walls of the flue, which is not in

any way comparable to the so-
called garbage chute.
The Kerne rator has been in

daily use for years and has been
carefully tried out under every pos-
sible condition and it is now in

successful operation in thousands
of homes and apartment buildings
throughout the United States,
Because of our thorough acquain-

tance with the incinerator's practi-
cal performance and our unlimited
confidence in its efficiency, we <lu

not hesitate to recommend its in-

stallation in all homes.

TORONTO
ELMER B. COGSWELL, LTD.

Since the waste sup-
plies its own fuel, the

cost of installation is

the only cost. The in-

stallation in your chim-
ney of a Kernerator in-

terferes in no way with
the use of the same
flue for kitchen range
or furnace.
The Kernerator is

designed to meet the re-

quirements of all sizes

and type of homes, and
the cost of installation

(w^hich is the only cost)

is very small compared
with convenience and
sanitary condition it

promotes in the home.

Canadian Representatives:

MONTREAL
E. D. MONDEHARD,

93 King St. E. 71 St. James Street
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THE heart of the ideal home
is the National Electric

Range— the only range with

the cone-type heating unit.

Add to this range the National

Circulation Water Heater, and you

ensure utmost convenience for the

home manager. Made in all sizes,

each controlled by a three-heat

switch.

The National Water Heater is

efficient, gives plenty of hot water

and saves bother and time.

Have a Safe, Comfy
Bathroom

This National Electric Heater fits flush into

the wall—out of the way—always ready to

provide a warm glow. In white vitrified enamel,

or polished nickel, it is in harmony with the

finest bedroom or bathroom. Controlled by a

tumbler switch, it can be installed on the ordinary

house service.

'Heat Without Odor or Smoke

In the ideal home this ornamenial grate

replaces the dirt-spreading, sooty, malodorous

grate; it warms a room quickly—driving out

the chill. Solidly constructed in handsome Adam
period design, it can be used to best advantage in

a tiled or brick mantel.

National Electric is a name ,every knowing ^home-manager
should look for on electric conveniences, irons, hot plates,

etc.—all have the National quality needed for the ideal home.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC HEATING CO., LIMITED
Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

Makers of

National Electric Ranges, Electric Heaters, Irons. Hotplates, etc.
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The residence of F. \V. Scott.

77 Rochester Ave., Lawrence

Park. Toronto, (below) in

which the modern bathroom

(right) has been finished in

Sani-Onyx, with walls of

French grey, and floors, base

and trimming of pure white.

Your Bathroom Walls and Floor
can now be of Pure White Stainless

MMl ©IMY
A VITREOUS MARBLE

As white as drifted snow; absolutely impervious to

stains from liquids, acids, alkali, or climate; a surface

so brilliant and smooth that a damp cloth cleans it as

readily as soap or cleansing powders, Sani-Onyx is the

ideal tiling—or panelling for the walls and floor of your
bathroom, kitchen or vestibule,

Once installed, Sani-Onyx always looks well. It

does not deteriorate. Due to its flint-like toughness

combined with its inherent beauty it gives indefinite

service. Years of use do not mar or lessen its beauty.

It resists every destructive action which it has to com-
bat in a home. Its glossy white surface is permanent.

Low in first cost it served continuously without re-

decorating or repair. Walls and floors of Sani-Onyx
do not crack from the ordinary setthng of a

building.

In addition to pure white, nubian black, turquoise

blue, and French grey, Sani-Onyx provides the oppor-
tunity for many handsome relief colour combinations.
We will gladly furnish you quotations on the cost of

finishing any of the bathrooms shown in THE HOME
PLAN BOOK in Sani-Onyx. We will install Sani-

Onyx for you, or show your own contractor how to do
it. Write for complete information.

Sm^Vroducts Co,
Limited

284 ST. HELENS AVE. TORONTO, CANADA
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For Perfect Refrigera-

tion Service Install a

"Paris Seamless"

in Your New Home
A real refrigerator is a great deal more

thau an ordinary ice box. It must not only

keep the air inside at the proper low degree

of temperature, but must circulate that air

in such a way as to keep it constantly fresh

and free from food odors.

The air circulation system in the PARIS
REFRIGERATOR is perfect. The cold

air from the high up ice chamber keeps

forcing the air at the bottom of the re-

frigerator up and through the food cham-

bers, causing it to pass again through the

ice chamber, where it is purified, rei^ooled, and cleansed of its food odors before commencing

its trip through the food compartments.

This constant air circulation is what keeps the Paris always smelling sweet, prevents one

food from contaminating another, and maintains a uniformly low degree of temperature.

The Paris method of refrigeration has been approved by leading Canadian Refrigeration

engineers, as well as by the United States Deparment of Commerce. See their booklet

number 55, "Bureau of Standards".

Send your name and address for a booklet on Paris Refrigerators, and learn the many

improvements j'ou will find in a "Paris", including how the "Paris" insulation reduces ice

consumption twenty-five per cent. It is free.

THE

SANDERSON HAROLD
PARIS Company, Limited ONTARIO
LET THE ICE MAN "ICE" YOUR PARIS FROM
OUTSIDE THE HOUSE. THE REAR OR SIDE
ICING DOOR PROVIDES THIS CONVENIENCE.

A little foresight in the building of your home
will give you this added comfort. No further need
for the iceman to carry a dripping piece of ice

through your kitchen, or soil your kitchen floor with
muddy boots, or leave the ice to melt outside in the
sun because you happen to be out. Then in the
winter use the outside cold air instead of buying
ice. The booklet provides working drawings for
installing this type of refrigerator into the con-
struction of vour house.

For sale by dealers everywhere in Canada.
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An aristocratic, enduring roof
Where a roof of outstanding and en-

during architectural beauty is desired, archi-

tects select Brantford Asphalt Slates. Their

soft harmonious shades of reddish-brown,

dark green or blue-black are the natural un-

fadable colors of the slates.

The well known Brantford quality en-

sures lasting aristocratic appearance without

the expense of painting or staining from time

to time. Your roof will be water proof,

will not curl, swell or dry out. Wonderfully

fire-resistant. By insisting upon Brantford

quality you will ensure these splendid ad-

vantages to the highest degree. Write for

descriptive literature or advice on all roofing

problems.

Distributed under Brantford Roo/jng Trade Marks through Brantford Roofing dealers.

Stoek carried, information furnished, service rendered by our dealer m your district.

Brantford Roofing Company Limited, Head Office and Factory: Brantford, Ont.
Branch Offices and W^arehouses: Toronto, Windsor, Winnipeg, Montreal. Halifax, St. John, N.B.

Brantford Roofs
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BIRD'S
ASPHALT TWIN SHINGLES
Permanent Colors Fire-safe Long Wearing

So good looking that

they add a touch of pros-

perity to any home. Colors:

natural slate, red, green, or

blue black.

So long wearing that

they constantly remind you
of their economy for years

to come.

Bird's Twin Shingles are

really two shingles in one,

easily picked up and laid

with one hand—self-spac-

ing. They will not catch

fire from falling sparks.

Write us for name of

your *'Bird'* dealer and free

booklet. **A Roof the

Owner is Proud of".

BIRD ca, SON LIMITED
Mills: Hamilton, Ont. and

Hamilton, Ontario

Pont Rouge, Que.
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Closet Tank
will give just that distinctive finish to

your bathroom that you want, and will

add value to your home.

SILENT— EFFICIENT—DURABLE
The Design is artistic and pleasing.

It is made from the highest grade material

only, by expert workmen.

It operates without any noise.

It flushes and refills rapidly.

The patent ballcock is simplicity itself and

cannot get out of order.

Finished in oak. mahogany or white.

'"tAhx/^Lciiol
Cement

Laundry Tub
and out—prevents

Perfect drainage features.

Smooth finish.

Comers are rounded—Inside
cumalating.

Special external finish makes a pleasing appearance and a

saniUry fixture for cellar, laundry or kitchen-

AU Inside fittings are brass nickelpUted.

The rim is zinc metal—rustproof—and assembled with smooth

corners to prevent tearing clothes.

Improved outlet casting holds bolts from turning when connecting

waste.

New clamping ring accommodates aU weights of lead waste.

Truly—a real tub
If a better tub could be made

we would be making it*

FRASER AVE.

THE ARISTOCRAT MANUFACTURING CO. (Rgd.) ^oTo^l

Montreal

Hamilton

Operated by THE CANADA METAL CO., Limited

TORONTO
Winnipeg

Vancouver

T. H lEIT fRINTINe C*. LIHITCO. TORONTO
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